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PREFACE

This report combines the semiannual technical reports for the periods June
* 11, 1984 through December 10, 1084 and December 11, 1984 through June 10,

1085.
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THE SRI IMAGE UNDERSTANDING RESEARCH PROGRAM

M.A. Fischler (Principal Investigator)

I INTRODUCTION

The goal of this research program is to obtain solutions to fundamental
* problems in computer vision; particularly to such problems as stereo compilation,

feature extraction, and general scene modeling that are relevant to the
development of an automated capability for interpreting aerial imagery and the
production of cartographic products.

To achieve this goal, we are engaged in investigations of such basic issues as
image matching, partitioning, representation, and physical modeling (shape from
shading, texture, and optic flow; material identification; recovery of imaging and
illumination parameters such as "vanishing points," "camera parameters," and
illumination source location; edge classification; etc.). However, it is obvious that
high-level, high-performance vision requires the use of both intelligence and stored

* knowledge (to provide an integrative framework), as well as an understanding of
the physics and mathematics of the imaging process (to provide the basic
information needed for a reasoned interpretation of the sensed data). Thus, a
significant portion of our work is devoted to developing new approaches to the
problem of "knowledge-based vision." Finally, vision research cannot proceed

* without a means for effective implementation, demonstration, and experimental
verification of theoretical concepts; we have developed an environment in which
some of the newest and most effective computing instruments can be employed for
these purposes.

C The research results described in this report are partitioned into three topic
areas: (1) three-dimensional scene modeling and stereo reconstruction; (2) feaztulre
extraction: scene partitioning and semantic labeling; and (3) interactive scnte
modeling and knowledge-base construction.
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U THREE-DIMENSIONAL SCENE MODELING AND
STEREO RECONSTRUCTION

Our goal in this research area is to develop automated methods for
producing a 3-D scene model from several images recorded from different
viewpoints. The standard approach to this problem is to use stereo
compilation -- a technique that involves finding pairs of corresponding scene
points in two images (which depict the scene from different spatial locations) and
using triangulation to determine scene depth. Various factors associated with
viewing conditions and scene content can cause the matching process to fail; these
factors include occlusion, projective or imaging distortion, featureless areas, and
repeated or periodic scene structures. Some of these problems can only be solved
by providing the machine with a global context for dealing with the missing or
ambiguous information. Thus, an important component of this research effort,
discussed in the section on interactive scene modeling, is to devise machinery by
which a human operator can simply and effectively provide the needed
information. In the remainder of this section we limit our discussion to direct
approaches -- more effective methods for image matching, interpolation for filling
in "holes" caused by matching failure, and some exciting and radically new

* methods for 3-D modeling.

A. Baseline Stereo System

As a framework for integration and evaluation of our research in modeling
* 3-D scene geometry, as well as a vehicle for technology transfer, we have

implemented a complete "state-of-the-art" stereo system. This system, described
in Appendix A [6,7], is capable of producing a dense 3-D scene model from stereo
pairs of intensity images. Included in the appendix are results of testing the
system on a numl)er of significant, data sets. We believe that the current version
of this fully auitomatic system is comparable to the best of the semiautomatic
(Imman-assisted) systems now in operational use.

I-
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B. New Methods for Stereo Compilation

As we previously indicated, the conventional approach to recovering scene
geometry from a stereo pair of images is based on the matching of distinctive
scene features, as well as on the satisfaction of constraints imposed by the viewing
geometry (e.g., the epipolar constraint). Typically, three steps are required:
(1) determination of the relative orientation of the two images, (2) computation of
a sparse depth map, and (3) derivation of a dense depth map for the given scene.

In the first step, points corresponding to unmistakable scene features are
identified in each of the images. The relative orientation of the two images is
then calculated from these points. This is, in part, an unconstrained matching
task. Corresponding image features must be found. Without a priori knowledge,
such a matching procedure knows neither the approximate location (in the second
image) of a feature found in the first image, nor the appearance of that feature.
However, it is often the case that appearance will vary little between images and
that they were taken from similar positions relative to the scene.

0 Recovery of the relative orientation of the images reduces the computation
of a sparse depth map from unconstrained two-dimensional matching to
constrained one-dimensional matching. The quest for a scene feature identified in
the first image is reduced to a one-dimensional search along an (epipolar) line in
the second image. Identification of this feature in the second image makes it
possible to calculate the feature's disparity and, hence, its relative scene depth.

Identification of corresponding points in the two images is typically based on
correlation techniques. Area-based correlation processes may be applied directly
to the raw image irradiances or to images that have been preprocessed in some
manner. Edges (identified by the zero crossings of the Laplacian of their image
irradiances) have also been used to obtain correspondences.

The outcome of this second step is a sparse map of the scene's relative depth
at those points that were identified in both images of the stereo pair.

A sparse depth map does not define the scene topography. The third and
final step in recovering the topography of the scene is "filling in" this sparse map
to obtain a dense depth map of the scene. Typically, a surface interpolation or
approximation method is used as a means of calculating the dense depth map
from its sparse counterpart. A surface approximation model may be formulated
to provide desirable image properties (such as the lack of additional zero
crossings - in the Laplacian of the image irradiances - that are artifacts of the
surface approximation model), but, often, the surface model is based on a priori
requirements for the fitted surface, such as smoothness.

3



The problems encountered in the first two steps -- recovery of the relative
orientation of the images and computation of the sparse depth map -- are
dominated by (lie problems of image matching. False matches that arise from
repetitive scene structures, such as windows of a building, or from image features
that are not distinctive (at least on the basis of local evidence) occur more
frequently in the unconstrained matching environment than in the const-'ined
environment. In recovering the relative orientation of the images, we can use
redundant information in an effort to reduce the influence of false matches; this is
more difficult in the case when the sparse depth map is computed. Furthermore,
we have little choice as to which features we may use for sparse depth mapping; if
we choose not to use a feature, we cannot recover the relative depth at that scene
point (without invoking semantic or contextual knowledge).

The selection of suitable features for determining image correspondence is
difficult in itself. Correlation techniques embed assumptions that are often
violated by the best image features. Area-based correlation techniques usually
reflect the premise that image patches are of a scene structure that is positioned

( at one distinct depth, whereas edges that arise at an object's boundaries are
surroul(led by surfaces at different scene depths. Edge-based techniques are based
on the assumption that an edge found in one image is not "moved" by the change
in viewing position of the secor:d image, whereas zero crossings found at
boundaries of objects whose surface gradients are tangential to the line of sight
contradict this assumption. These would seem minor problems, were it not for the
accuracy required of the matching process. Often, the spatial resolution of
disparity measurements must be better than the image's spatial resolution. Stereo
matching sometimes requires features with properties that are incom-patible with
what. is practical in realistic situations.

The third step, derivation of a dense depth map from a sparse one, is still
far short of having an adequate solution. Most approaches employ "blind"
interpolation, since no effective methods are currently in use for extracting depth
from the irradiance data in the individual images of the stereo pair.

In summary, we see that the most demanding steps in the stereo process are
the final two: computation of a sparse depth map, and derivation of its dense
counterpart. In Appendix B [13], we describe a new approach to stereo
compilation that involves combining these steps to recover a dense relative-depth
map of the scene directly from the image data. We use image irradiance profiles
as input to an integration routine that returns the corresponding dense relative-
depth profile. This procedure neither matches image points (at least not in the
conventional sense), nor does it "fill in" data to obtain the dense depth map. It
avoids the need to make the restrictive assumptions usually required for stereo
image matching, and it directly uses the image irradiance data in recovering the
dense depth map.

4



C. New Methods for 3-D Modeling Using Methods
Which Do Not Depend On Stereo Correspondence

We have noted the fact that it will not always be possible to find
corresponding scene points in the two images of a conventional stereo pair, and
yet, to recover a dense scene model, we need to determine the depth at every
scene point. Since interpolation will not always provide an acceptable answer
when matching fails, we are investigating a number of new techniques for
recovering scene depth that do not require establishing stereo correspondence.

A significant body of work exists in the area of extracting depth from the
shading and texture visible in a single image. However, these different techniques
make a variety of distinct assumptions about the nature of the scene, the
illumination, and V' .. imaging geometry. In Appendix C [14], we show that the
distinct assumrt ons employed by each of these different schemes must be
equivalent to providing a second (virtual) image of the original scene, and that all
of these different approaches can be translated into a conventional stereo
formalism. In particular, we show that it is frequently possible to structure the
problem as that of recovering depth from a stereo pair consisting of a
conventional perspective image (i.e., the original image) and an orthographic
image (the virtual image). We also provide a new algorithm needed to accomplish
this type of stereo-reconstruction task.

In Appendix D [10] we show how focal gradients (image "blur"), resulting
from the limited depth of field inherent in most optical systems, can be used to
recover scene depth. The advantages of this technique are that it is fast,
computationally simple, makes no special assumptions about the scene, and avoids
the stereo-matching problem. Mathematical analysis and experiments indicate

0 that the accuracy achievable by this technique is comparable to what can be
expected from the use of stereo disparity or motion parallax in determining scene
depth.

For most purposes concerned with the analysis of imaged data,
4 determination of an array of depths (e.g., as obtained by conventional stereo

methods) is only the first step in the construction of a scene description. The
conventional approach next compiles largely continuous surfaces from the discrete
depth information and then attempts to partition these surfaces into coherent 3-D
objects. Aside from some still unsolved theoretical problems, this process is
computationally expensive and time consuming. In Appendix E [2], we describe a
new method for using camera motion through a scene to obtain a 3-D model in
which higher level scene attributes are directly accessible. This technique is based
on considering a dense sequence of images as forming a solid block of data. Slices
through this solid at appropriately chosen angles intermix time and spatial data in
such a way as to simplify the partitioning problem: these slices have more explicit
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structure than the conventional images from which they were obtained. We
believe that this work is a very important development; it offers a completely new

* and direct method for accessing information about scene objects without requiring
a completely bottom-up analysis process.
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III FEATURE EXTRACTION:
SCENE PARTITIONING AND SEMANTIC LABELING

Creating a scene description from a photograhic image requires the ability
to perform two basic operations: (a) partitioning the image into independent or
coherent pieces, and (b) assigning names or semantic labels to these pieces.

The partitioning operation, necessary to reduce the computational
complexity of the subsequent scene-analysis steps, has proven to be extremely
difficult to accomplish: the performance of automated systems is still far inferior
to that of humans. In part, this disparity in performance occurs because humans
appear to employ contextual knowledge and past experience in such tasks, while
most available computational techniques employ only the local intensity patterns
visible in the image, i.e., they perform "syntactic partitioning." For practical as
well as theoretical reasons, we have been pursuing an investigation (1) to
determine the competence limits of a purely syntactic approach to partitioning
and, simultaneously, (2) to construct an operational system that approaches ies
limits. This investigation is nearing completion and has resulted in a very high
performance system that will be described in a paper now in preparation 18].

In Appendix F [1], we describe one of a number of on-going investigations
that attempt to provide a theoretical basis for the partitioning process. In this
paper, Barnard explores the idea that partitioning decisions result in alternative
descriptions of a scene, and that the preferred partitioning is the one that
provides the "simplest" description. In a paper by Fischler and Bolles [3],
partitioning is viewed as an explanation of how the image is related to the scene
from which it was derived; it is shown that completeness and stability of
explanation, as well as simplicity, are useful partitioning criteria since th.-se
attributes are necessary for an explanation to be believable.

In Appendix G [5], we describe an approach to the problem of converting a
syntactically partitioned image (e.g., one provided by Laws' segmentation system)
into a semantic description. This work has resulted in a system that can extract
cultural objects from aerial imagery; it employs geometric reasoning to identify

6 semantically significant arrangements of straight line segments in the borders of
the supplied partition. Emphasis is placed on using generic models characterizing
significant kinds of geometric relationships and shapes, thereby avoiding the well-
known drawbacks inherent in the use of specific object templates. An important
feature of this system (still under development) is the generation of an explanation
for any detected discrepancy between the hypothesized object models and the

7



initial partition. In principle, this technique should permit intelligent
compensation for anomalies due to imaging or environmental effects that would

• be recognized by a well-briefed human analyst; for example, the system should be
able to identify two contrasting regions of a peaked roof as belonging to a single
house based on illumination effects consistent with the known sun position. The
ability of this system to explain its decisions in terms of deviations of sensed data
from stored models appears to offer an effective mechanism for understanding the

• operation of the system and, simultaneously, a basis for improving its
performance.

8
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IV INTERACTIVE SCENE MODELING AND
KNOWLEDGE-BASE CONSTRUCTION

Our intent in this effort is to develop a system framework for allowing
higher-level knowledge to guide and integrate the detailed interpretation of
imaged data by autonomous scene-analysis techniques. Such an approach allows
symbolic knowledge, provided by higher-level knowledge sources, to control
automatically the selection of appropriate algorithms, adjust their parameters,
and apply them in the relevant portions of the image. More significantly, we are
attempting to provide an efficient means for supplying and using qualitative
knowledge about the semantic and physical structure of a scene so that the
machine-produced interpretation, constrained by this knowledge, will be
consistent with what is generally true of the overall scene structure, rather than
just a good fit to locally applied models.

An important component of our approach is to design a means for a human
operator simply and effectively to provide the machine with a qualitative scene
description in the form of a semantically labeled 3-D "sketch." This capability for
effective communication between a human and a machine about the three-

0 dimensional world requires both appropriate graphics tools and an ability on the
part of the machine for both spatial reasoning and some semantic
"understanding." The importance of this work derives from the fact that a major
difficulty in automating the image-interpretation process is the inability of current
computer systems to deduce, from the visible image content, the general context

* of the scene (e.g.. urban or rural; season of the year; what happened immediately
before, and what. will happen immediately after, the image was viewed by the
sensor) -- the knowledge-base and reasoning required for such an ability is well
beyond what the state of our art can hope to accomplish over (at least) the next 5
years. Thus, our work is intended to provide a means by which a human can

Csupply, to a task-oriented program, the high-level overview the program neds for
its analysis of a given scene, but cannot acquire by itself.
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A. The Representation and Modeling of Natural Forms

Our research in this area addresses three related problems: (1) representing
natural shapes such as mountains, vegetation, and clouds; (2) computing such
descriptions from image data; and (3) interactively providing the machine with a
description of natural forms as a way of building an internal knowledge data base.
The first step towards solving these problems is to obtain a model of natural
surface shapes.

A model of natural surfaces is extremely important because we face
problems that seem impossible to address with standard descriptive computer-
vision techniques. How, for instance, should we describe the shape of leaves on a
tree? Or grass? Or clouds? When we attempt to describe such common, natural
shapes using standard representations, the result is an unrealistically complicated
model. Furthermore, how can we extract 3-D information from the image of a
textured surface when we have no effective models that describe natural surfaces
and how they evidence themselves in the image? The lack of such a 3-D model
has restricted image texture descriptions to being ad hoc statistical measures of
the image intensity surface.

Fractal functions, a novel class of naturally arising functions, are a good
choice for modeling natural surfaces because many basic physical processes (e.g.,
erosion and aggregation) produce a fractal surface shape, and because fractals are
widely used as a graphics tool for generating natural-looking shapes.
Additionally, in a survey of natural imagery, we found that a fractal model of
imaged 3-D surfaces furnishes an accurate description of both textured and shaded
image regions, thus providing validation of this physics-derived model for both
image texture and shading.

Progress relevant to computing 3-D information from imaged data by use of
a fractal model is described in Pentland [9]. A test has been derived to determine
whether or not the fractal model is valid for a particular set of image data, an
empirical method for computing surface roughness from image (lata has been
developed, the computation of a 3-D fractal-based representation from actual
image data has been demonstrated, and substantial progress has been made in the
areas of , hape-from-texture and texture segmentation. Characterization of image
texture by means of a fractal surface model has also shed considerable light on Iht-
physical basis for several of the texture-partitioning techniqpes cirre ,tly in use
and has made it possible to describe image texture in a manner that is stable over
transformations of scale and linear transforms of intensity.

In Appendix 11 [11], Pentland describes an interactive system for modeling
natural forms. This system employes superquadrics, as well as fractal functions.
in allowing the user simply and effectively to create and display almost any iconic

10
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object (e.g., the human form, surfaces with analytic descriptions, natural terrain,
etc.).

This research is expected to contribute to the development of (1) a
computational theory of vision applicable to natural surface shapes, (2) compact
representations of shape useful for describing natural surfaces, and (3) real-time
modeling, generation, and display of natural scenes. We also anticipate adding
significantly to our understanding of the way humans perceive natural scenes.

B. Interactive Modeling and Analysis via Machine
Synthesized Imagery

40 Terrain-Calc, described in Appendix I [121, is a system for synthesizing
realistic sequences of perspective stereo views of real-world terrain (described
within the machine by a database of geometric and photometric models). This
system, implemented on a Symbolics 3600 Lisp Machine, has a sophisticated
graphical interface, which allows the user to specify an arbitrary flight path over
a modeled piece of terrain. A sequence of views (single images or stereo pairs, as
desired), spaced at equal distances along the flight path, is generated at about one
frame per minute, and up to 60 frames can be displayed at a rate of sixteen
frames per second. This system is revolutionary in its flexibility, computational
efficiency, and the quality of the renderings its produces, given that it does not
employ any special-purpose hardware.

C. Architectures for Interactive and Real-Time
Machine-Vision Systems

The computational demands imposed by interactive and real-time, machine-
* vision applications frequently exceed the capacity of conventional computer

architectures. For this reason, attempts have been made to reduce computation
time by decomposing serial algorithms into segments that can be simultaneously
executed on parallel hardware architectures. Because many classes of algorithms
do not readily decompose, one seeks some other basis for parallelism. In

C Appendix .1 [l1 we show (1) that "guessing" the answer to a problem and then
checking its validity is a useful approach and (2) that a number of vision
al-gorithms are based on this concept. A parallel architecture capable of executing
such algorithms is proposed.

V.
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Evaluation of STEREOSYS vs. Other Stereo Systems

Marsha Jo Hannah

*0 Artificial Intelligence Center, SRI International
333 Ravenswood Ave, Menlo Park, CA 94025

1 Introduction

As previously reported [Fischler, 1984], SRI International is implementing a complete,
* state-of-the-art stereo system that will produce dense three-dimensional (3-D) data from

stereo pairs of intensity images. This system forms a framework for much of our stereo
research and will be a base component of our planned expert system for 3-D compilation.

Ideally, we would assess the capabilities of our system by running it on a data set that
has known ground truth against which to compare our results. Unfortunately, such data

C sets do not currently exist because of the extremely high cost of the ground work necessary
to measure terrain elevations accurately for a close spacing and to assess the heights of
all vegetation and buildings in the area. Lacking such a data set, we can only compare
our results against those produced by other stereo systems or against the perceptions of a
human looking at the same imagery in stereo on a CRT.

To test our system, currently called STEREOSYS, we have run it on several data sets,
including two for which we also have results produced by the DIMP system at the U.S. Army
Engineer Topographic Laboratories (ETL). Comparing our matching results to DIMP re-
sults or to human perception of what the correct match should be, we have begun to assess
the strengths and weaknesses of STEREOSYS's matching techniques, as well as accumu-
lating a catalog of examples of difficult areas for matching [Hannah, 1985]. A description

* of the experiments that we have conducted and our preliminary conclusions regarding the
accuracy of the system are set forth in this report.

2 Description of Systems and Experiments

Our experiments compare the results of our automatic stereo system, STEREOSYS,
against the results of the interactive DIMP system at ETL and against the stereo perceptions
of an amateur photogrammetrist (the author of STEREOSYS [Hannah, 1984]). These
systems and the design of our experiments are briefly described here.

2.1 Description of STEREOSYS

STEREOSYS (an improved version of STSYS, which was described in more detail in
Hannah [19841) is an automatic system for deriving disparity data, hence three-dimensional
information, from a pair of aerial images of a scene, taken from moderately different points

t
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of view. This system operates on a hierarchy of different resolution versions of the pair of
images, using normalized area correlation as its measure of whether areas in the two images
are matched, that is, whether they represent the same point in space. STEREOSYS confines
its attentions to image points having high information-the "interesting" points, which tend
to be randomly spaced-and operates in several stages, using results from previous stages
to constrain the search for points to be filled in at later stages. Overall, the system is very
conservative about what constitutes a valid match; it will reject a questionable point at
early stages of the processing (possibly filling it in later) in an attempt to produce the most

reliable results possible.

2.2 Description of DIMhP

The DIMP system, a descendant of the work of Panton [1978] and described in more
detail in Norvelle 11981], is an interactively controlled system for deriving disparities. It
operates on a single pair of high-resolution images, using normalized area correlation with
the areas warped to take the slope of the terrain and the viewing geometry into account.
DIMP finds a match for each point on a specified grid within the image, operating in raster
scan fashion, with the expected disparity and terrain slope at a point predicted from the
matches found at adjoining grid points in the preceding row and column. This system must
be initialized manually. Because DIMP must record a match for each grid point (regardless
of whether a match exists), and because it uses previous results (regardless of validity) to
predict the next match, DIMP has a tendency to get off track, particularly in areas of low
or ambiguous information, at places where the elevation or ground slope changes rapidly,
or around artifacts in the images. For this reason, DIMP is manually coached-a human
monitors its results constantly, interrupting the processing to get DIMP back on track as
needed.

2.3 Description of Experhnents

Comparing DIMP's grid-based results using warped correlation windows to STEREO-
SYS's randomly scattered results using ordinary correlation windows is a little like com-
paring apples and oranges. Matters are further complicated by the fact that, because of
the noise properties of the images, STEREOSYS produced its best results in the 1024 x
1024 versions of these data sets, while DIMP used the 2048 x 2048 versions. However, we
compared them in the following manner.

Comparisons were made only for those points for which STEREOSYS recorded an an-
swer and were done at the resolution of the image in which STEREOSYS had operated.

C Points were said to have the same answer if the STEREOSYS result and the result at the
closest DIMP grid point (scaled into the 1024 x 1024 image) were within one pixel of having
the same disparity. Points about which there was disagreement were examined manually.
The operator looked at both results, overlaid on the images at a variety of resolutions, both
monocularly and using a stereoscopic viewer. The operator then decided which algorithm
appeared to be in error and, based on experience with correlation algorithms, attempted to
determine why the mistake had been made.

For data sets with no DIMP results, a much smaller number of points were matched.
These were then compared with the human viewer's perception of what were the correct
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matches. Only the more blatant mistakes were detected and further analyzed.

3 Evaluations

In this section, we evaluate the performance of STEREOSYS on some of the data sets
described in Hannah [1985]. For the first two sets, we have statistics as compared to the
DIMP results; for the remaining sets, we give only general impressions of the results as seen
by a human viewer.

3.1 The Phoenix Data Set

On the Phoenix data set, STEREOSYS found 5545 "interesting points,* of which it
thought it could reliably match 4676. Of these, only 43 disagreed significantly with the
DIMP results for nearby points. Closer examination showed 15 of these to be uncorrected
DIMP errors, 15 were STEREOSYS errors, 5 were points on which both systems appear to
have made errors, and 8 were points for which the operator could not determine which sys-
tem was in error. In most of the cases, the DIMP errors seemed to result from its algorithm
having drifted gradually off track (usually starting in an area with little information), and
its operator not catching it soon enough; the STEREOSYS approach of first providing a
context in which to work, so that the code interpolates disparities, instead of extrapolating
them, should remedy this problem. Most of the STEREOSYS errors (and almost all of the
points for which the operator could not determine which algorithm was at fault) appeared
to have resulted from an inappropriate threshold on the interest value: STEREOSYS was
trying to match areas in which there was not enough information to make reliable matches.
(The code has since been modified to be more selective about what it uses for "interest-
ing' points.) Some of the STEREOSYS errors were due to not using warped correlation
windows to account for the slopes. Most of the information in a window was in a corner
of the window, so the disparity that was calculated was that of the corner, not the cen-
ter of the window; using warped correlation or exponentially weighted correlation windows
[(Quam, 1984] would solve this problem. A fair number of the mistakes (particularly the
ones in which both systems arrived at different wrong answers) were because of artifacts in
the data-film grain, scratches, lint, hairs, fiducial marks, and the like; we are a long way
from being able to understand, let alone automate, the human ability to identify offending
objects and then ignore them in processing stereo data.

3.2 The Canadian Border Data Set

On the Canadian Border data set, STEREOSYS found 1428 "interesting points" (using
a more restrictive threshold on interestingness), of which it decided it could reliably match
1262. Of these, 71 disagreed significantly with the DIMP results for nearby points, but
only the 27 most blatant disagreements were examined by the operator. Close examination
showed 9 of these to be uncorrected DIMP errors, 3 were STEREOSYS errors, 2 were
points for which both systems appear to have made errors, and 13 were points for which
the operator could not determine which system was in error. The reasons for the errors
were highly varied. Most of the cases in which the operator was unable to fix the blame
were forested portions of the image: the tree crowns looked sufficiently different in the
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two views that a naive human operator was unable to determine the correct match based
purely on local context. In the face of this unmatchable data, DIMP had its usual trouble
staying on track, particularly since this data set included a lot of discontinuities in depth

* between trees and ground, which DIMP's surface extrapolation algorithm is not designed to
handle. STEREOSYS's errors happened around artifacts in the images, around the depth
discontinuity at an overpass, and in an area of trees for which the true match was a subpeak
on the correlation function.

3.3 The Moffett-Ames Data Set

Results on the Moffett set were somewhat limited by the lack of detailed camera cali-
bration information to go with this imagery. STEREOSYS has been tuned to depend on
having an accurate epipolar line for each point when matching points at later stages in the
processing. Unfortunately, the crude relative camera model, which we were able to derive
from the first few hierarchically matched points, proved to have significant errors as pro-
cessing moved away from the center of the image. This meant that, for many points, the
search for a match was started out quite far from the true match and frequently did not look
far enough: many points failed to match at all, and several locked onto false matches that
looked somewhat similar in the clutter of a suburban landscape. Because STEREOSYS was
intended for use in a mapping scenario in which accurate camera information is the rule,

t no attempt has been made to modify it to work more reliably in the absence of accurate
camera information.

3.4 The Lexington Reservoir Data Set

The Lexington data set was digitized for another project, which researched algorithms
• for handling raised objects. Because STEREOSYS is a conventional correlation system, it

would not be expected to do well in the presence of depth discontinuities. As predicted,
STEREOSYS coped well with the low features in the image and with the shadows of raised
objects on the ground, but in areas containing discontinuities, it was unable to find matches
that met its criteria for acceptance.

3.5 The Seattle I- Data Set

The 1-5 data set is a prime example of the type of data on which edge matching triumphs
over area matching. The information in the images is almost entirely straight lines resulting
from the edges and lanes of the freeway. Most of the places that the "interest" statistic

C found to be suitable for correlation tended to be either false intersections (where one roadway
crossed over another) or cars on the freeway, neither of which had matches in the second
image. We were not able to get enough good matches to form even a crude camera model,
so were unable to proceed with the processing.

C 3.6 The International Building Data Set

Despite the fact that STEREOSYS was designed for use on aerial photography, we have
tried it on several ground-level pairs of images, just to get a feel for its limitations. We
were pleasantly surprised to find that it did relatively well on the International Building
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set. Most of the interesting points were on the foreground plants; STEREOSYS coped quite
well with these, probably because the background behind them was relatively uniform, so
the discontinuities in depth did not cause the appearance of the correlation areas to change
much. The only difficulties appeared to be with some false intersections, where two lines
that seemed to meet in the image were actually separated in space.

3.7 The Machine Data Set

STEREOSYS also did fairly well with the Machine set. For the most part, it picked out
the corners of various things on the machine and seems to have located plausible matches
for most of the points it decided that it had matched correctly. There are a couple of
questionable matches because of false intersections, which are unavoidable with an area-
based matcher.

3.8 The Back Lot Data Set

STEREOSYS also did surprisingly well on the Back Lot data set. Of the points that it
decided were well matched, only two were blatantly wrong-a car that is obscured in the
second view looks quite similar to the car next to it, so the two interesting points on it are
incorrectly matched. A few interesting points that the operator thought should have been
easy to match were missed, probably because of interference in the hierarchical matching
approach between the disparity of the near-field buildings and that of the background.

4 Conclusions

Our objective in constructing STEREOSYS was to implement a state-of-the-art, area-
based system for stereo compilation operating on aerial photography. Along the way, we
hoped to remedy some of the obvious problems we had seen with existing systems, such as
DIMP's tendency to extrapolate itself off track. In this we have succeeded.

Because STEREOSYS uses fairly independent judgment on each match, it tends to
avoid the problems we have seen in the DIMP results; indeed, on the Phoenix data set (and
to a lesser degree on the Canadian Border data set), STEREOSYS was able to duplicate
DIMP's correct results (for the points tried) and rectify a number of DIMP's mistakes.
Although it happens rarely, it is still possible for STEREOSYS to make mistakes in the
early stages of its processing, then propagate these mistakes into later matches. To avoid
this, more work needs to be done on algorithms for detecting improperly matched points,
so they can be removed before further processing.

The major criticism we have heard of STEREOSYS is that it produces matches at
randomly spaced points (only where adequate information is present), when what is usually
wanted is a closely spaced regular grid of elevation points, regardless of image content.
So far, attempts at blindly interpolating the disparity data (ignoring the image data) as
reported in Smith [1984] have proven less than satisfying. Marriage of the STEREOSYS
techniques with something like DIMP, or with hierarchical warp correlation [Quam, 1984], or
with image intensity based interpolation [Smith, 1985] or [Baker, 19821 might be profitable.

We have performed one experiment as a preliminary study in how to integrate the
strengths of STEREOSYS with those of an edge-based matcher. The results of STEREO-
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SYS were used as seeds for an edge-based matching system [Baker, 1982], which used the
connectivity constraints of zero-crossing contours to control match propagation and which
then did one iteration of its normal matching process. Because determining disparity con-

0straints is a large part of the edge-based matcher's processing, introducing this information
from STEREOSYS's results produced a significant improvement in the runtime of the edge-
based matcher. The number of matched points increased by about an order of magnitude
over the results of STEREOSYS alone. Although we have not yet finished a quantitative
evaluation of these match accuracies, a qualitative analysis indicates that the results from
the combined technique are significantly more accurate than the results of the edge-based

0 system alone.
Overall, we have found that STEREOSYS performs credibly on the low-resolution aerial

imagery for which it was designed. It has difficulties when processing areas that violate its
premises about the continuity of the world, but linking it with an edge-based matcher (which
would excel in these types of areas) seems to be a promising approach.
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The Stereo Challenge Data Base

Marsha Jo Hannah

Artificial Intelligence Center, SRI International
333 Ravenswood Ave, Menlo Park, CA 94025

1 Introduction

As previously reported in Fischler [1984] and Hannah [1984], SRI International is imple-
menting a complete, state-of-the-art stereo system that will produce dense three-dimensional
(3-D) data from stereo pairs of intensity images. Ideally, we would assess the capabilities
of our system by running it on a data set that has known ground truth against which to
compare our results. Unfortunately, such data sets do not currently exist, because of the
extremely high cost of the ground work necessary to measure terrain elevations accurately
for a close spacing and to assess the heights of all vegetation and buildings in the area.
Lacking such a data set, we can only compare our results against those produced by other
stereo systems, or against the perceptions of a human looking at the same imagery in stereo
on a CRT.

To test our system, currently called STEREOSYS, we have run it on several data sets,
including two for which we also have results produced by the DIMP stereo system at the
U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories. While comparing our matching results to
DIMP results or to human perception of what the correct match should be, we have begun
to accumulate a catalog of examples of difficult areas for stereo processing.

In this report, we describe several datt sets that we have processed and discuss the
types of problems that our matching algorithms have encountered. This information is part
of the 'stereo challenge data base' we are assembling to test matching algorithms against;
the actual data base will contain many more instances of hard-to-match places than are
shown in the simple examples illustrated here.

2 Data Sets Processed by STEREOSYS

The following data sets have been processed through STEREOSYS, our stereo compi-
lation program. The areas noted are examples of types of areas that STEREOSYS had
incorrectly matched (as compared with other computer algorithms or with human stereo
results), ones that STEREOSYS was unable to match well enough to suit its internal cri-
teria, or ones on which STEREOSYS was unable to do anything for lack of information in
the imagery.
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2.1 The Phoenix Data Set

Most of our are-based processing and analysis to date, as well as some edge-based
processing, has been done on a data set that we received from the U.S. Army Engineer
Topographic Laboratories (ETL). The imagery consists of a pair of 2048 x 2048 pixel images
representing a 2" x 2" portion from two standard 9" x 9" mapping photographs taken over
Phoenix South Mountain Park, near Phoenix, Arizona. The data covers approximately a
2-km square of high desert, both plain and steep hills, dotted with brush; the beginnings of
an agricultural area is at one edge of the images.

This data set is known locally as the Phoenix set. In addition to the images, this
data set also contains camera information in the form of absolute position and orientation
data, internal calibrations for the camera, and rectification polynomials to account for the
digitization process. We also have a set of results from the interactively coached DIMP
stereo compilation system at ETL [Norvelle, 1981] in the form of an array of the matching
points for a grid of image points (every 5th pixel) and the arrays of 3-D positions derived
from these matched point pairs.

This data set provides a number of challenges to stereo processing algorithms, partic-
ularly to those based on area correlation. (Numbers in parentheses refer to the example
points in Figure 1 and Table 1.) At least half of the terrain in the imagery is very steep (1),
so that an area on the ground frequently projects to windows of different sizes and shapes
in the two images; this frequently results in poor correlations or in mismatches. There
are some portions of the terrain that have little vegetation, giving correlation algorithms
insufficient or unreliable information with which to work (12). The agricultural area con-
tains some very straight roads surrounded by land without distinguishing visual texture (2),
causing matches to "slide' along the roads until the noise in the images matches best. Some
of the roads contain cars that have moved in the time between the two images (3), ren-
dering those areas difficult to match. The images also include portions of regularly spaced
orchards (4, 5, 6), which can lead to local confusion by the matcher, because all the trees
look alike and have very similar context. In the agricultural area, a few buildings (7) cause
depth discontinuities that can be difficult for the matcher.

The Phoenix data set is made more challenging because the imagery is of somewhat
poor quality, with scratches (8), pen marks (9), fiducial marks (10), hairs (11), and the
like, which have been digitized into the data. The photographs also appear to have been
digitized at the maximum possible resolution-the film grain (12) is apparent in otherwise
low-information areas of the imagery, leading to random mismatches.

2.2 The Canadian Border Data Set

We have also done a significant amount of processing on a data set received from the
Defense Mapping Agency (DMA). The imagery consists of a pair of 2048 x 2048 pixel
images representing a portion of two mapping photographs taken somewhere along the
U.S.-Canadian border. The data set covers an area of gently rolling terrain cut by a steep
ravine and crossed by a major highway; the ground cover is a mixture of forested areas
having sharp boundaries with areas that have been cleared for crop lands; the imagery also
contains several farm complexes and a town.

This data set is known locally as the Canadian Border set, or, more simply, the Canada
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set. In addition to the images, this data set also contains camera information, in the form of
absolute position and orientation data, internal calibrations for the camera, and rectification
polynomials to account for the digitization process. We also have a set of results from the
interactively coached DIMP stereo compilation system at ETL in the form of an array of
the matching points for a grid of image points (every 10th pixel).

This data set is extremely challenging for stereo processing algorithms, whether based
on area correlation or edge matching. (Numbers in parentheses refer to the example points
in Figure 2 and Table 2.) The major problem encountered in these images is the tree
cover. In some areas, the trees are very dense and in full foliage so that the ground cannot
be seen at all (1, 2, 3). In other areas, the trees are more sparse so a particular window
might contain both tree tops and ground, which match at different disparities (4); this
also happens at the edge of a dense forest (5) and where a narrow row of trees lines a
field (6). In many cases, the tree tops contain enough detail that they present a much
different appearance in the two images making any sort of matching is a problem, let alone
separating tree elevation from ground elevation. The steep terrain in the vicinity of the
ravine compounds the problem, causing the vegetation to be foreshortened differently in
the two views (7). There is a large building complex in the ravine, further complicating
the matching problem by introducing partial occlusions along its walls (8). There is also
a highway bridge over the ravine (9) and a highway overpass (10), both of which cause
similar problems because of occlusions. Straight highways (11), with an occasional car that
moved between the times of the two views, cause the usual problems, as do agricultural
fields (12) with little internal visual information. As with the Phoenix set, film grain and
various artifacts such as hairs, scratches (13), and pen marks (12) all have negative effects
on matching algorithms.

2.3 The Moffett-Ames Data Set

We have also processed an urban data set received from the Defense Mapping Agency.
The imagery consists of a pair of 1024 x 1024 pixel images representing a portion of two
mapping photographs taken over the Moffett Field Naval Air Station and the NASA Ames
Research Center including portions of the cities of Mountain View and Sunnyvale, Cali-
fornia. The data covers an area of generally level terrain adjoining San Francisco Bay; in
addition to the airfield and hangers, the area includes salt evaporator ponds, agricultural
fields, housing developments, and office complexes and is crossed by a major highway.

This data set is known locally as the Moffett-Ames set or, or more simply, the Moffett
set. This data set came with camera information (absolute position and orientation data,
internal calibrations for the camera, and rectification polynomials to account for the digi-
tisation process), but we have been advised that this information contains errors, so have
not attempted to use it. At present, we have no other matching results for this data set,
although it is rumored that some form of ground truth exists.

This data set has a number of challenging features for stereo processing algorithms,
whether based on area correlation or edge matching. (Numbers in parentheses refer to the
example points in Figure 3 and Table 3.) Most of the features in the images are man-
made structures of one form or another; this leads to strong linear edges along roads (1) and
airfield runways (2), which are troublesome for area correlation. There are a number of large
buildings in the area, including Moffett's blimp hanger (3), NASA's wind tunnel (4), and
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Lockheed's Building 001 (5), which present the usual problems with partial occlusions. The
imagery includes a variety of suburban housing, whose fine detail will be difficult for edge
matching algorithms to handle. In addition, there are several repetitive patterns in these
images, such as rows of trailers in a trailer park (6), rows of barracks at the naval station (7),
blocks of regularly spaced houses (8), rows of identical light industrial buildings (9), and
parking lots with regular patterns of cars (10). There are the usual problems with large
blank areas such as the agricultural fields (11) and the salt ponds (12). The salt ponds are
particularly troublesome, because the motion of the camera along the flight path cause
some of these ponds (13, 14) to show specular reflections in one image, but not in the other;
this causes contrast reversals with the surrounding dams, which will confound most area
and edge matchers.

On the positive side, this data set appears to be relatively clean; that is, it is free from the
scratches, lint, hairs, pen marks, and other artifacts that frequently compound the problem
with aerial imagery. However, the lack of precise camera information severely handicapped
our processing of this imagery, because the images appear to have a significant distortion
near their edges. The crude relative camera model calculated from the first few matched
points was significantly in error (i.e., human-indicated matching points were several pixels
away from the predicted epipolar lines) over much of the image; this resulted in many points
which failed to match at all, as well as a number of falsely accepted mismatches, because
of the ambiguities inherent in urban scenes.

2.4 The Lexington Reservoir Data Set

We have partially processed a data set that we digitized ourselves from aerial images
received from the Defense Mapping Agency. The imagery consists of a pair of 512 x 512
pixel images representing a small portion of two mapping photographs taken along Highway
17 in the vicinity of Lexington Reservoir near Los Gatos, California. The data is a high-
resolution view of a relatively small area, including a part of the freeway, a small water
storage tank, part of a large tank, a small building, a few trees, and a hill.

This data set is known locally as the Lexington Reservoir set or, more simply, the
Lexington set. We do not have camera information for this data set, nor do we have other
matching results for it.

This data set provides a severe challenge for ordinary matching algorithms. (Numbers
in parentheses refer to the example points in Figure 4 and Table 4.) Large areas of the
data have no visual information, such as the concrete aprons around the tanks (1), asphalt
service roads (2), or grassy hillsides (3). The tops of the trees (4, 5) are seen from much
different perspectives and so have radically different appearances. The linear edges between
the bland areas cause the usual problems, as does the highway itself (6); the car (7) that
has moved between the two views also causes matching problems. Because the images are
such high resolution, the discontinuities in the image around the small tank (8) and the
building (9) are a significant problem. For the ultimate challenge, there is also an isolated
power pole (10) to attempt to match.

On the positive side, this data set appears to be relatively free from the scratches, lint,
and other artifacts that frequently compound the problem with aerial imagery. However, the
high resolution was obtained by digitizing down to the film grain, so many of the Ofeatures
found by the interest operator are really noise in otherwise blank areas.
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2.5 The Seattle 1-5 Data Set

We have partially processed a data set acquired from Boeing. The imagery consists of
a pair of 200 x 200 pixel images from mapping photographs taken over the interchange of
Interstate 5 with Spokane Street in Seattle, Washington. The data is a medium-resolution
view of a relatively small area, featuring part of this major freeway interchange.

This data set is known locally as the Seattle I-5 set or, more simply, the 1-5 set. We do
not have camera information for this data set, nor do we have matching results other than
those area- and edge-based matches we have produced on it.

This data set provides many good features for edge matching, but a severe challenge
for area-based matching algorithms. (Numbers in parentheses refer to the example points
in Figure 5 and Table 5.) The vast majority of the information in the images lies along
the various roadways, both in their external edges (1) and in the internal edges between
lanes (2). Our "interest' operator will not select areas containing only linear structures,
but readily selects places where one linear structure intersects another. Unfortunately, such
points occur mainly where one roadway crosses over another (3, 4). Because these are not
true intersections (i.e., the freeway and its overcroesing do not actually intersect, but merely
appear to do so in most views), such points rarely have a proper match in a different view
of the scene. Unfortunately, they do have very well-correlated false matches, which occur
where the two linearly-ambiguous structures falsely intersect in the second photo. Also

C highly "interesting' are points where the linear pattern of the road is obscured by a car (5),
which, of course, has a different position in the other image. In addition to the problems of
obscuration caused by the discontinuities between the levels of the roadway (6), there are
also the usual p:-blems with foreshortening on the steep banks leading from one level of
the interchange to another (7) and with the relatively blank areas of landscaping in some
of the adjoining areas (8).

As presently implemented, our stereo system was unable to do much with these images.
So many of the points were either unmatchable or had false matches that we were unable
to obtain even a crude relative camera model for these images; hence, we were unable to
proceed. An edge-matching algorithm, started with carefully hand-picked initial matching
points, was able to derive the model it needed and process most of the image, although it

* had difficulties with the ambiguities inherent in the similar, parallel lanes of the freeway.

2.6 The International Building Data Set

We have also processed several ground-level stereo data sets digitized locally from pic-
tures taken with a hand-held 35-mm camera. The first of these sets consists of a pair of

C 450 x 450 pixel images taken in the patio of the International Building at SRI in Menlo
Park, California. In the foreground are three large pots containing a small tree, a bush,
and some succulents; in the background are a few chairs in front of a wall of the building.

This data set is known locally as the International Building set. We do not have camera
information for this data set, nor do we have matching results other than those we have
produced on it.

This data set provides some very interesting challenges for all types of matching algo-
rithms. (Numbers in parentheses refer to the example points in Figure 6 and Table 6.)
The little tree in the foreground (1) is quite diffuse, so almost any window within the tree
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will also contain pixels from the background (2); the trick Ls to separate them. The large
windows in the middle ground (3) contain very clear reflections of objects out of the field of
view of the images; these objects are matchable, but will receive spurious depths, because

* the depth triangulation calculations assume that lines of sight are straight. Extreme near-
field objects will cause the usual problem with occlusions (4) and pseudo-intersections (5).
Of course, area-based measures will have their usual difficulties with linear features such as
the columns (6) and blank areas such as the ceiling (7).

2.7 The Machine Data Set

Another of the ground-level stereo data sets we have processed was also digitized locally
from pictures taken with a hand-held 35-mm camera. This set consists of a pair of 500 x 500
pixel images taken in one of the parking lots at SRI in Menlo Park, California. In the
foreground is a large piece of machinery (probably a diesel-powered generator) sitting on

* blocks, and behind it is an oblique view of a building with a few small trees planted along
it and part of a row of cars parked in front of it.

This data set is known locally as the Machine set. We do not have camera information
for this data set, nor do we have matching results other than those we have produced on it.

This data set provides some interesting challenges for matching algorithms. (Numbers
in parentheses refer to the example points in Figure 7 and Table 7.) The radiator of the
machine (1) is seen at a rather oblique angle, so is foreshortened differently in the two views;
the digitization also brought out interesting moire patterns, which differ in the two views.
The electric truck behind the machine (2) has been driven away between the times of two
views, complicating matches in that area. The exhaust stacks on the machine (3) create
pseudo-intersections with the building, which will cause difficulties for most matchers. The

0 car fender (4) is occluded by the machine in the second view. The machine contains a
great deal of fine detail, such as wiring (5), whose narrowness presents problems for the
matcher. Much of the detail on the building (6) is linear and very nearly parallel with
the epipolar line, so is difficult for area- or edge-based matchers to handle properly. The
building itself (7) and the asphalt of the parking lot (8) both contain little information,
with just enough noise introduced by the digitization to cause trouble.

2.8 The Back Lot Data Set

Another of the low-angle stereo data sets we have processed was also digitized locally
from pictures taken with a hand-held 35-mm camera. This set consists of a pair of 254 x 254
pixel images taken from the roof of one of the buildings at SRI in Menlo Park, California.
The scene is framed by two large buildings at each side of the imagery; seen between the
buildings are two rows of cars parked along a street with a low building behind them and
lots of trees behind that.

This data set is known locally as the Back Lot set, or more simply, the Lot set. We do
not have camera information for this data set, nor do we have matching results other than
those we have produced on it.

This data set provides some interesting challenges for matching algorithms. (Numbers
in parentheses refer to the example points in Figure 8 and Table 8.) The most difficult
problem posed by this data set is how to deal with points that are unmatchable, because
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of occlusions. The strip of data just to the left of the edge of the right-hand building does
not appear in the second image, because of the change in point of view. This means that
the front wheel of the first car in that row (1) and the partially visible car in the back
row (2) do not have valid matches in the second image, but a window containing the front
wheel of the first car (1) looks quite like a window containing the back wheel of that car,
leading to a mismatch with a fairly good correlation; similarly, the car in the back (2) looks
enough like the car next to it to cause a persistent mismatch. The cars in the other row (3)
are foreshortened or occluded just enough to make matching difficult. The humps and
bumps in the skyline tree edge (4) are sufficiently similar to cause mismatches. Hierarchical
techniques did not work well on the tree (5) behind the building at the right, seeming to
lock onto the building corner instead of the tree in the low resolution versions of the image.
There were the usual problems with linear edges (6), especially the ones parallel to the
epipolar lines (7), as well as problems with areas that had marginal information, such as
the buildings (8) and the parking lot (9).

3 Other Data Sets

We have available several more data sets that we have not processed as yet. From our
experience, however, we feel that each of these data sets provides some interesting challenges
for stereo processing. We note these in passing.

3.1 The Washington Monument Data Set

We have a pair of 512 x 512 pixel images acquired from Carnegie-Mellon University;
these were taken over the Washington Monument in Washington, DC (see Figure 9). This
is a fairly wide-angle pair so that many of the buildings have one vertical face shown in
one image and the opposing face shown in the other; these occlusions will significantly
complicate matching. A fair amount of traffic on the streets has moved in the time between
the two images. The strong linear patterns of the streets and the blank roof tops will cause
the usual problems for area-matching algorithms; the detail on some of the building sides
may confuse edge-based methods.

3.2 The Fort Belvoir Doublet Data Set

We have a pair of 512 x 512 pixel images received from the Defense Mapping Agency;
these were taken near Fort Belvoir, Virginia (see Figure 10). The images show part of a
freeway with the usual moving traffic as well as a petroleum tank farm. Because this is
a fairly wide-angle pair, the amount of visible tank face varies between the images. In a
number of areas, the trees have apparently shed their leaves for the winter, as the shadows
of the trunks are visible on the ground through a "haze of upper branches-a difficult
situation for area- and edge-based matchers alike. The images are "contaminated3 with a
large black triangle, which was apparently drawn on the original photograph before it was
digitized. Camera information is reputed to be available for these images, but is rumored
to contain errors.

(1
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with a CCD video camera mounted on an x-y table, which was moved in 125 steps of
0.2 each, in a straight line either laterally or forward; because the camera was precisely
controlled, it should be possible to recover the camera information. All of the scenes are
quite complicated, with near-field objects that change relative positions with respect to
objects in the background from frame to frame, some areas of nearly constant intensity,
and many pseudo-intersections, where edges that do not meet in the real world appear
to intersect in the images. The large number of images (currently available on the LISP-
Machines, but a few may be transferred to the VAX for more study) makes it possible
to experiment with optic flow techniques, stereo at a variety of baseline lengths, stereo
combined with motion, and the like.
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Stereo Reconstruction of Scene Depth

Grahame B. Smith

Artificial Intelligence Center, SRI International
Menlo Park, California 94025

Abstract
Identification of corresponding points in the two images

The conventional approach to the recovery of scene topo- is based primarily on correlation techniques. Area-based cor-
raphy from a stereo pair of images is based both on the relation processes may be applied directly to the raw image it-
identification of distinctive scene features and on the application radiances or to images that have been preprocessed in some man-
of constraints imposed by the viewing geometry. We offer a new ner. For example, edges (identified by the sero crossings of the

* prescription for recovering a relative-depth map. We integrate Laplacian of their image irradiances) have been used in obtaining
image irradiance profiles to find dense relative-depth profiles. correspondences.
Our procedure neither matches image points (at least in the con- The outcome of this second step is a sparse map of the
ventional sense) nor 4flls in' data to obtain the dense depth scene's relative depth at those points that were identified in both
map. Although there are outstanding problems associated with images of the stereo pair.
depth discontinuities and image noise, the technique is effective. A sparse depth map does not define the scene topography.

t The third and final step in recovering the topography of the
scene is "ling in* this sparse map to obtain a dense depth map

1. Introduction of the scene. Typically, a surface interpolation or approximation

The conventional approach to the recovery of scene topog- method is used as a means of calculating the dense depth map

raphy from a stereo pair of images (or from a motion from its sparse counterpart. A surface-approximation model
basd ron teridentifaion ama tchinr ofro dtionce sequence) may be formulated to provide desirable image properties, (such

is based on the identification ad watching of distinctive scene as the lack of additional zero crossings, in the Laplacian of the
features and on the satisfaction of constraints imposed by the image irradiances, t.hat are artifacts of the surface approxims-
viewing geometry. Typically, three steps are required: deter- tion model), but often the surface model is based on a priori
mination of the relative orientation of the two images, computa- requirements for the fitted surface, such as smoothness.
tion of a sparse depth map, and derivation of a dense depth map The problems encountered in Steps one and two - recovery
for that scene. of the relative orientation of the imaes and computation of the

In the first step, points corresponding to unmistakable scene sparse depth map - are dominated by the problems of image
features are identified in each of the imas-. The relative orien- matching. False matches that arise from repetitive scene strue-
tation of the two images is then calculated from these points. tures, such as windows of a building, or from image features that
This is, in part, an unconstrained matching task. Corresponding are not distinctive (at least, on the basis of local evidence) oc-
image features must be found. Without a priori knowledge, such cur more frequently in the unconstrained matching environment
a matching procedure knows neither the approximate location than in the constrained environment. Fortunately, in recovering
(in the second image) of a feature found in the first image, nor the relative orientation of the images, we can use redundant in-
the appearance of that feature. We may often assume that ap- formation in an effort to reduce the influence of false matches.
pearance will vary little between images and that they were taken This is not the case when the sparse depth map is computed.
from similar positions relative to the scene, but this assumption While constrained matching is less susceptible to false matches
is based on a priori knowledge of the acquisition process. than is unconstrained matching, there is no redundant informa-

Recovery of the relative orientation of the images reduces tion that can be used to identify problems. Furthermore, we
the computation of a sparse depth map from unconstrained two- have little choice as to which features we may use for sparse
dimensional matching to constrained one-dimensional matching. depth mapping; if we choose not to use a feature, we cannot
The bunt for a scene feature identified in the first image is recover the relative depth at that scene point.
reduced to a one-dimensional search along a line in the second Selection of suitable features for determining image cor-

( image. Identification of this feature in the second image makes respondence is difficult in itself. Correlation techniques embed
it possible to calculate disparity, and hence relative scene depth, assumptions that are often violated by the best image features.

for the feature. Area-based correlation techniques usually reflect the premise

The research reported herein was supported by the Defense Advanced that image patches are of a scene structure that is all at one
Researeh Projects Agency under Contract MDAO0.5-C-0027 and by the distinct depth, whereas edges that arise at object's boundaries
National Aeronautic@ and Space Administration under Contract NASA are surrounded by surfaces at different scene depths. Edge-bawed
9-1064. These contracts are monitored by the U.S. Army Engineer
Topographic Laboratory and by the Texas A&M Research Foundation ror techniques are based on the assumption that an edge found in

the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center. one image is not *moved* by the change in viewing postit ion of
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the second image, whereas zero crossings found at boundaries

of objects whose gradients are tangential to the line of sight, %
contradict this assumption. These would seem minor prob- /
lems, were it not for the accuracy required of the matching
process. Typically, the spatial resolution of disparity measure-
ments must be an order of magnitude better than the image's SCENE

PRFt0ILE

spatial resolution. Matching appears to require distinct features ,,

whose properties re incompatible with the assumptions needed
to implement the matching process.

The third step, derivation of a dense depth map from a F

sparse one, is barely adequate. While the stereo pair of images 0,
have been used to compute the sparse depth map, they have
generally been ignored when the dense surface is being filled in. EM " -- "L A,

The dense depth map should, in principle, form the basis for LINE L..

being capable of reproducing the stereo pair of images. The
computation of the dense depth map should make explicit use
of the stereo irradiance data. H

We have previously presented an alternative view of the P,
processes needed to recover the relative orientation of the images.
Those ideas are based on symbolic matching of descriptions of EPIPOLAR
linear structures found in the pair of images 1I). In this paper, LINE

assuming that we have recovered the relative orientation of the NOTE: A. S. C. 0. E. F. G, H. 
0

, Ol. a e V cOOWW.

images, we offer a new prescription for Steps two and three -
i.e., recovery of a dense relative-depth map of the scene. We irtgae I Optksal Armagesaat. A world-coordinate system

use image irradiance profiles as input to an integration routine spocified relative to the left imaging system.
that returns the corresponding dense relative-depth profile. Our
procedure neither matches image points (at least in the conven- generality, we will select a particular frame based on the optical

tional sense), nor does it 'All in' data to obtain the dense depth arrangement of the left imaging system. Scene depth recovered

map. in this frame may be transformed into any desired frame of ref-

First, we show how we extract "corresponding" irradiance erence.

profiles from a stereo pair of images. This is the epipolar Consider Figure 1. Two optical systems are shown: the left
mapping that allows stereo reconstruction to be treated as a system and the right. We consider a scene depth profile that
set of one-dimensional problems. Next, we formulate the one- is the intersection of a plane, an epipolar plane, through the
dimensional integration procedure that returns relative depth. two optical centers, OL and OR, and the typical point, P, in the
This is the main result presented in this paper. Finally, we show scene. Such a plane generates a one-dimensional matching prob-
the results we have obtained in applying our technique, and dis- lem. By rotating this epipolar plane about the axis through the
cum their implications, two optical centers, we can build up the two-dimensional scene

It should be noted that, while we phrase this presentation depth map by recovering the one-dimensional depth profiles.
in terms of stereo reconstruction, there is no restriction on the The coordinate system we adopt is based on the optical
positions of acquisition of the two images; they may equally well arrangement of the left imaging system. The optical axis of the
be frames from a motion sequence. left system defines the z axis. The positive : direction is from

world to image, with the optical center of the left system, OL,
being the origin. The z and V coordinate axes lie in a plane

( 2. "Corresponding" Image Irradiance parallel to the left image plane. In addition, the z axis lies

Profiles in the epipolar plane that contains the optical axis of the left
imaging system. The V axis is orthogonal to the x - z plane.

The integration procedure takes two image irradiance The positive directions for x and V have been selected to result
profiles - one from the left image, one from the right - and in a right-handed frame of reference.
computes the corresponding relative-depth profile of the scene. The ZL and IL image-coordinate axes for the left optical
In this section we give a precise definition of image irradiance system are parallel to the a and I axes, respectively. Their
profile and describe a method for extracting *corresponding" ir- directions, as shown in Figure 1, have been selected so that
radiance profiles. These are basically the epipolar mapping con- positive z and v scene coordinates project to positive ZL and
siderations, but they provide a means of introducing our nota- VL image coordinates.
tion and establishing the one-dimensional situation analyzed in The zi and IRx image-coordinate axes for the right optical
the next section. system lie in the right image plane. In addition, the al axis

We could select any coordinate frame to describe scene lies in the epipolar plane containing the optic axis of the left
depth, provided that we know the position and orientation of imaging system. The VIt axis is orthogonal to the zit axis and is

I the optical systems relative to that frame. Without less of selected so that it passes through the principal point of the right

% -
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image, the point at which the optical axis of the right imaging
system pierces the right image plane. The positive directions of D/ N
the zR and YR axes are selected so that both they and their left-
image counterparts, zL and VL, would have the same sense if the 7 MI

optical axes of the two imaging system were parallel and both
systems viewed the same scene (i.e., they do not face in opposite V
directions). These directions for zR and pit are as shown in
Figure 1.

If -y is the angle between the optical axis of the right imaging E
system and the line ORV, obtained by rotating the right optical
axis about an axis through OR parallel to the zR axis, then F

JR (1) -x__ O
_ _

where fR is the distance from the optical center of the right s
imaging system to the image plane. Note that the distance s, X A a
which enters into the analysis in Section 3, is a function of the
optical arrangement and is independent of the scene profile we
are considering.

Consider now the epipolar plane that contains the point
P. This plane slices the scene, its intersection with the scene
being the depth profile we wish to recover. It also slices the two An CD D is the point (x. -zi
images, the intersections being two "epipolar" lines. Consider OL8  COL

for the moment only the left image. The image irradiance in ON - (s -x)
the left image is a function of ZL and YL, but along the epipolar GH FD

line under consideration VL is a function of zL. Hence, along - -

the epipolr line, the image irradiance is a function of zL only, O H FOR OR N = (h - zl

that is, the image irradiance profile is I(ZL). Similarly, for the Figure 2 Reduced Model. The two-dimensional arrangement in the

right image along the epipolar line, the image irradiance profile epipolar plane that contains the optical axis of the left imaging system.
is only a function of xR, that is, the image irradiance profile The labels of the vertices correspond to those of Figure 1.

* is IJzR). These two irradiance profiles, viewed as functions LN-JUIN
of the particular coordinates zL and za, are our definition of Also[*o-Nsis '-D> o, DN --(- , and ORN - (k- z), yielding
.corresponding" image irradiance profiles. It may be useful to 0 Neose si e' (@-z),

think of them as image irradiance from epipolar lines that have
been projected onto their respective zL or zR axis. _ (h - X) n + (8 - z) $in 0 (3)

Figure 1 illustrates the three-dimensional arrangement of
the optical systems. However, if we draw just the two- Solving Equations (2) and (3) for x and :, and then using
dimensional arrangement as seen in the epipolar plane that con- Equation (1) to remove the parameter i, we obtain expresion
tains the optical axis of the left imaging system, we have the for the world coordinates of a scene point in terms of image-
situation in Figure 2. The circumstances depicted in Figure 2 are measurable quantities and the imaging parameters that specify
the same for any "corresponding" image irradiance profiles when the relative orientation of the two images. The equations are the
these are described as functions of XL and zR. Consequently, the usual ones obtained from the stereo geometry:
following analysis of the situation shown in Figure 2 is indepen-
dent of the epipolar plane used. Once a depth profile of the - (zRcos "'- fAh)tan1 + zRhcos I + fR(
scene has been recovered (using the algorithm presented below), (ZRZL COs -+ fAfL)tan - ZRL COS I + ZLfR
this profile can be related to others simply as a function of the
angle between the epipolar plane and the optical axis of the left and

imaging system. , (z Rcos " -fRh)tanU+zR hcos'7+fR +5)

Z~f(ZRZLCOS.T+fRJL)tanO-ZifLCOS.1,+ZLfIR a

4 3. Recovery of Relative Depth Equations (4) and (8) form part of the algorithm we present.
The geometrical arrangement presented in Figure 2 allows Equations (2) and (3) are used as part of our analysis of the
T goetri apresosrlaingent p ed ointgures 2alow t image irradiance information available to us in the two images.

us to derive expressions relating the world coordinates of the We turn our attention to scene radiance. From a scene
scene to the image coordinates of its projection. The similar point, rays of light proceed to their image projections. What
triangles ABOL and CDOL, along with those of GHOR and is the relationship between the scene radiance of the rays that
FDOi, allow us write - , and hence project into the left and right images? Let us suppose that

XL __ Z (2) the angle between the two rays is small. The bidirectional

IL -Z reflectance function of the scene's surface will vary little, even

* .*~~~. .* -.. . . .. . . . .
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when it is a complex function of the lighting and viewing 3. Equations (6) and (7) are used to calculate a dzR for a
geometry. Alternatively, let us suppose that the surface exhibits choosen dXi.
Lambertian reflectance. The scene radiance is independent of 4. The pair of points ZL + dZL and ZR + dzR are corresponding
the viewing angle; hence the two ray will have identical scene image points; Steps I to 3 may be repeated.
radiances, irrespective of the size of the angle between them. For This, then, is an integration procedure that, given an ini-
the model presented here, we assume that the scene radiance of tial pair of corresponding image points, proceeds along the two
the two rays emanating from a single scene point is equal. This image irradiance profiles, maintaining correspondence. As in
assumption is a reasonable one when the scene depth is large other numerical integration procedures, we cap adjust the step

compared with the separation distance between the two optical size dZL so that the scene's profile gradient, L, varies slowly
systems, or when the surface exhibits approximate Lambertian between successive steps. In the following section we shall dis-

reflectance. It should be noted that there are no assumptions cuss the application of this algorithm to scene profiles that have
about albedo (e.g., it is not assumed to be constant across the discontinuities.
surface) and, in fact, it is not even necessary to know or calculate An obvious difficulty with the algorithm, as outlined, occurs
the albedo of the surface. Since image irradiance is proportional when both -' and Iare zero; is indeterminant. A solution

to scene radiance, we can write, for corresponding image points, is still possible if the second derivatives of image irradiance are
not zero as well. Differentiating IL - IR twice gives us

IL L)- RW ) IL (dxi ' d1L d'2ZL d21R (dizR )2 dIR d 2ZR
IL and IR are the image irradiance measurements for the left and dz 2  d d- - d 

-j 2  dxR
2  d. d-R d 

2

right images. It should be understood that these measurements
at positions X'L and ZR are measurements at image points that which reduces to

correspond to a single scene point.
Differentiating the above equation gives .d2IL dxL _ diR

Vz. d. ;R
2 7d.

li- when and are zero. Hence

and hence

d1 v -,
dl (x') LfiA: - f(x'ft) Z-.

todxi. dz dZR d: a Cs-+m

Expressions for d and -" are obtained by differentiating -- lVs / (9)

Equations (2) and (3). dZ L Cos - tx 0)\V "d."1

dZ + VL +, ., 1 I(Sh eo$ F-J'.t tan #)'

SdZR Z etancos-y+IfR +(Rcos -Y-fRtanO)g When -1 and " are both zero, we adjust Step 2 of
d'z-  (h- z)cos , + (a - z)tan0cos - (7) the algorithm to use Equation (9) rather than Equation (8).

This allows integration through the peaks and troughs of image

Substituting these into the previous equation and rearranging irradiance.
terms, we obtain an expres ion for , namely It should be noted that scene depth profiles of planar objects

have zero image irradiance gradients and zero second derivatives-
(,tL - . Cog -Y( +-,+(6-,)tto 0) These situations must be detected and treated separately, for

6 dz + !& -- tx to* no# +/.)) (8) there is no information available, except at the object's bound-
dz ( 1 emA,-8-+.-#a s) aries, from which to amess orientation.

+ itas: oo, -fn tan 0)) The integration routine uses the information available in

the geometric distortion of perspective projection. It does not
Note that. for clarity of expression, we have dropped the notation use the reflectance characteristics of the scene, nor does it need
(z'L and (WR) that shows the value of the independent variable to know them. The method is based on the assumption that the
at which the image irradiance gradients are to be evaluated. All scene radiance of two rays emanating from a single scene point

0 terms that involve the image irradiance are understood to be (and entering the two optical systems) is equal. Spatial variations
evaluated at corresponding image points, in albedo and lighting are inconsequential for this procedure.

We are now ready to outline an algorithm to recover scene
dept h:

I. Suppose we have a pair of corresponding image points, ZL  4. Experimental Results and Discussion
and ZR. We use Equations (4) and (5) to calculate z and z
for the scene point. The presented algorithm requires as input spatially-

2. Equation (8) is used to calculate 1 for this scene point, continuous image irradiance profiles. To apply it to digital

..................................................................
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S ..... . .

Figure Depth Recovery - deal Case. Upper left shows the
recovered depth from the two irradiance profiles shown in the lower half. Fre 4 Depth Recover - rated Surfae.
For comparison, the actual depth is shown in upper right.

images we must first construct spatially-continuous profiles from . . . - P
-"

their sampled counterparts. We use simple modelling techniques, j..................
such as linear interpolation, to do this.

The result of applying the above algorithm to two synthetic, .

corresponding Lambertian image irradiance profiles is shown in . .... • -. ',* ........ .....

Figure 3. The actual depth profile corresponding to the ir- Figure 6 Depth Recovery - Mismatched Initial Pointa, ad
radiance profiles is shown in the upper right portion of Figure Nohs Concerns.

3. For this example, initial starting positions for the integra- are all that is necessary for the recovery of scene depth.
tion were selected near the center of each profile. These initial The above examples have been based on synthetic imags.
positions were corresponding points, with no error in the deter- We now turn our attention to real scenes that are full of discon-
mination of their location. The integration process was applied tinuities in the depth profile, and to real images that are not free
in both directions from the initial point. The recovered depth is noise

shown in the upper left part of Figure 3.

A second example is shown in Figure 4. The image ir- In the synthetic scene profile used in the previous examples.

radiance profiles were obtained by "painting" the previous sur- we have used continuous-depth profiles. For real sccnes this is

face with "pigment" of continuously varying albedo. In addition, unrealistic. At an object's boundaries, discontinuities in depth

three strips of different albedos were painted on the surface. The are likely. Because the presented algorithm cannot integrate

effect can be seen by examining the image irradiance profiles across these discontinuities, we need to be able to identify them.

shown in the bottom half of Figure 4. The processes we applied Let us suppose that we use zero crossings of the Laplacian of

to recover depth were twofold. First, we used a simple smooth- image irradiance as places at which depth discontinuities may

ing routine, based on moving average, to produce intermediate occur. We will apply our integration procedure, tracking along

profiles. This rounded the step edges associated with the albedo the image irradiance profiles until we come to a zero-crossing in

strips. Next the integration procedure was applied. The result one of the image irradiance profiles.

is shown in the upper left part of Figure 4. If continuation implies that the scene depth gradient. d:

You will notice small errors near the peaks and troughs of varies slowly, then we continue. A sudden change in gradient

irradiance, where second derivative information is being used. signals a depth discontinuity and the integration procedure is

Furthermore, there are small errors associated with albedo edges. terminated. Note that the integration routine itself signals depth

What is happening here is that the tracking mechanism that discontinuity if 4 exhibits rapid change for arbitrarily small step

maintains point correspondence as it moves along the profiles is sizes. This procedure also handles occlusion problems in which

getting out of step. The process is "self-correcting", however, a one view (hence its image irradiance profile) "sees" around an

feature that we will exploit in the next example. Note that the object that is occluded from the other view. Again we stop at t he

continuously variable albedo change across the profiles has no first zero crossing encountered in either of the image irradiance

influence on the resulting recovered depth, profiles, or when " changes too rapidly. It should be noted

What would be the effect if the initial matched points were that the above procedure does not require that the zero cro--ing

in error? We repeat the above procedure but select initial from both image irradiance profiles be matched: rather, it simply

starting points that are mismatched by two pixels (the horizon- requires their detection.

tal units in Figures 3, 4 and 5). The left half of Figure 5 Of course, there is a price that must be paid: we now
demonstrates the result achieved. The effect of the starting point need to be able to detect initial starting points for the integra-
error shows up as depth error at positions 120 to 130 on the tion procedure between adjacent zero crossings. The peaks and
horizontal axis. Note the swift correcting action, which suggests troughs of image irradiance would seem appropriate, being in-
that the initial points are not critical for the recovery of depth. variant through most realistic image irradiance transformations
Clearly, this algorithm has a very special feature whose implica- that may occur during image acquisition. Furthermore, as these
tion for stereo processing is far-reaching: approximate matches peaks and troughs of the two irradiance profiles match. and since
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the value of irradiance should be identical at matched points,

the opportunity exists for correcting the image irradiances for
linear transformations in contrast. This allows for local contrast
correction. A suggested procedure is to (1) detect the peaks and
troughs in image irradiance, and also the zero crossings of the

Laplacian of image irradiance: (2) match the peaks and troughs
across the two images to provide initial points for integration;'

(3) correct the image irradiance profiles for each profile section
between peaks and troughs for a linear transformation in con-
trast; (4) then apply the integration procedure, terminating at
rapid changes in L or at zero crossings, if necessary. We are
currently giving our attention to these matters.

A serious deficiency of the present algorithm is its sensitivity
to noise - a disadvantage inherent in any procedure that makes
use of image irradiance gradients. This sensitivity can be easily
demonstrated with quantization noise alone. If the image ir-
radiances shown in Figure 4 are quantized to 258 different levels,
the results of applying the algorithm can be seen in the right half
of Figure S. This result should be compared with the one shown
in the upper left of Figure 4. Noise is an undeniable problem.
We have difficulty in recovering reliable depth estimates if the

signal-to-noise ratio is less than a few hundred. This sensitivity
is particularly apparent when the image irradiance gradient is
small. Smoothing of the image irradiance profiles is at best in-
adequate. We are actively addressing this problem in our current
research. A solution is necessary if the presented algorithm is to
become a viable technique for recovering scene depth from stereo

pairs of real images that cannot be preprocessed to remove noise.

5. Summary

We have presented a new approach to reconstruction of
scene depth from a stereo pair of images. The technique does
not depend upon matching of image features, at least not in the
usual sense, and the necessary matching does not require great
spatial accuracy. Furthermore, the features to be matched are
more compatible than their traditional counterparts with the
assumptions implicit in correlation techniques.

The results point to a technique that is capable of handling
changes in both albedo and illumination. Furthermore, the tech-
nique directly yields a dense depth map of the scene.

We are exploring several related outstanding issues. Among
these are the exploitation of depth discontinuities and the prob-
lem of reducing sensitivity to image noise.
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t
We do not underestimate the dificulty of this step, but the basic assump-

tions implicit in correlation techniques are likely to be met near peaks and
troughs. Some mismatch error can be tolerated and as we can integrate
through peaks and troughs of image irradiance, we have only to detect and
match the *obvious* ones.
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One-Eyed Stereo: A General Approach to
Modeling 3-D Scene Geometry

Thomas M. Strat and Martin A. Fischler
Artificial Intelligence Center

SRI International
Menlo Park, California

Abstract

A single two-dimensional image is an ambiguous representation of the three-
dimensional world-many different scenes could have produced the same
image-yet the human visual system is extremely successful at recovering a
qualitatively correct depth model from this type of representation. Work-
ers in the field of computational vision have devised a number of distinct
schemes that attempt to emulate this human capability; these schemes are
collectively known as "shape from .... " methods (e.g., shape from shading,
shape from texture, or shape from contour). In this paper we contend that
the distinct assumptions made in each of these schemes must be tanta-
mount to providing a second (virtual) image of the original scene, and that
any one of these approaches can be translated into a conventional stereo
formalism. In particular, we show that it is frequently possible to struc-
ture the problem as one of recovering depth from a stereo pair consisting
of the supplied perspective image (the original image) and an hypothesized
orthographic image (the virtual image). We present a new algorithm of the
form required to accomplish this type of stereo reconstruction task.

'The work reported herein was supported by the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency under Contract MDA903-83-C-0027.
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1 Introduction

The recovery of 3-D scene geometry from one or more images, which we
will call the scene-modeling problem (SMP), has solutions that appear to
follow one of three distinct paradigms: stereo; optic flow; and shape from
shading, texture, and contour.

In the stereo paradigm, we match corresponding world/scene points in
two images and, given the relative geometry of the two cameras (eyes)
that acquired the images, we can use simple trigonometry to determine the
depths of the matched points [1].

In the optic-flow paradigm, we use two or more images to compute the
image velocity of corresponding scene points. If the camera's motion and
imaging parameters are known, we can again use simple trigonometry to
convert velocity measurements in the image to depths in the scene [21].

In the shape from shading, texture, and contour (SSTC) paradigm,
we must either know, or make some assumptions about the nature of the
scene, the illumination, and the imaging geometry. Brady's 1981 volume on
computer vision [21 contains an excellent collection of papers, many of which
address the problem of how to recover depth from the shading, texture, and
contour information visible in a single image. Two distinct computational
approaches have been employed in the SSTC paradigm: (1) integration of
partial differential equations describing the relation of shading in an image
to surface geometry in a scene, and (2) back-projection of planar image
facets to undo thedistortion in an image attribute (e.g., edge orientation)
induced by the imaging process on an assumed scene property (e.g., uniform
distribution of edge orientations).

Our purpose in this paper is to provide a unifying framework for the
scene modeling problem, and to present a new computational approach to
recovering scene geometry from the shading, texture, and contour informa-
tion in a single image. Our contribution is based on the following observa-
tion: regardless of the assumptions employed in the SSTC paradigm, if a
3-D scene model has been derived successfully, it will generally be possible
to establish a large number of correspondences between image and scene
(model) points. From these correspondences we can compute a collineation
matrix [11], and then extract the imaging geometry from it [4] [19]. We can
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now construct a second image of the scene as viewed by the camera from
some arbitrary location in space. It is thus obvious that any technique that
is competent to solve the SMP must either be provided with at least two
images or make assumptions that are equivalent to providing a second im-
age. We can unify the various approaches to the SMP by converting their
respective assumptions and auxiliary information into the implied second
image and employing the stereo paradigm to recover depth. In the case of
the SSTC paradigm, our approach amounts to "one-eyed stereo."

2 Shape from One-Eyed Stereo

Most people viewing Figure 1 get a strong impression of depth. We can
recover an equivalent depth model by assuming that we are viewing a pro-
jection of a uniform grid and employing the computational procedure to
be described. In the remainder of this paper we will show how some sim-
ple modifications and variations of the uniform grid, as the implied second
image, allow us to recover depth from shading, texture, and contour.

The one-eyed stereo paradigm can be described as a five-step process,
as outlined in the paragraphs below. Some scenes with special surface
markings or image-formation processes must be analyzed by variants of the
algorithm described, but the general approach remains the same.

2.1 Partition the Image

As with all approaches to the SMP, the image must be segmented into
regions prior to the application of a particular algorithm. Before the one-
eyed stereo computation can be employed, the segmentation process must
delineate regions that are individually in conformance with a single model of
image formation. The computation can then be carried out independently
in each region, and the results fitted together.

2.2 Select a Model

For each region identified by the partitioning process, we must determine
the underlying model of image formation that explains that portion of the

3
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image. Surface reflectance functions and texture patterns are examples of
such models. Partitioning of the image and selection of the appropriate
models are difficult tasks that are not addressed in this paper. Witkin
and Kass [231 are exploring a new class of techniques that promises some
eventual answers to these questions. Generally, it will be impossible to
recover depth whenever a single model cannot be associated with a region.
Similarly, inaccurate or incorrect results can be expected if the partitioning
or modeling is performed incorrectly.

2.3 Generate the Virtual Image

The key to one-eyed stereo is using the model of image formation to fabri-
cate a second (virtual) image of the scene. The idea is that the model often
allows one to construct an image that is independent of the actual shape of
the imaged surface. This allows the virtual image to be determined solely
from knowledge of the model without making use of the original image.
For example, the markings on the surface of Figure 2(a) could have arisen
from projection of a uniform grid upon the surface. For all images that fit
this model, we can use a uniform grid as the virtual image. As a rule, the
orientation, position, and scale of this grid will be unknown; however, we
will show how this information can be recovered from the original image.
Other models give rise to other forms of virtual images.

2.4 Determine Correspondences

Before applying stereo techniques to determine depths, we must first es-
tablish correspondences between points in the real image and the virtual
image. When dealing with textures, the process is typified by counting tex-
els in each image from a chosen starting point. With shaded images, the
general approach is to integrate intensities. Several variants of the method
for establishing correspondences are described in the next section. The dif-
ficulty of the procedure, it should be noted, will depend on the nature of
the model.
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2.5 Compute Depths Using Stereo

With two images and a number of point-to-point correspondences in hand,
* the techniques of binocular stereo are immediately applicable. At this point,

the problem has been reduced to computing the relative camera models
between the two images and using that information to compute depths
by triangulation. The fact that the virtual image will normally be an
orthographic projection required reformulation of existing algorithms for

* performing this computation. The appendix describes a new algorithm that
computes the relative camera model and reconstructs the 3-D scene from
eight point correspondences between a perspective and an orthographic
image.

The problem of recovering scene and imaging geometry from two or
0 more images has been addressed by workers not only in binocular stereo,

but also in monocular perception of motion in which the two projections
are separated in time as well as space. Various approaches have been em-
ployed to derive equations for the 3-D coordinates and motion parameters;
these equations are generally solved by iterative techniques [5] [81 [13] [14].

* Ullman [211 presents a solution for recovering 3-D shape from three ortho-
graphic projections with established correspondences among at least four
points. His "polar equation" allows computation of shape when the motion
of the scene is restricted to rotation about the vertical axis with arbi-
trary translation. Nagel and Neumann [10] have devised a compact system

0 of three nonlinear equations for the unrestricted problem when five point
correspondences between the two perspective images are known. More
recently, Huang [20] and Longuet-Higgins 19] have independently derived
methods requiring only that a set of eight simultaneous linear equations be
solved when eight point correspondences between two perspective images
are known. In our formulation we are faced with a stereo problem involv-
ing a perspective and an orthographic image; while the aforementioned
references are indeed germane, none provides a solution to this particular
problem.

The derivation described in the appendix was inspired by the formula-
tion of Longuet-Higgins for perspective images. When either image nears
orthography, Longuet-Higgins's method becomes unstable; it is undefined if
either image is truly orthographic. Moreover, his approach requires knowl-
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edge of the focal length and principal point in each image while our method
was derived specifically for one orthographic and one perspective image
whose internal imaging parameters may not be fully known.

3 Variations on the Theme

In this section we illustrate how our approach is used with several models
of texture, shading, and contour. Where these models do not match given
scene characteristics, they may require additional modification. However,
a qualitatively correct answer might still be obtainable by applying one
of the specific models we discuss below to a situation that appears to be
inappropriate, or to an image in which the validity of the assumptions
cannot be established.

3.1 Shape from Texture
Surface shapes are often communicated to humans graphically by drawings
like Figure 2(a). Such illustrations can also be interpreted by one-eyed
stereo. In this case, there is no need to partition the image; the underlying
model of the entire scene consists of the intersections of lines distributed in
the form of a square grid. When viewed directly from above at an infinite
distance, the surface would appear as shown in the virtual image of Figure
2(b) regardless of the shape of the surface. This virtual image can be con-
strued as an orthographic projection of the object surface from a particular,
but unknown, viewing direction. Correspondences between the original and
virtual images are easily established if there are no occlusions in the origi-
nal image. Select any intersection in the original image to be the reference
point and pair it with any intersection in the virtual image. A second cor-
responding pair can be found by moving to an adjacent intersection in both
images. Additional pairs are found in the same manner, being careful to
correlate the motions in each image consistently in both directions. When
occlusions are present, it may still be possible to obtain corrln(len'es for
all visible junctions by following a nonoccluded path around the occlusion
(such as the hill in the foreground of Figure 2(a)). If no such path can be
found, the shape of each isolated region can still be computed, but there
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will be no way to relate the distances without further information. Other
techniques used to represent images of 3-D shapes graphically may require
other virtual images. Figure 3(a), for example, would imply a virtual image
as shown in Figure 3(b). Methods for recognizing which model to apply
are needed, but are not discussed here.

Once correspondences have been determined, we can use the algorithm
given in the appendix to recover depth. We have presumably one per-
spective image and one orthographic image whose scale and origin are still
unknown. The depths to be recovered will be scaled according to the scale
chosen for the virtual image2 . The choice of origin for the orthographic im-
age is arbitrary, and will lead to the same solution regardless of the point
chosen. The appendix shows how to compute both the orientation and the
displacement of the orthographic coordinate system, relative to the per-
spective imaging system. 3-D coordinates of each matched point are then
easily computed by means of back-projection. A unique solution will be
obtained whenever the piercing point or focal length of the perspective im-
age is known. A minimum of eight pairs of matched points is required to
obtain a solution; depths can be computed for all matched points.

There exists a growing literature on methods to recover shape from nat-
ural textures [7][12][181[221. We will now show how the constraints imposed
by one type of natural texture can be exploited to obtain similar results by
using one-eyed stereo.

Consider the pattern of streets in Figure 4. If this city were viewed
from an airplane directly overhead at high altitude, the streets would form
a regular grid not unlike the one used as the virtual image in Figure 2.
There are many other scene attributes that satisfy this same model. The
houses in Figure 5 would appear to be distributed in a uniform grid if
viewed from directly overhead. In an apple orchard growing on a hillside,
the trees would be planted in rows that are evenly spaced when measured
horizontally; the vineyard in Figure 6 exhibits this property.

Ignoring the nontrivial tasks of partitioning these images into isotextu-
ral regions, verifying that they satisfy the model, and identifying individtial
texels, it can be seen how these images can be interpreted with the same

2 1Recall that the original image does not contain the information necessary to recover tile
absolute size of the scene.
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techniques as were described in the previous section. The virtual image
in each case will be a rectangular grid that can be considered as an or-

* thographic view from an unknown orientation. Correspondences can be
established by counting street intersections, rooftops, or grape vines. As
before, one can solve for the relative camera model and compute depths
of matched points. Obviously, for the situations discussed here, we must
be satisfied with a qualitatively correct interpretation-not only because of

* the difficulty of locating individual texels reliably and accurately, but also
in view of the numerical instabilities arising from the underlying nonlinear
transformation.

3.2 Shape from Shading

For our purposes, surface shading can be considered the limiting case of
a locally uniform texture distribution (as the texels approach infinitesimal
dimensions). To compute correspondences, we need to integrate image in-
tensities appropriately in place of counting lines, since the image intensities

• can be seen to be related to the density of lines projected on the surface.
The feasibility of this procedure depends on the reflectance function of the
surface.

What types of material possess the special property that allows their
images to be treated like the limiting case of the projected textures of

* the previous section? The integral of intensity in an image region has to
be proportional to the number of texels that would be projected in that
region. If the angles i and e are defined as depicted in Figure 7, it can
be seen that the number of texels projected onto a surface patch will be
proportional to cos i, the cosine of the incident angle. At the same time,

([ the surface patch (as seen from the viewpoint) will be foreshortened by
cos e, the cosine of the emittance angle. Thus, the integral of reflected
light intensity over a region will be proportional to the flux of the light
striking the surface if the intensity of the reflected light at any point is
proportional to cosi/cose. Horn (61 has pointed out that, whnt viewed
from great distances, the material in the maria of the loon .and dthir
rocky, dusty objects exhibit a reflectance function that allow., I'rf*','' ,)f
the ratio cos i/cose from the imaged intensities. This surf;wC l)roprty.
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has made possible unusually simple algorithms for computing shape-from-
shading, so it is not surprising that it submits easily to one-eyed stereo as
well.

0 To interpret this type of shading, we can construct a virtual image
whose direction of view is the lighting direction (i.e., taken from a "virtual
camera" located at the light source). When the original shaded image is
orthographic, we consider a family of parallel lines in which each line lies
in a plane that includes both the light source and the (distant) viewpoint.
When viewed from the light source, the image of the surface corresponding
to these lines will also be a set of parallel lines regardless of the shape of
the surface. These parallel lines constitute the virtual image. We will use
the image intensities to refine these line-to-line correspondences to point-

I to-point correspondences. Figure 8 shows the geometry for an individual
line in the family. A little trigonometry shows that

As' = cos , (1)
Cos C

where As is a distance along the line in the real image and As' is the
corresponding distance along the corresponding line in the virtual image.
Integrating this equation produces the following expression, which defines
the point correspondences in the two images along the given line.

• s' ' r o"cos ids
a = eo+ -- o s (2)

faCos e

To use this equation we nuist first compute o from the int onsit V valiie
at each point along the line. This will, of course, be possible only when the
reflectance function is constant for constant . Next we choose a starting
point in the shaded image and begin integrating intensities according to
Equation (2). For any value of a, the corresponding virtual image point
is along a straight line at a distance a' from the virtual reference point.
With these point-to-point correspondences in hand, it is a simple matter of
triangulation to find the 3-D coordinates of the surface points, giveln that

C we know the direction to the light source. We can explore the remainder of
the surface by repeating the process for each of the sicce,,ive parallel lilies
in the image. Adjacent profiles still remain ianrelated to vach ot her. .,i lac
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their individual scale factors have not yet been determined. Knowledge
of the actual depth of one point along each profile provides the necessary
additional information to complete the reconstruction. It is important to
note that our assumptions and initial conditions are those used by Horn;
the fact that he was able to obtain a solution under these conditions assured
the existence of a suitable virtual image for the one-eyed stereo paradigm.

For shaded perspective images, we must integrate along a family of
0 straight lines that radiate from the point in the image that corresponds to

the location of the light source. This ensures that the image line will be in a
plane containing both the viewer and the light source, and that the virtual
image of each line will also be a straight line. The integration becomes a
bit more complex than shown in Equation 2 because the nonlinear effects
of perspective imaging must be accommodated. Nevertheless, it remains
possible to establish point-to-point correspondences between images and to
reconstruct the surface along each line.

3.3 Shape from Contour

It is sometimes possible to extract a line drawing, such as the one shown
in Figure 9, from scene textures. Parallel streets like those encountered in
Figure 4 give rise to a virtual image consisting of parallel lines when the
cross streets cannot be located; terraced hills also produce a virtual image
of parallel lines. Correspondences between real and virtual image lines can
be found by counting adjacent lines from an arbitrary starting point. This
matches a virtual image line with each point in the real image. Point-to-line
correspondences are not sufficient to enable the stereo c(oi1IpI;li, ion a t iw
appendix to be used for reconstruction of the surface. lKnowledg, of the
relative orientation between the two images (equivalent to knowing the ori-
entation of the camera that produced the real image relative to the parallel
lines in the scene) provides an adequate constraint; the surface can then
be reconstructed uniquely through back-projection. Without knowledge of
the relative orientation of the virtual image, heuristics must be employed
that relate points on adjacent contours so that a regular grid can be used as
the virtual image. The human visual system is normally able to interpret
images like Figure 9 unambiguously although just what as.innuptiois ;ir,
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being made remains unclear. Further study of this phenomenon may make
it possible to extract models that are especially suited to the employment
of one-eyed stereo on this type of image without requiring prior knowledge
of the virtual orientation.

3.4 Distorted Textures and Unfriendly Shading

We have already noted that image shading can be viewed as a limiting (and,
for our purposes, a degenerate) result of closely spaced texture elements. To
recover depth from shading, we must use integration instead of the process
of counting the texture elements that define the locations of the "grid lines"
of our virtual image. The integration process depends on the existence of

C a "friendly" reflectance function and an imaging geometry that allows us
to convert distance along a line in the actual image to a corresponding
distance along a line in the virtual image.

The recovery of lunar topography from a single shaded image [6], as
discussed in Section 3.2, is one of the few instances in which " Iiap)e fiom

*shading" is known to be possible without a significant antount. of addiitiolal

knowledge about the scene. Nevertheless, even here we are required to
know the actual reflectance function, the location of the [point] source of
illumination, and the depths along a curve on the object surface, and be
dealing with a portion of the surface that has constant albedo. Furthermore,

* the reflectance function has to have just the property we require to replace
direct counting, i.e., the reflectance function has to compensate exactly for
the "foreshortening" of distance due to viewing points on the object. surface
from any angle. Most of the commonly encountered reflectanco fuimlioIs.
such as Lambertian reflectance, do not possess this friendly lr4))l4'rty, atld
it is not clear to what extent it is possible to recover depth [coin sliadiuig ill
such cases (e.g., see Pentland [12] and Smith [15]). Additional assimipl.ions
will probably be necessary and the qualitative nature of the recovery will
be more pronounced. Just as in the case in which a complex function
can be evaluated by making a local linear approximation and iterating the
resulting solution, so it may be possible to deal with unfriendly, or even
unknown, reflectance functions by assuming that they are friendly in the
vicinity of some point, solving directly for local shape by using the algorithm
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applicable to the friendly case, and then extending the solution to adjacent
regions. We are currently investigating this approach.

The uniform rectangular grid and the polar grid that we used as virtual
images to illustrate our approach to one-eyed stereo are effective in a large
number of cases because there are processes operating in the real world that
produce corresponding textures (i.e., gridlike textures that appear to be or-
thographically projected onto the surfaces of the scene). However, there are
also textures that produce similar-appearing images, but are due to differ-
ent underlying processes. For example, a uniform gridlike texture might
have been created on a flat piece of terrain that is subsequently subjected
to geologic deformation-in this case the virtual image (or the recovery
algorithm) needed to recover depth must be different from the projective
case. We have already indicated the problem of choosing the appropriate
model for the virtual image and, as noted above, image appearance alone is
probably insufficient for making this determination-some semantic knowl-
edge about the scene is undoubtedly essential. Figure 10 shows an example
in which two completely different, yet equally believable, interpret ations, of
scene structure result, depending on whether we use the rectangul:ir gridl
model or the polar grid model.

4 Experimental Results

The stereo reconstruction algorithm described in the appendix has been
programmed and successfully tested on both real and synthetic imagery.
Given a sparse set of image points and their correspondence in a virtual
image, a qualitative description of the imaged surface can be obtaiied.

Synthetic images were created from surfaces painted with roImptitr-
generated graphic textures. Figure 11(a) shows a synthetic image CMII-
structed from a section of a digital terrain model (DTM). The ititerectiou.j
of every twentieth grid line constitute the set of 36 image points made
available to the one-eyed stereo algorithm. Their correspondences were de-
termined by selecting an arbitrary origin and counting grid lines to obtain
virtual image coordinates. When these pairs are processed by the algorithm
in the appendix, a set of 3-D coordinates is obtained in either the viewer-
centered coordinate space, or the virtual image coordinate space (which, if
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correct, is aligned with the original DTM). Figure 11 (b) was produced from
the resulting 3-D coordinates expressed in the virtual image space by using
Smith's surface interpolation algorithm [161 to fit a surface to these points.
This yields a dense set of 3-D coordinates that can then be displayed from
any viewpoint. The viewpoint that was computed by one-eyed stereo was
used to render the surface as shown in Figure 11(b). Its similarity to the
original rendering (Fig. 11(a)) confirms the successful reconstruction of the

* scene.
The same procedure was followed when we worked with real photographs.

The intersections of 31 street intersections were extracted manually from
the photograph of San Francisco shown in Figure 4. Those that were oc-
cluded or indistinct were disregarded. Virtual image coordinates were ob-
tained by counting city blocks from the lower-left intersection. The one-
eyed stereo algorithm was then used to acquire 3-D coordinates of the
corresponding image points in both viewer-centered and grid-centered co-
ordinate systems. A continuous surface was fitted to both representations
of these points. The location and orientation of the camera relative to the
grid were also computed. Figure 12(a) shows the reconstructed surface
as an orthographic view from the direction computed to be I rie %'vriaIL.
The numbers superimposed are the computed locations of the originial 31
points. Figure 12(b) shows the surface from the derived location of the
viewpoint of the original photo. While several of the original points were
badly mislocated, the general shape of the landform is apparent.

There are several reasons the algorithm can provide only a qualitative
shape description. First, the problem itself can be somewhat sensitive to
slight perturbations in the estimates of the piercing point or focal length.
This appears to be inherent to the problem of recovering shape from a single
image. How humans can determine shape monocularly without ap)jarelt.
knowledge of the piercing point or semantic content of the see, reiaiiis
unresolved. The second factor precluding precise, quantitative description
of shape is the practical difficulty of acquiring large numbers of correspond-
ing points. While the algorithm can proceed with as few as eight points, the
location of the object will be identified at those eight points only. If a more
complete model is sought, additional points will be required to constrain
the subsequent surface interpolation.

13
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The task remains to evaluate the effectiveness of the iterative technique,
described in Section 3.4, for recovering (1) shape from shading in the case
of scenes possessing "unfriendly" reflectance functions, and (2) shape from

0 nonprojective and distorted textures. Our experience with the process in-
dicates that the key to surmounting these problems lies in the ability to
establish valid correspondences with the virtual image. With these in hand,
reconstruction of the surface can proceed as outlined in the foregoing dis-
cussion.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have shown that, in principle, it is possible to employ the
Cstereo paradigm in place of various approaches proposed for modeling 3-D

scene geometry-including the case in which only one image is available.
We have further shown that, for the case of a single image, the approach
could be implemented by

(1) Setting up correspondences between portions of the image and some
variants of a uniform grid, and;

(2) Treating each image region and its grid counterpart as a stereo pair,
and employing a stereo technique to recover depth. (We presotit. a nw
algorithm that makes it possible to accomplish this step.)

Devising automatic procedures to partition the image, select the ap-
propriate form of the virtual image, and establish the correspondences are
all difficult tasks that were not addressed in this paper. Nevertheless, we
have unified a number of apparently distinct approaches, that individually,
also have to contend with these same pervasive problems (i.e., partitioning,
model selection, and matching).

(
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6 Appendix

The main body of this paper was devoted to showing how the problem of
interpreting certain varieties of textured and shaded images can be trans-
formed into equivalent problems in binocular stereo. Beginning with a per-
spective image, a second (virtual) image is hypothesized according to some
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presumed model of the original image. The model also specifies how to es-
tablish the correspondence between points in the two images. To compute
the shape of the surfaces in the original scene, we need only compute the
3-D coordinates from the information in the two images, where the actual
scene is a perspective projection and the virtual image has been constructed
as an orthographic projection. This appendix shows how three-dimensional
coordinates can be computed from point correspondences between a per-

* spective and an orthographic projection when the relation between the
imaging geometries is unknown.

We will use lowercase letters to denote image coordinates and upper-
case letters for 3-D object coordinates. Unprimed coordinates will refer
to the geometry of the perspective image, and primed coordinates to the

4 orthographic image. Let z, and z2 be the image coordinates of a point in
the perspective image relative to an arbitrarily selected origin. Let -dI
and -d7 be the [unknown] image coordinates of the principal point and
let f [> 01 be the focal length. The object coordinates associated with an
image point are (XI, X 2, X3), where the origin coincides with the center of

* projection and the X3 axis is perpendicular to the image plane. The X3

coordinates of any object point will necessarily be positive.
The imaging geometry is as depicted in Figure 13 and yields the follow-

ing standard perspective equations:

* zi +d= f"; z: + d2 = f L2 (3)

For the orthographic image, z and 4 are the image coordinates (rela-
tive to an arbitrary origin) and (X,, X2, X3) is the world coordinate system
defined such that

44 = x,, = (4)
We use the unknown scale factor between orthographic image coordinates
and the scene as our unit of measurement.

The two world coordinate systems can be related as follows:

* X'= R(X- T) (5)

where X is the column vector [XI, X2, Xs]T,
X' is the column vector [XI, X2, XSJT,
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R is a 3x3 rotation matrix, and
T is a translation vector from the center of perspective projection to the

* origin of the world coordinate system associated with the orthographic
projection. For either component (i=l or 2), we can write

Xi = A,. (X- T) (6)

where Ri is the i-th row of R. By substituting Equations 3 and 4 into the
0 above, we obtain

f(+ R,. T) (
RI R [(-- + di), (-T2 + d2), /] (7)

C' Eliminating X3 from the two equations in Equation 7 yields

0 = z'1xIR 2 , + xz 2 R22 + IR" D - x'2 zRl - eT 2 RI - z'2 R" D
+zI(RuRI .T- RR: . T) + 2 (R2 R . T- R1 2 R2 . T) (8)
+RI - TR2.D - R2 -TR 1 .D

where D is the vector Idl, dz, f).

The above equation relates image coordinates for corresponding points
in both images. The following unknowns can be found by using eight cor-
responding pairs and solving the system of eight linear equations:

0 BI =

R,!
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B2

X' X z-I T2 z'I -Z'X 2  -T2  I T2 AB2 X] [ (10)

B5
Be
B7
Be

When more than eight points are available, a least-squares method can
be employed to solve the system of equations. Once we have the B,'s in
hand, we can solve for the components of the rotation matrix R. First, R11
can be determined by making use of the fact that the rows of a rotation
matrix are orthogonal. Thus, from R, • R2 = 0 and the expressions for BI,
B2 and B 4 in Equation 9, we getB22 2 -R )+I=0 (1

11B4B1 + B2 - 2B, B2B4) - I:(I + BI + B2= + B4)+I=0 (I

This yields two real values for R11; fortunately we'll be able to identify the
incorrect one later. For now, let us simply choose one at random and return
to this point if it turns out to be wrong.

The rest of R can be derived from the Bi's in a similar fashion. R12, R21
and Rn can be established immediately from RI, and Equation 9. R13 is
determined from the fact that 11 R, 11= 1. A • R: = 0 gives an expression
for R2. Finally, R3 is computed from the fact that R, x R2 = R3 for all
rotation matrices. As a result, we have completely derived two alternative
R matrices, depending on the choice of R11. One of these matrices is correct,
while the other can be eliminated later.

Now to solve for the translation vector T. First let us note that T cannot
be found uniquely, because the origin of the primed world coordinate system
has not been completely specified. The X, and X' coordinates of the origin
were fixed by the choice of origin for the orthographic image coordinates,
but the position of the origin along the X3 axis is still unconstrained. Since
we are free to choose any origin for XI, we will choose the one for which
TS=0.
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Using the expression for B, in Equation 9, we find

B, = !!- (RIT, + R 2T2 + R 3T3 ) - (R21T, + R22 T2 + R2T 3 ) (12)

Making use of the fact that R3 = R11R22 - R12 R21 and T3 = 0, we get

T 2 =-B (13)

Similarly, T (14)

R33

The origin of the primed coordinate system in unprimed coordinates is
given by T [B7!-!, -BsR1- , 01. (15)

If the location of the principal point is known but the focal length (the
scale factor of the perspective image) is not, f can easily be computed from
Equation 9:

BsR,1 - Rild - R12 d2  (16)

If the focal length is known, the principal point of the perspective image
is found as follows. Use the third and fifth expressions of Equation 9 to
write two equations in the two unknowns, d, and d2 . Their solution yields

d, =f, & + BoR,,i2-&RiR,,,
BaR2 fBsR_1R2 1 (17)

The perspective image coordinates of the principal point are [-di, -d].
If neither the focal length nor principal point is known beforehand, then

the problem we have proposed does not have a unique solution. Equation
17 specifies the constraints between focal length and piercing point. For
any choice of focal length, there exists a unique principal point. The center
of perspective projection is constrained to lie on a line parallel to the lines
of sight of the orthographic projection. The reconstructed surface will be
distorted as one varies the center of projection along this line. It is worth
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noting, however, that our computations of the rotation matrix R and the
translation vector T did not require knowledge of either the focal length or
the principal point.

We are now in a position to compute the world coordinates of all points
for which we have correspondences. There may, of course, be many more
than the minimum of eight points used so far. Equation 6 gives

x, = R. [3-(x + di), L3(z2 + d), X] - R, . T (18)

which can be solved for

X3 (f(z + R,.T) (19)
R11X1 + R12z 2 + R, • D

Now we must check the signs of the Xs's. If they are negative, the world
points are located behind the center of projection. The correct solution,
corresponding to all positive values of Xs, can be found by choosing the
alternative value of R,1 derived earlier and repeating the computations from
that point. After obtaining the set of positive Xs's, we can continue.

Equation 3 gives the other unprimed world coordinates:

X = L3(xi +d); X 2 = -3( 2 + d2 ) (20)

If desired, the primed coordinates can be found by applying Equation 5.
The above derivation makes the implicit assumption that the X, and

X2 axes are scaled equally. It is conceivable that the virtual image coor-
dinates could be unequally scaled, as is the case when they are derived

from a rectangular grid (e.g., Figure 4). If we have prior knowledge of the
ratio of the sides of each rectangular grid element, then the virtual image
coordinates should be normalized before applying this algorithm (i. e., by
dividing X2 by this ratio). Without knowledge of the ratio, the problem is
underspecified and a unidimensional class of solutions exists. Knowledge of
the piercing point, if available, can be used to constrain the problem further

and to solve for the unique solution. To do this, we define the following
virtual coordinate systems in place of Equation (4):

S(21)
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where k is the ratio of the sides of the rectangular grid elements.
The solution proceeds as before, yielding

* 0 ':xzR21 + e:-T 2R2 + 'R2 - D - kz'z 1R 1 - kx4: 2R 2 - Ic4R1 D
+-kr(R 21 R " T - R 1R2 .T) + z2(RnR .T - R12 R2 T)
+R, • TR 2.D - R2 .TR -D

(22)
The above equation is recast as the eight linear equations:

C,
c2

C4

" " (23)

Ces

where

12 =
2-R 21

C R (24)

C.,= R 2 T-R= T

The following equalities can then be derived from Equation (21):
(

R13 = -=(C - ~d1 - C4 d2 )
R2 =f -- (C2 - -C,d ) (25)

I I-(c -Cd, -Cd)(C2 -d,-C,d 2) (26)J" CS + CC4 26

R2, 1 f" (27)

/p + C1p + (C2 - d, - C, d2 )(
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II

k f 2 /Q + P C + (C - C3 d - C41 d2)2 28

The rest of R can now be computed easily from Equation (24) and R, x R2

R3. The translation vector T is given by Equation (15) because C6 = B5
and C7 = B7 . With R and T now fully recovered, it is a simple matter to
derive the object coordinates from Eqs. (3), (21), and (5). Let us recall
that we have two candidate matrices R hinging on the choice for R21; as
before, the correct one must be selected by examining the signs of the X3
coordinates.

To summarize, we have described an algorithm to compute the relative
orientation and position between two imaging systems-perspective and
orthographic-from the locations of eight (or more) corresponding image
points. Either the principal point or the focal length and rectangular aspect
ratio are computed along the way. With this information in hand, the world
coordinates of all points in the imaged scene can be computed.
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Figure 1: Wire Room
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Figure 2: (a) A projected texture (b) Its virtual imagre
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Figure 3: (a) The original image (b) The virtual image
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Figure 4: The streets in this scene form a natural projected texture.
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Figure 6: These grapevines exhibit a regular texture.
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Figure 7: The geometry of surface illumination
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Figure 8: The geometry along a line in the direction of the light source
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Figure 9: (a) An image of contours (b) Its virtual image

Figure 10: This simple drawing has two reasonable interpretations. It
is seen as curved roller-coaster tracks if the lines are assumed to be the
projection of a rectangular grid, or as a volcano when the lines are assumed
to be the projection of a circular grid.
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Figure 11: (a) View of part of a DTM (b) View of surface reconstructed
from (a)

0

Figure 12: (a) Orthographic view of surface reconstructed from Figure 4
(b) Perspective view of same surface (from derived camera location)
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ABSTRACT I this paper we report the ading that this gradient of focus in-
One of the major unsolved problem is designing a atonomou berent is biological and most other optical system is a usefu source

agent Iroboti that must fIaction ia a complex, moviag enviroument of depth information, prove tha these focal grdints mw be used to
is obtaining reliable, real-time depth iaformation, preferably without recover a depth map (i.e., distances between viewer sad points in the

the limitations of active scaners. Stereo remsain computatonnlly in- scene) by means of a few, simple tranformations of the image, and that

tensive aud prone to severe errors, the ae of motiom hsloroation is with additional computation the reliability of thi depth information
still quite experimental, and autofcus schemes can measure depth a may be internally checked. This source of depth information (which

only one point at a time. We examine a novel source of depth iaforma- differs markedly from that used in automatic focusing methods) has
tioa: focal gradients resulting from the limited depth of Bld inherent not previously been described is the human vision literature, and we

n can have been unable to lad any investigation of it is the somewhat morein most optical systems. We prove that this source of informationel scattered machine vision literature. The performnece of a practical
be used to make reliable depth maps of useful accu r y with relatively technique has been demonstrated on realistic imagery, and an isexpen-

sive, real-time version of the algorithm is described. Finally, we report
measurement of these optical gradients can potentially provide depth experiments showing that people make sigailcant use of this depth is-
information roughly comparable to stereo disparity or motion pwar- formation.
lax, while avoiding image-to-image matching problem. A potetialy This novel method of obtaining a depth map is important be-
real-time version of this algorithm is described, cause there is currently so passive sning method for obtaining depth

information that is simultaneously fast enoug, reliable enough, and
produces a sufficiently dense depth map to support the requirements

L INTRODUCTION of a robot moving in a complex environment. Stereopsi, despite huge

Our subjective impression is that we view our surroundi p in investment, remains computatioally intesive and prone to severe er-
sharp, clear focus. This impression is reinforced by the virtually uaiver- rors, the use of motion information is still in an experimontal stage,
sal photographic tradition" to make images that are everywhere in and autofocus schemes can measure depth at ouly one point at a time.
focus, i.e., that have ingnite depth of flad. Unfortuately, both this We believe that this research, therefore, will prove a sltigfant ad-
photographic tradition and our feeling of a sharply focused world sea vance is solving the problem of real-time acquisition of relable depth
to have lead vision researchers - is both human and maebine vision maps without the limitations inherent in active sewaets (e.g., laser
- to largely ignore the fact that in biological system the images that rageinders).
fall on the retina are typically quite badly focused everywhere except
within the central fovea 11,21. There is a gradient of focus, ranging E. TH FOCAL GRADIRNT
from nearly perfect focus at the point of regard to almost complete
blur at points on distant objects. Most biological leas system are exatly Inoe as only ot dis-

It is puzzling that biological visual systems Arst employ an optical tace along each radius from the lens into the acene. The losn of
system that produces a degraded image, and then go to great lengths exactly focused points forms a doubly curved, approximately spherical
to undo this blurring and present us with a subjective impression of surface in three-dimensional space. Only when objects in the scene in.
sharp focus. This is especially peculiar because it is jut as easy to ta.rt tersect this surface is their image exactly in fogus; objects distant from
out with everything in perfect focus. Why, then, does Nature prefer to this surface of exact focus ar blurred, an efect familiar to phto.
employ a lens system in which most of the image is blurred? raphers as depth of fild.

The amount of defocus or blurring depends solely on the distance
to the surface of exact focus and the ehacteristi s of the less system;
as the distance between the imaged point nd the surface of exact foeu
increases, the imaged objects become progressively more defocused.if we could measure the amount of blurring at a given point in the
image, therefore, it seems possible that we could use our knowledge

This research was made possible in part by a grant from the Systems of the parameters of the ieas system to compete the distance to the

Development Foundation, and by a gmat from the National Science corresponding point in the scn.

Foundation, Grant No. DCR43.12766, ad by Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency contract no. MDA 00348-C-0027 * "Exact focuas is taken here to mean has the minimum variance point
"eA practice established in large part by Awl Adams ad others in spread function," the phrase "measurement of focus" is takes to men

- the famous -f/64 Club" "characterize the point spread function."



The distance D to s imaged point is related to the parameters of
the lens system sad the amount of defocus by the following equation,

which is developed in the appendix.

D s- o () 

where so is the distance between the leas and the image plane (e.g., I..
the film location in a camera), / the f-number of the lens system,

F the local length of the lss system, ad a the spmtial coestant of

the point spread function (i.e., the radiu of the imaged point's Oblur
circle") which describes how as image point is blurred by the imaging

optics. The point spread function may be usetf npproximated by a
two-dimensional Gaussian G(r, o) with a spatial constant r sad radialnt

distance r. The validity of using a Gaussin to describe the point spread
function is discussed in the appendix.

In most situations, the only unknown on the right-hand side of
Equation (1) is , the point spread function's spatial parameter. Thus,
we can use Equation (1) to solve for absolute distance given only that
we can measure a, i.e., the amount of blur at a particular image point.

Measurement of a presents a problem, however, for the image data
is the result of both the characteristics of the scene and those of the
lens system. To disentangle these factors, we can either look for places
in the image with known characteristics (e.g., sharp edges), or we can
observe what happens when we change some aspect of the lens system.
In the following discussion both of these two general strategies for
measurement of a are described: the use of sharp edges, and comparison
across different aperture settings. Both approaches require only oe
view of the scene.

A. Using Sharp Dineontlnntlee a c

Image data are determined both by scene characteristics sad the

properties of the lens system, e.g., how fast image intensity changes
depends upon both how scene radiance change ad the diameter of I
the blur circle. If we are to measure blur circle, therefore, we must Figureo. Imes Identical Except for Depth o Field. (a) Production: The
already know the scenes' contribution to the iage. At edges - sharp light from a sinlle view is split into two identical images and directed through

ady nowuite snes'contib the image. Atrmation proge s -erateofchtwo lens systems with different sperure size. Alternatively, on cnn aY the

discontinities in the image formation proces - te re of chnge aperture between alternate fra mes m standard video or CCD camers.

we observe in the image is due primarily to the point spread function; In either cae the two resulting image m identical esesp for depth of fild,

because we ca, often recognize sharp discontinuities with some degree s shown in Figure I (b) and (c). These imae re of a mirrored b tle m

of confidence (3.41 we can use image data surrounding them to deter- a checkered plain.

* mine the focus. These observstionus lead to the following scheme for point of the zero-crossing is equal to the maximum rte of change in

recovering the viewer-to-scene distance at points of discontinuity. image intensity, and so we can use it to estimst t.

Mathematical Details. To calculate the spatial consta t of the An estimate of a can be formed as follows:

point spread function we require a measure of the rate at which image
intensity is changing; the widespread use of sero-croesinps of the C(z, F)en 6 dG--- -a w exp (3)

Laplacian to find edges (51 suggests using slope of the Lplacian across ds v2 i, (
the zero-crossinS as a measure of rate of change. where z, jy and 6 are as before, and for convenience no is take to he

Consider a vertical step edge in the image of magnitude I at posi. zero. Taking the absolute value mad then the natural log, we lad

4. tion 70. In this case the values C(z, y) resulting from the convolution
of image intensities I(z, iy) with the Laplacian of a Gssia VIG(r, I) - - - ,

Ia- in 161) have the form C-) ( )

C(s, y) - V2G(r,o)® I(z,g1) We can formulate Equation (4) as

- JfV G/(- )'+( - .)(..)ddv (2) A' +B- C ()

6 - 6(d =z -to 4re,*)
where

where C(z - zo, a) is a one-dimensional Gaussian centered at point t.

and a is the spatial constant of the point spread function at that point 1 , C--n )
in the image. For such an edge the slope of the function C(s, yt) st the m - B /a

"Wben the discontinuity is in depth, as at an occluding contour, the If we interpret Equation (8) as a linear regression in I we can
disiance measured is to the nearer side of the discontinuity, then obtain a maximum-likelihood estimate of the constante A and B,

..
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and thus obtain u. The solution of this linear regression is (with spatial constants a, and og), we have

S- B -'A (6) ((9) Io(,9)Gr,,z)SA21 - f) Is(r, ) fo(r, ) ® (r,) (7)

where I is the mean of the rj, and ' is the mean of the C. From A in [One point of caution is that Equation (7) may be substantially is
Equation (6) we can obtain the following estimate of the value of the error in cases with a large amount of defocus, as points neighboring
spatial constant 0: the patches fl, 12 will be 'spread out* into the patches by differing

a - (-2A) s  
amounts. This problem can be minimized by using patches whose edges
trail off smoothly, e.g.,J'1(r,9) -, I(ro + rcosi,jos 4 rsinl)G(r,w ) for

Having estimated a we can mow use Equation (1) to lad the distance to ailoff s tial (r )c.]

the imaged point; note that there are two solutions, e correspondNoting that

to a point in front of the locus of exact focus, the other corresponding to

a point behind it. This ambiguity is generally unimportant because we f(r, 0) -1 r-' (X, 0) -

can usually arrange things so that the surface of exact focus is nearer
to the sennor than any of the objects in the ield of view. are a Fourier pair and that if f(r, 9) and Yr(X, 0) are a Fourier pair then

B. Comparlon Across Differng Aperturs so are 1

* The limiting factor in the previous method is the requirement that ] a )
we must know the scene characteristics before we can measure the we see that we may use Equation (7) to derive the following relationship
focus: this restricts the applicability of the method to special points between 11 and Y2 (the Fourier transforms of image patches f, and f2)
such as step discontinuities. If, however, we had two images of exactly and 7r (the transform of the [bypotheticall unblurred image patch fo):
the same scene, but with different depth of field, we could factor out
the contribution of the scene to the two images (as the contribution is 70, )(, .L. 7o .4) "0,_._.
the same), and measure the focus directly. v7t(X l) -= U' 7  

)'G.t (8)
CFigure I shows one method of taking a single view of the scene and

producing two images that are identical except for aperture size and Thus*
therefore depth of field. This lens system uses a half-silvered mirror (or
comparable contrivance) to split the original image into two identical 7,(X) _G( A ) _ 2 2exp()a2s(or -a)) (9)
images, which are then directed through lens systems with different 120) G(-\.0)(7 1l(

aperture size. Because change in aperture does not slect the position
of image features, the result is two images that are identkal except" where

for their focal gradient (amount of depth of field), and so there is no f , )d#
* difficulty in matching points in one image to points in the other. Figures

I (b) and (c) show a pair of such images. Alternatively, one could rig Thus, given Ya and 72 we can find el and qz, as follows. Taking the
a video or CCD camera so that alternate frames employ a different natural log of Equation (9) we obtain

aperture; as long as so significant motion occurs betwese frames the VR
result will again be two images identical except for depth of field. In -- + X22,2(.7 - 02) _in 7r)() - In Yr()

Because differing aperture size causes differing focal gradients, the I

same point will be focused differently in the two images; for our per. We may formulate this as A).' + B - C where
• poses the critical fact is that the magnitude of this differetce is a simple

function of the distance between the viewer and the imaged point. An2
To obtain an estimate of depth, therefore, we need only compare cor- A - 2*2(of- 

)  
B - to C - i 1rl1)) - i 7r pq

responding points in the two images and measure this change in focus.
Because the two images are identical except for aperture size they may i.e., as a linear regression equation in X1. The solution to this regres-
be compared direclly; i.e.. there is no matching problem as there is with sion equation is the same as shown in the last example, and gives us
stereo or motion algorithms. Thus we can then recover the absolute maximum-likelihood estimates of A and B. Solving A and B for t, and
distance D by simple point-by-point comparison of the two images, as o, yields

4" described below.

Afnthematica Details. We start by taking a patch ,t(r,9) . A Ac'
centered at (zo,yo) within the first image It(x, y): 2i(e8 - ) s 23r(c 8-) (10)

fl (r, 0) - I (X0 + r Cos9 YD + r ie s ) We may now use these estimates of a, and as to calculate absolute
distance to the imaged surface patch. Using Equation (1) for each of

and calculate its two-dimensional Fourier transform 11t(9, 0). The same the two images, we see that we now have
is done for a patch fg(r, 9) at the corresponding point in the second Fv. Fe
image, giving us 12(t, 9). Again, note that there is so matching problem, D - D 0 (11)
as the images ae identical except for depth of field. Vo - F - elt eo - F - as/s (

Now consider the relation of f3 to f2. Both cover the same region where f, and ft are the f-numbers for the two halves of the imaging
in the image, so that if there were no blurring both would be equal to system.
the same intensity function Io(r, 0). However, because there is blurrill

"Note that we need only consider the amplitude of the transforms in
"Their overall brightness might also differ. these calculations.
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I. HumOa Puneepom
6.4 iw, 1b faini'

. . .. . .. We haws meestly reported evidence demonstrating that People
.. . . . make we of the depth iaforuation contained i focal gradients 191;

intresinlytheeclogca saiene f tisoptical gndiest does mot
app to have been previously reported mn the sciet literare. The
hypothesis that the humna visual system makes significant ue of this

. .cue to depth has been investigated in two experiments.
. the .rst experiment, pictures of naturalistic wean wer

presented with various magnitude of focal gradient information. It
... . . . . . was found that increasing the magnitude of the focal gradient results

i increasing sabjective depth. In the second experimeat, aubjecta
were shown a rightward rotating wireframe (Nekker) cube displayed

I to . . ........ ..... in perspective on a CRT. Such a display may be perceived as either as
U-"- a rigid object rotating to the right, or (surprisingly) as wobbling, non-

. ... ... . .. . . rigid object rotating to the left. Normally subjects see the rigid inter-
. .pretations most of the time, but when we introduced a focal gradient

0.0 tht favored the non-rigid interpretations, the mom-rigid interpretations
0 . . was seen almost as often as the rigid one.

An experiment demonstrating the importance of depth of field in
human perception can be easily performed by the reader. First make

Figure 2. Accuracy at estimating distance, assuming human visual system a pinhoie camera by poking a small, ciean bole through a piece of stiff
parameters, using (a) focal gradient information, and (b) stersopeis. paper or metal. Imposition of a pinhole in the line of sight cause the

depth of field to be very large, thus effectively removing this depth
C. Checking the answers overeostmnt cue from the image. Close one eye and view the world through the

pinhole, holding it as close as possible to the surface of your eye, and
We may solve either of the two equations in (11) for D, the distance note your impression of depth (for those of you with glasses, things

to the imaged surface patch. Thus the solution is overcoustrsined; both will took sharper if you ae doing it correctly). Now quickly remove
solutions must produce the same estimate of distance-otherwise the the pinhole and view the world normally (still using only one eye). The
estimates of al and ag must he in error. This can occur, for instance, change in the sense of depth is remarkable; many observers report that
when there is insufficient bigh-frequency information in the image patch the change is nearly comparable to the difference between monocular
to enable the change in focus to he calculated. The important point is and binocular viewing, or the change which occurs when a stationary
that this overconstraint allows us to check our answer: if the equations object begins to move.
disagree, then we know not to trust our answer. If, on the other hand,
both equations agree then we can know (to within measurement error) LD. I4PLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
that our answer must be correct.

D. Accuracy A. Using sharp edges

The irst method of deriving depth from the focal gradient, by
Possibly the major question concerning the usefulness of focal measuring apparent blur near sharp discontinuities, was implemented

gradient information is whether such information can be sufficiently in a straightforward manner (convolution values near zero-croesinga
accurate. There are two major issues to be addressed: first, can we were employed in Equations (4) - (6)) and evaluated on the image shown
estimate the variance e of the point spread function with sufficient in Figure 3. In this image the optical system had a smaller depth of
accuracy, and second, does this translate into a reasonable degree of field than is currently typical in vision research; this was done because
accuracy in the estimation of depth, the algorithm requires that the digitization adequately resolve the point

Recent research aimed at estimating the point spread funetion spread function.
has shown that it may he accurately recovered from unfamiliar images Figure 3 also shows the depth estimates which were obtained when
despite the presence of normal image noise 16,71. Further, it appeas the algorithm was applied to this image. Part (a) of this Figure 3 shows
that humans can estimate the width of the point spread function to all the sharp discontinuities identified 121. It was found that there was
within a few percent 1s,91. These findings, together with the results of considerable variability in the depth estimate' obtained along these
estimating a reported in the next section, show that accurate estimation contours, perhaps resulting from the substantial noise (3 of 8 bits)
of ir is practical given sufficient image resolution. which was present in the digitized image values. To minimize this

The erond issue is whether the available accuracy at estimating variability the zero-crossing contours were segmented at points or high

a translatps into a reasonable accuracy in estimating depth. Figure 2 curvature, and the depth values were averaged within the ze-rossing

(a) show the theoretical error curve for the human eye, assuming the segments. Figures 3 (b), (c), and (d) show the zero-crossing segments

accuracy at estimating a reported in 141. It can be seen that reasonble that have large, medium, and small depth values, respectively. It can be
accuracy is available out to several meters. This curve should be seen that the image is properly segmented with respect to depth, with
comparetothaccuracy is e ut verr ters. showni, the exception of one small segment near the top of (c). This example
compared to the accuracy curve for tereopeis, thows i Figure 2 (b), demonstrates that this depth estimation technique - which requirn
age nomparabie little computation beyond the calculation of zero-crosiagp - can be

employed to order sharp edges by their depth values.

I-
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~~Figur 4. (a) and (b) show the normalized high-frequeney content of Figures
2 (b) and (c), respecively. (e) shows the focal disparity map (aallous to
a stereo disparity map) obtained by comparing (a) ad (b); brightness is
proportioal to depth.

Areas of 4 (c) that are black have isufficient high-frequency energLy in

the sharp~focos image to make an estimate of depth.
€~ It cam be ame that this disparity map is fairl accurate. Note

that points reflected in the bottle ae estimated as further than points
Figure 3. An Indoor Imoi of a Sand Castle, Refrigeraor, ad Door, along the edge of the bottle; this is tot a mistake, for these points

T o g e th e r w i t h D e p t h E s i m a t e s f o r i t s Z e ro -C r s s i n l g S e gm e n t . P a t ( ) o r h i t n e t a e e y t e l g t s f r h r t a ofh s l n b
this figur shows all the sharp discontinuities found. Parts (b), (c), ad (d) tedsac rvldb h ih afn e hnfrtoea~l h
show the :er-creing seglments that have Imps, medium, ad small depth edge of the bottle. Tis algiorithm, in common with stereo and motion

vuerespectively. It can be seen that the image is properly seglmented algorithms, does not "know* about mirrored surfaces.
with respect to depth. with the exception of onet small segment sear theto
of (C). C. I:estop for a real-time Implementton

B. Compwsn of diferntl pertures A minimum at one convolution per imagie is required for this tech.
nique, together with a left shift and four subtractions for the Laplacian,

The seond teelokque, computing two imagies identical exept for and three divides for the normalization and comparison. It special com-
aperture, can be implemented is many different ways. We wil report a volution hardware is available, one ca uae two convolution - one
very simple version of the algorithm that is amenable to sn inexpensive Laplacian and one Gaussin - per image, Leavingl only three divides*

real-time implementation. for the normalization and comparison. From befre that can convolve
In this algorithm two images are acquired as shown in Figure I (a); image data in parallel with image acquisition wce note available at a

they" are identical except for their depth of field sod thus the amount of reasonable price, leaving as few no 3 operations per pixel to calculate

focal g~radient present, as shown in Figures I (b) and (c). These images the disparity map. For a 2545 x 256 image, this can be accomplished is

are then convolved with a small Loplacia filter, providing a estimate as little as 0.35 seconds with currently available microcomputers.

of their local billb-frequency content. The output of the Laplacian
filters are then summed over a small area sod normalized by diviling IV. DISCUSSION

them by the mean local imago brightness, obtained by ovolving the The most striking aspect of this source of depth information is that
original images with a Gassian fiter. It appears that asreglion s small absolute range can be estimated from a single view with no image-to-
s 4 x 4 pixels is suffielent to obtain stable estimates of high-frequency image matching problem, perhaps the major source of error in stereo

content. Figures 4 (a) and (b) show the normalized hilt-firequency and motion alorithms. Furthermore, o special see characteristics
content of Figures I (b) and (). need be asumed, so that the techniques utilizing this cut to depth can

Finally, the estimated high-frequency content of the blurry, large- be generally applicable. The second most striking fact is the simplicity
aperture image is divided by that of the sharp, small-aprture image, of these algorithms: it appears that a real-time implementation can be
i.e., each point of Figure 4 (a) is divided by the corresponding point acomplished relatively theapl.
in Figure 41b). This produces a "focal disparity" map, analogous to a Measurement of the foal gradients associted with limited depth
stereo disparity map, that measures &be change in focus between the of field appears to be capable of producing depth estimates that are at
two images and whose values are monotonically related to depth by least roughly comparable to edge- or feature-based stereo ad motion
Equation (1). Figure 4 (c) shows the disparity map produced from
Figlures 2 (b) and 2 (c); intensity in this figure is proportional to depth. *which can be done by table lookup.
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algorithms. The mathematics of the aperture-comparison technique
shows it to be potentially more reliable than stereo or motion - i.e.,
there is no correspondence problem, and one can obtain an internal
check on the answer - although (as discussed above) it has somewhat
less accuracy.

The sharp-edge algorithm appears to have potential for useful
depth-plane segmentation, although it is probably not accurate enough
to produce a depth map. I believe that this algorithm will be of some ,___, ______ J

interest because most of the work - finding sad measuring the slope of 0 ,

sero-croesings - is often already being done for other purposes. Thus 4 U

this type of depth-plane segmentation can be dome almost as a side
effect of edge finding or other operations. Figure 3. Geometry of Imaging. so is the distance between the image plane

The aperture-comparison algorithm provides considerably stronger and the lens, so is the distance between the lens and the locus of perfect
focus, and r is the radius of the lens. When a point at distance a > uo is

information about the scene because it overeonstrans scene depth, projected through the lens, it focuses t a distance v < v0, so that a blur
allowing an internal check on the algorithm's answer. Thus it provides circle is formed.
depth information with a reliability comparable to the best that is
theoretically available from three-or-more image stereo and motion MP'ENDIX

* algorithms, although it has somewhat less depth resolution. The major For a thin lens,
limitation in measuring focal gradient depth information in this manner I + 1
appears to be insuring sufficient high-frequency information to measure a - F
the change between images; this requires having both adequate image where a is the distance between a point in the scene and the lens,
resolution and high-frequeney scene content, the distance between the lens and the plane on which the image is in

Summary. In summary, we have described a new source of depth perfect focus, and F the focal length of the lens. Thus,
information - the focal gradient - that can provide depth informs- F

* tion at least roughly comparable to stereo disparity or motion paral. a -

lax, while avoiding the image-to-image matching problems that have
made stereo and motion algorithms unreliable. We have shown that For a particular lens, F is a constant. If we then ix the distance v
the limited depth of feld inherent in most optical systems can be used between the lens and the image plane to the value v = vo, we have also
to make depth maps of seful accuracy with relatively minimal com- determined a locus of points at distance a - uo that will be in perfect
putation, and have successfully demonstrated a potentially real-time focus, i.e.,
technique for recovering depth maps from realistic imagery. It is our Fao (14)
hope, therefore, that thin research will prove to be a substantial ad- o - ( -(F
vsltnc towards buding a robot that tau function in complex, moving We may now explore what happens when a point at a distance a >
natural environments. uo is imaged. Figure 6 shows the situation in which a lens of radius

r is used to project a point at distance u onto an image plane at
REFERENCES distance to behind the lens. Given this confguration, the point would

be focused at distance v behind the lens-but in front of the image
III H. Crane, A Theoretical Analysis of the Visual Accommodation plane. Thus, a blur circle is formed on the image plane. Note that

System in Humans, Final Report NAB 2-2760, NASA Ames a point at distance a < no also forms a blur circle; throughout this
* Research Center (1906). paper we assume that the lens system is focused on the nearest point

121 M. Born and E. Wolf, Principles of Optics, Pergamon, London so that u is always greater than no. This restriction is not necessary in
(1965). the second algorithm, as overconstraint on the distance solution allows

[3! A. Pentland, The Visual Inference of Shape: Computation determination of whether D - a > so or D - a < u.
from Local Features, Ph.D. thesis, Massachusetts Institute of From the geometry of Figure 5 we see that
Technology (1982).

141 A. Witkin, Intensity-Based Edge Classifestion, Proceedings of the tans - - - (15)
American Association for Artificial Intelligence, August 1982, V V0 - V

4 Pittsburgh, Penn.
151 E. Hildreth, Implementation of a Theory of Edge Detection, M.I.T. Combining Equations (13) and (IS) and substituting the distance D for

Al Laboratory Technical Report 579 (April 1980). the variable we obtai
161 K.T. Knox and B.J. Thomson, Recovery of Images from Freo
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April 19865. the blur circle radius in the sense that the point spread function is

less than some threshold outside of the blur circle. The point spread
function is due primarily to diffraction effects, which for any particular
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wavelength produce wave cancellation and reinforcement resulting in
intensity patterns qualitatively similar to the sine function, ,l , but
with different amplitudes and periods for the *rings around the central
peak 121.

The rings' produced by this function vary in amplitude,
width and position with different states of focus and with different
wavelengths. As wavelength varies these rings change position by as
much as O0 degrees, so that the blue light troughs become positioned
over the red light peaks, etc. Further, change in wavelength results in
substantial changes in the amplitude of the various rings. Although
this point spread function is quite complex, and the sum over different
wavelengths even more so, our analysis shows that for white light the

sum of the various functions obtained at different wavelengths has the
general shape of a two-dimensional Gaussian.

Sampling effects caused by digitization ae typically next in im-
portance after the diffraction effects. The elect of sampling may be
accounted for in the point spread function by convolving the above
diffraction-produced point spread function with functions of the form
tIlL. Other factors such as chromatic abberation, movement, and

diffusion of photographic emulsion may also be accounted for in the
final point spread function by additional convolutions.

The net effect, in light of the central limit theorem and our analysis
of the sum of single-wavelength focus patterns, is almost certainly best

described by a two-dimensional Gaussian G(r, a) with spatial constant
a. The spatial constant o of the point spread function will be propor-
tional to the radius of the blur circle; however, the constant of propor-
tionality will depend on the particulars of the optics, sampling, etc.
In this paper the radius of the blur circle and the spatial constant of
the point spread function have been treated as identical; in practical
application where recovery of absolute distance is desired the constant
of proportionality k must be determined for the system and included
in Equation (1) as follows:

D Ft'°
vo - F - akf
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EPIPOLAR-PLANE IMAGE ANALYSIS:
* A TECHNIQUE FOR ANALYZING MOTION SEQUENCES'

Robert C. Bolles
H. Harlyn Baker
SRI International

333 Ravenswood Avenue
* Menlo Park, CA 94025.

A technique for unifying spatial and temporal analysis of an image sequence taken by a camera
moving in a straight line is presented. The technique is based on a "dense" sequence of images-images
taken close enough together to form a solid block of data. Slices of this solid directly encode changes
due to motion of the camera. These slices, which have one spatial dimension and one temporal dimen-
sion, have more structure in them than conventional images. This additional structure makes them
easier to analyze. We present the theory behind this technique, describe an initial implementation,
and discuss our preliminary results.

Ito ci To convince you of the utility of this approach, we must
Most motion-detection techniques analyze pairs of im- demonstrate that there is an interesting class of motions
ages, and hence are fundamentally similar to conven- for which we can build structured temporal images. In
tional stereo techniques (e.g., [Barnard], [Haynes], and the next section we show that this can be done when-
[Hildrethj). A few researchers have considered sequences ever the camera moves in a straight line. We call these
of three or more images (e.g., [Ullman], [Yen], and temporal images epipolar-plane images, or EPIs, from
[Nevatia]), but still the process is one of matching dis- their geometric properties. In Section 3 we describe the
crete items at discrete times. And yet, it is widely ac- results of our experiments in computing the depths of

6 knowledged that there is a potential benefit from unify- objects from their paths through EPIs. And finally, in
ing the analysis of spatial and temporal information. In Section 4 we discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the
this paper we present a technique to perform this type technique and outline some current and future directions
of unification for straight-line motions. for our work.

Motion-analysis techniques using pairs or triples of im- Epipolar-Plane Images
ages are designed to process images that contain signif- In this section we define an epipolar-plane image (an
icant changes between images - features may move 20 EPI) and explain our interest in it. First, however, we re-
pixels or more from one image to the next. These large view some stereo terminology. Consider Figure 4, which
changes force the techniques to tackle the difficult prob- is a diagram of a general stereo configuration. The two
lem of stereo correspondence. Our idea, on the other cameras are modeled as pin-holes with the image planes
hand, is to take a sequence of images from positions that in front of the lenses. For each point P in the scene,
are very close together - close enough that almost noth- there is a plane, called the epipolar plane, which passes
ing changes from one image to the next. In particular, we through the point and the line joining the two lens cen-
take images close enough together that none of the image ters. This plane intersects the two image planes along
features moves more than a pixel or so. (Figure 1 shows epipolar lines. All the points in the epipolar plane are
the first two images from one of our sequences contain- projected onto one epipo.ar line in the first image and a
ing 125 images.) This sampling frequency guarantees corresponding epipolar line in the second image. The im-
a continuity in the temporal domain that is similar to portance of these lines for stereo processing is that they
the continuity in the spatial domain. Thus, an edge of reduce the search required to find matching points from
an object in one image appears temporally adjacent to two dimensions to one. Thus, to find a match for a point
(within a pixel of) its occurrence in both the preceding along one epipolar line in an image it is only necessary to
and following images. This temporal continuity makes search along the corresponding epipolar line in the other
it possible to construct a solid of data in which time is image. This is termed the epipolar constraint.
the third dimension and continuity is maintained over
all three dimensions (see Figure 2). This solid of data is One further definition that is essential to understanding
referred to as spatio.temporol data. our approach is that of an epipole. An epipole in a stereo

configuration is the intersection of the line joining the
The traditional motion-analysis paradigm detects fea- lens centers and ar image plane (see Figure 4). In mo-
tures in spatial images (i.e., the uv images in Figure 2), tion analysis, an ep.pole is often referred to as a focus of
matches them from image to image, and then deduces the expansion (FOE) because the epipolar lines radiate from
motion. We, however, propose an approach that is or- it.
thogonal to this. We suggest slicing the spatio-temporal
data along a temporal dimension (see Figure 3), locat- Consider a simple motion in which a camera moves from
ing features in these slices, and then computing three- right to left, with its optical axis orthogonal to its direc-
dimensional locations. Our reasoning is that the tempo- tion of motion (see Figure 5). For this type of motion
ral image slices can be formed in such a way that they the epipolar plane for a point, such as P, is the same for
contain more structure than spatial images; thus, they all pairs of camera positions, and we refer to that plane
are more predictable and, hence, easier to analyze. as the epipolar plane for P for the whole motion.

*This reseach was supported by DARPA Contracts MDA 903-83-C. The epipolar lines associated with one of these epipo-
0027 sad DACA 7685C-.0004 lar planes are horizontal scan lines in the images (see
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Figure 5). The projection of P onto these epipolar lines Figure 10 is an EPI formed from a sequence of images
moves to the right as the camera moves to the left. The taen by a camera moving forward, looking straight

* velocity of this movement along the epipolar line is a ahead, but down slightly. Again the image is very struc-
function of P's distance from the line joining the lens tured, except that, instead of lines, it is composed of
centers. The closer it is, the faster it moves, curves. For this type of motion, in fact for any straight-

line motion in which the camera is at a fixed orientation
For this type of lateral motion, the epipolar lines are not relative to the direction of motion (see Figure 11), the
only horizontal, they occur at the same vertical position trajectories in the EPIs are hyperbolas (see Appendix
in all the images. Therefore, a horizontal slice of the B). Not only are they hyperbolas, but they are simple
spatio-temporal data formed from this motion contains hyperbolas in the sense that their asymptotes are verti-

* all the epipolar lines associated with one epipolar plane cal and horizontal lines. A right-to-left motion, such as
(see Figure 6). the one mentioned above, is just a special case in whichthe hyperbolas degenerate into lines.
Figure 6 shows three of the images used to form the

solid of data. Typically a hundred or more imuaes are If the lens center does not move in a line, the epipo-
used, making P's trajectory through the data a continu- lar planes passing through a world point differ from one
ous path, as indicated in the diagram. For this type of camera position to the next. The points in the scene are
lateral motion, if the camera moves a constant distance grouped one way for one pair of camera positions and a

• between images, the trajectories are straight lines (see different way for another pair of positions. This makes
Appendix A). it impossible to partition the scene into a fixed set of

planes, which in turn means that it is not possible to
Figure T shows a horizontal slice through the solid of construct EPIs for such a motion.
data shown in Figure 2, which was constructed from a
sequence of 125 images taken by a camera moving from One last observation about EPIs: since an EPI contains
right to left. Figure 8 shows a frontal view of that slice, all the information about the features in a slice of the
We call this type of image an epipolar-plane image (EPI) world, the analysis of a scene can be partitioned into a
because it is composed of one-dimensional projections set of analyses, one for each slice. In the case of a right-C of the world points lying on an epipolar plane. Each to-left motion, there is one analysis for each scanline in
horizontal line of the image is one of these projections. the image sequence. This ability to partition the anal-
Thus, time progresses from bottom to top, and, as the yss is one of the key properties of our motion-analysis
camera moves to the left, the features move to the right, technique. Slices of the spatio-temporal data can be ana-

lyzed independently (and possibly in parallel), and thenThere are several things to notice about this image. First, the results can be combined into a three-dimensional rep-
it contains only linear structures. In this respect it is resentation of the scene.
much simpler than the spatial images used to create it

S(see Figure 1 for comparison). Second, the slopes of the
lines determine the distances to the corresponding fea, Experimental Results
tures in the world. The greater the slope, the farther the We have implemented a program that computes three-
feature. Third, occlusion, which occurs when a closer dimensional locations of world features by analyzing EPIs
feature moves in front of a more distant one, is immedi- constructed from right-to-left motions. The program
ately apparent in this representation. For example, the currently consists of the following steps:
white bar on the right of the EPI in Figure S is initially
occluded, then it is visible for awhile until it is occluded 1. 3D smoothing of the spatio-temporal data

* briefly by a thin object, then visible again before being 2. Slicing the data into EPI.
occluded by a wide object, and at the end of the sequence 3. Detecting edges, peaks, and troughs
is visible for a third time. Thus, the same object is seen 4. Segmentating edges into linear features
three different times. 5. Merging collinear features

Figure 9 shows another EPI sliced from the data in Fig- 6. Computing x-y-z coordinates
ure 2. Its basic structure is the same as Figure 8; how- 7. Building a map of free space
ever, it illustrates the variety of patterns that can occur In this section we illustrate the behavior of this program
in an EPI. by applying it to the data shown in Figures 1 and 2.

The first step smooths the three-dimensional data to re-The EPIs in Figures 8 and 9 were constructed from a duce the effects of noise and camera jitter. This is done
simple right-to-left motion with the camera oriented at by applying a sequence of three one-dimensional Gaus-
right angles to the motion. For what other types of mo- sian (also see [Buxton 1983 and [Buxton 19851).
tions can EPIs be constructed? The answer is that they
can be constructed for any straight-line motion. As long The second step forms EPIs from the spatio-temporal
as the lens center of the camera moves in a straight line data. For a lateral motion this is straightforward because
the epipolar planes remain fixed relative to the scene. the EPIs are horizontal slices of the data. Figure 8 shows
The points in each of these planes function as a unit. the EPI selected to illustrate steps three through seven.
They are projected onto one line in the first image, an-
other line in the second image, and so on. The camera The third step detects edge-like features in the EPI. It
can even change its orientation about its lens center as it currently locates four types of features: positive and
moves along the line without affecting this partitioning negative zero-crossings [Marr] and peaks and troughs in
of the scene. Orientation changes move the epipolar lines the difference of Gaussians. The zero-crossings indicate
around in the image plane, significantly complicating the places in the EPI where there is a sharp change in im-
construction of the EPIs, but the epipolar planes remain age intensity, typically at surface boundaries or surface
unchanged since the line joining the lens centers remains markings, -and the peaks/troughs occur between these
fixed. zero-crosings. The former are generally more preciselypositioned than the latter. Figure 12 shows all four typesof features detected in the EPI shown in Figure 8.
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The fourth step fits linear segments to the edges. It does * EPIs facilitate the segmentation of a scene into
this in two passes. The first paws partitions the edges opaque objects occurring at different depths be-
at sharp corners by analyzing curvature estimates along cause they encode a homogeneous slice of the object
the edes. The second pas applies Ramer's algorithm over time;
[Rameri to recursively partition the smooth segments a There are some obvious ways to make the analysis
into line segments. Figure 13 shows the line segments incremental in time, and partitionable in y (epipo-
derived from the edges in Figure 12. lar planes), for high speed performance.

With thee benefits, the inherent limitations and currentThe fifth step builds a description of the line segments restrictions must be borne in mind:
that links together those that am collinear. The intent is
to identify sets of lines that belong to the same feature * Motion must be in a straight line and (currently)
in the world. By bridging gaps caused by occlusions, the camera must be at a fixed angle relative to the
the program can improve its estimates of the features' direction of motion;
locations as well as extract clues about the nature of the e Frame rate must be high enough to limit the frame-
surfaces in the scene. The program only links together to-frame changes to a pixel or so (more specifically,
features of the same type, except that positive and neg- such that the projective width of the surface is
ative zero crossinp can be joined because the contrast greater than its motion);
across an edge can differ from one view to the next. Fig- e Independently moving objects will either not be de-
ure 14 shows the peak features from Figure 13 that are tected, or will not be detected accurately.
linked together by the program. We are currently investigating the following areas:
The line intersections in Figures 13 and 14 indicate tm- * Linking together features from adjacent EPIs.
poral occlusions. For each intersection, the feature with * Identifying and interpreting spatial and temporal
the smaller slope is the one that occludes the other. phenomena such as occlusions, shadows, mirrors,

and highlights.The sixth step computes the x-y-s locations of the world * Characterizing the appearance of curved surfaces
features corresponding to the EPI features. The world in EPIs.
coordinates are uniquely determined by the location of a Implementing the analysis of EPs derived from
the epipolar plane associated with the EPI and the slope forward motions.
and intercept of the line in the EPI. To display these
three-dimenslonal locations, the program can either pro-
duce a stereo pair or plot the two-dimensional coordi-
nates of the features in the epipolar plane. Figure 15
shows the epipolar plane coordinates for the features Appendix A: Lateral-Motion Trajectories
shown in Figure 13. The shape and size of each ellipse n this appendix we first derive an equation for the tra-
depicts the error associated with the feature's location. jectory of a point in an EPI constructed from a lateral
The seventh step builds a two-dimensional map of the motion, and then show how to compute the (x,yz) lo-
world that indicates which m are mp cation of such a point. Figure 17 is a diagram of a tra-

jetory in an EPI derived from the right-to-left motion[Bridwelli). The idea behind this construction is that, illustrated in Figure 18. The scanline at t, in Figure 17whenever a feature is seen by the camera, there is a clear corresponds to the epipolar line 11 in Figure 18. Simi-line of sight from the camera to the feature. Therefore, larly, the scanline at t, corresponds to the epipolar line
if a feature is visible continuously durinq a portion of a I. (Recall that the EPI is constructed by extracting one
motion, this line of sight sweep# iut a triangle of empty line from each image taken by the camera as it movesspace defined by the feature's lucation, the first position along the line joining c, and c:. Since the images are
of the camera at which the feature is visible, and the taken very close together in time, there would be several
last position at which the feature is visible. The pro- images taken between el and e2 . However, to simplify
gram builds the map of empty space by constructing one the diagram none of these is shown.) The point (us, ti)
of these triangular regions for each line segment found in the EPI corresponds to the point (us, v1 ) in the image
in an EPI, and then OR-ing them together. Figure 16 taken by the camera at time tt and position ce. Thus,
shows the map constructed for the features in Figure 15. as the camera moves from el to ci in the time interval

tt to 91, the scene point moves in the EPI from (uS,tt)
to (us, t). The intent of this section is to characterize

agualin the shape of this trajectory and then compute the three-The following positive characteristics of this approach dimensional position of the corresponding scene point,
should be noted: given the focal length of the camera, the camera speed,

* Spatial and temporal data are treated together as and the coordinates of points along the trajectory.
a single unit; For our analysis we define a left-handed coordinate sys-

* The acquisition and tracking steps of the conven- tem that is centered on the initial position of the camera
tional motion analysis paradigm are merged into (i.e., el in Figure 18). The shape of the trajectory can
one step; be derived by analyzing the geometric relationships in

* The approach is feature-based, but is not restricted the epipolar plane that passes through P. Figure 19 is a
to point features - linear features that are perpen- diagram of that plane.
dicular to the direction of motion can also be used;

" There is more structure in an EPI than in a stan- Given the speed of the camera, a, which is assumed todard spatial image, which means that it is easier be constant, the distance from c to et, Az, can be com-
to analyse, and hence easier to interpret; puted as follows:

" Occlusion is manifested in an EPI in a way that in- AX = &At
creases the chance of detection because the edge is
viewed over time against a variety of backgrounds; where At is (t: - ti). By similar triangles



u Z(2) (wi,ti) in the EPI corresponds to the point (ul,v) in
i D the image taken at time t1 and position ct. Thus, as

the camera moves from el to c2 over the time interval
U2 &Z + Z (3) t1 to is, the scene point moves in the EPI from (wi, ta)

- D to (wl, is). Our goal is to characterize the shape of this
trajectory, and then compute the three-dimensional po-

where us and us have been converted from pixel values sition of the corresponding scene point, given the focal
into distances on the image plane, ht is the distance from length of the camera, the camera speed, the angle be-
the lens center to the epipolar line in the image plane, z tween the camera's axis and the direction of motion (0),
is the x-coordinate of P in the scene coordinate system, and the coordinates of points along the trajectory.
and D is the distance from P to the line joining the lens
centers. Since h is the hypotenuse of a right triangle, it As before, we define a left-handed coordinate system that
can be computed as follows: is centered on the initial position of the camera (i.e., cl

Isi + (4) in Figure 21). The shape of the trajectory can be derived
by examining the geometric relationships in the epipolar

where f is the focal length of the camera. From 2 and 3 plane that passes through P. Figure 22 is a diagram of
we get that plane.

h(Az + z) it z h Given the speed of the camera, s, which is assumed to
D D puted as follows:- - z () be constant, the distance from c1 to c:, Ac, can be corn-

Thus, Au is a linear function of Az. Since At is also a Ae =a At (10)
linear function of Az, At is linearly related to Au, which
means that trajectories in an EPI derived from a lateral where At is (t2 - it). By similar triangles
motion are straight lines. IV; C

The (z, y, z) position of P can be computed by scaling - em
us, us, and f appropriately. From 5 we define and

D Az =O C
M., D=&= (6) i" (12)X Zu, (e - Le)

which represents the slope of the trajectory computed where w and w, are distances on the image plane, h
in terms of the distance traveled by the camera (Az as is the distance from the lens center to the epipole, C is
opposed to At) and the distance the point moved along the distance from P to the line joining the lens centers
the epipolar line (i.e., Au). From similar triangles measured in a plane parallel to the image planes, and

ID D D \ e is the distance along the line joining the lens centers
(z,p,z) h - ./ (7) from el to the plane passing through P and parallel to

the image planes. Since h is the hypotenuse of a right
which means that triangle (see Figure 21), it can be computed as follows:

(z,vz) = (mUt ,mv,mf) (8)
If the first camera position, c, on an observed trajectory Cos$ (13)
is different from the camera position, co, that defines a where f is the focal length of the camera. From 11 and
global camera coordinate system, the z coordinate can 12
be adjusted by an amount equal to the distance traveled we get
from co to ci. Thus, -h h C hCAe

(Z, V, 2) = ((t1 - to)a + mu, mv,mf) (9) T(e - Ac) e e(c - Ac)
where t0 is the time of the first image and s is the speed of which can be rewritten as
the camera. This correction is equivalent to computing
the z intercept of the line and using it as the first camera cAuiAc - cAw + hCAe = 0 (15)

C position. Therefore, for a lateral motion, the trajectories Using 10 to express As in terms of At, this becomes
are linear and the (z, y, z) coordinates of the points can
be easily computed from the slopes and intercepts of the seAuwAt - cAu, + *hCAt = 0 (16)
lines. which defines a hyperbola whose asymptotes are the lines

wo = 0 and t = c/s (see Figure 23). Thus, the trajectory
is a hyperbola in which the point P appears arbitrarily

Appendix B: Forward-Motion Trajectories close to the epipole when the camera is far away from
The derivation of the form of a trajectory produced by it (as one would expect), and the projection of P moves
a forward motion is similar to the one used for lateral away from the epipole at an increasing rate as the camera
motion. Figure 20 is a diagram of a trajectory in an EPI gets closer to it. This relationship agrees intuitively with
derived from a sequence of images taken by a camera the fact that a projective transformation involves a 1/z
moving in a straight line at a fixed orientation relative to factor, which makes u a hyperbolic function of z.
the principal axis of the camera (see Figure 21). Without
loss of generality we have rotated the image plane coor- Equation 14 can be used to compute s. First, rewrite it
dinate systems in a uniform way so that the epipoles are as follows:
on the % axes. The EPI in Figure 20 was constructed At - (17)by extracting pixel intensities along epipolar lines in the
images shown in Figure 21 and inserting them as scan- (e - Ac) e
lines in Figure 20. For example, epipolar line 11 was Then using Equation 12 and
placed at 91, 12 was placed at is, and so on. The point
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Abstract

The problem of interpreting single images of abstract figures is addressed. It
is argued that neither rule-based deductive inference nor model-based matching
are satisfactory computational paradigms for this problem. As an alternative, an
inductive approach consisting of two parts is presented. The first part involves
a scheme, based on differential geometry, for describing the shapes of curves
and surfaces, and for generating these descriptions from images. The second
part of the approach relies on a criterion for deciding which description, among
the candidates allowed by the constrairts in the image, is to be preferred. This
criterion - minimum entropy - is reiated to concepts front Gestai't psychol-
ogy, thermodynamics, and information theory. Several examples kre given to
illustrate the inductive approach.
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1. Introduction

Images arise when light that encodes structure in the three-dimensional world is pro-
jected onto a photosensitive surface. Some of the information in the light is lost, and the
remainder is transformed by perspective into a pattern that has a complex and ambiguous
formal relationship to the original structure of the world. The human visual system is ca-
pable of inverting this relationship, filling in parts that are missing, arranging parts that
are seen into sensible combinations, and, in short, composing integrated, consistent descrip-
tions of the world, which are almost never in serious error. Furthermore, these descriptions
specify invariant properties of the scene that are independent of the observer (size, shape,
etc.). while the information used to construct the descriptions - the image - is highly
dependent on the observer's position, orientation, and imaging system.

How is this possible? What kinds of computational strategies, representations, and
modes of reasoning are appropriate to this problem, and how can they be implemented and
demonstrated on a large class of examples, itcluding images of natural scenes?

iule-based deductive reasoning - the conventional A paradigm - does not appear
to be a good approach to perception. Because an image does not logically entail any
particular interpretation, one cannot cast the problem of perception in a simple deductive
model: interpretations are neither true nor false; they are only likely in varying degrees.
But our perception at any moment is unambiguous. Furthermore, our perception sometimes
jilIp)- to uilwarranted conclusions, as we know from many illusions. I

I'he logical basis of perception is induction. As a mode of reasoning, induction is
comipletely different from deduction. While deduction proceeds from the general (axioms)
to the particular (propositions), induction proceeds from the particular to the general.
Ded(ction is primarily a matter of proving theorems, while induction is one of recognizing
patterns. Deduction is well-understood and more easily automated with computers, which
probably explains its popularity in Al research. The mathematical foundations of induction,
by contrast, are much less clear. Nevertheless, general principles of inductive reasoning do
exist.

It has been postulated that the uniformity and regularity of the world are necessary
Ipresippositions of induction. This is precisely the state of affairs in perception. The
|mtlerlying reality (the scene) is not logically deducible front the image, but, in most cases,
a ver. good guess can he madc by finding the simplest possible interpretation.

Specifically, The problem of figural perception is defined as deciding how to assign
three-dimensional properties - size, shape, position, orientation, etc. - to initially two-

r dimensional patterns of data. The patterns of interest vary in their degree of complexity.
For example, they might. be simply binary contours, such as Figure 1. The sense of realism-
in even these simple figures compels one to believe that very general perceptual processes
apply. A somewhat more complex class of patterns is synthetic intensity images, such as
Figure 2, in which a combination of surface, lighting, and projection models produces images
that evoke an even more vivid impression of three-dimensional shape.

Figulres 1 and 2 are synthetic: they were generated with the techniques of computer
graphics [11. The Bumpy Torus, for example, was created by constructing a smooth, ran-
dornized toroidal surface, defining a reflectance function with lambertian and specular com-

'In a strictly logical sense, perception always jumps to unwarranted conclusions.
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used as a measure of disorder (Section 4).2

The approach treats perception as a search for the simplest explanation of a body of
data (an image). An interpretation i therefore a re-encoding of an image. Properties and
relations that are explicit or easily computed from the image (pixel values, edges, textural
properties, etc.) become implicit in the re-encoding and may be at least partially recovered
by reprojection. On the other hand, properties and relations that are merely implicit in
the image (scene invariants, such as shape, size, orientation, relative position, reflectivity,
transparency, etc.) are explicit in the re-encoding. The image is unstructured and lengthy:
it contains redundant information. The re-encoding is structured and terse: it contains at
least as nmuch information as the image, and usually more, but in a compressed form, with
the redundant part removed. Some process not yet fully understood discovers redundancy
in the image and exploits this redundancy to build more concise and well-formed encodings.
In practice, it. may not be necessary to actually construct a concise encoding, but merely
to recognize that one is possible.

It is useful to think of an agent that "decodes" the final interpretation and that has
the knowledge and ability of a computer graphics system. The 3D encoding describes the
scene in terms of physically meaningful, invariant pro)erties. The agent can decode it, in
principle, into a "visualization" of the scene by using an abstract model of projection, a
choice of viewpoint and lighting, and specific knowledge of physical principles, such as that
an opaque object occludes what is behind it or that a transparent object transmits light.
Therefore. while the interpretation contains no less information than the image, it is in a
form that makes the important invariant properties explicit, and relegates the ones that
depend on viewpoint and lighting to an implicit status.

2. Related Work

Two distinctly different schools of research have addressed the problem of figural per-
ception. The artificial intelligence (Al) approach has focused on comnputer implemenlations,
while the perceptual psychology approach has developed prinarily theoretical mnodelsI. The
scientific methods used in the two disciplines are (pite different. Vision research in the Al
style generally requires precise computational no(els of )erce)tion: if a tlwory cannot be
impleniented, it is too vague to he of value. Ultimately, the model should be evaluated on
images of real scenes. Vision research in perctptal psychology, by contrast, has sought to
explain hi man perception as revealed by illusions, psycholpysical experiments, and intro-
speCtion. Perceptual psychology is by far tle older school, and Al has borrowed front it
liberally. At the same time, the development of computers has infl||enced psychologists to
phirsuie information-processing aplroaches and to embrace conceplts originally developed in
Al [11.

2.1. Al

The deductive approach to figural perception has been explored in the so-called -blocks
world" work (see Mackworth [21 for a summary of this research), culminating in Waltz's ill-

2While the repres entational scheme is based on the geometry or curves anti surfaces, t ht reas,,ning s,heen
has far broader generality.
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tering technique for constraint satisfaction [3], and Kanade's generalization to the Origami
world (.1]. The results are not encouraging. In addition to the problem of needing a perfect
line drawing to begin with, these systems produced only weak interpretations, not includ-
ing, for example, quantitative estimates of length and orientation. When generalized only
slightly, Waltz's filtering scheme led to many more ambiguous interpretations.

Another line of Al research, which is more relevant to the approach described here,
has sought metric interpretations of images, as opposed to the weaker, merely descriptive
interpretations characteristic of the blocks world. The first instance of such an approach
was due to luffman [6], who suggested the concept of dual space, later generalized by
Mackworth [7] to gradient space. Gradient space simply provides a way of representing
with two parameters the orientations of planes. Mackworth connected observed features in
image space (vertices) with contraints in gradient space (i.e., constraints on the orientations
of planes) to disambiguate blocks-world interpretations. Kanade used gradient space to

* estiniate orientations on the basis of symmetry [8]. That is, image figures that exhibit
skewed symmetry (because of the distortion introduced by projection) are interpreted as
being oriented in a way that is consistent with their true symmetry.

This general approach - identifying an important invariant property in the plane, back-
projecting image features to planes of different orientations, and selecting the orientation
leading to fhe most well-formed configuration - has been followed by several researchers.
Kender [(] used textural properties, such as the lengths and orientations of line segments;
Ikeuchi [10] and Barnard 11] used angles; Witkin [12] sought the planar orientation that
had the most uniform distribution of directions of contour tangents; Brady and Yuille [13]
inaxiinized the compactness of the backprojected closed contour; and Barnard [11] max-
intized the uniformity of backprojected curvature. The inductive approach can possibly

* unify these various criteria into a single principle.
Another area of Al vision research that is relevant to figural perception is the optimal

interpolation of surfaces [14], [15],[16], [17]. The mathematical representation of surfaces and
t lie opt im izat ion methods used in this work have similarities to the approach described here.
The underlying problems are quite different, however. The problem of optimal interpolation
is to begiii with sparse three-dimensional data (distances and orientations), presumably
derived from stereo, shape-from-shading analysis, etc., and to find a continuous surface
that best fits the data, while optimizing physical properties of the surface (specifically,
potential energy). The problem of figural perception initially provides no three-dimensional
information at all, and is not even well-posed in the sense that the interpolation problem
is. Furthermore, we choose interpretations according to their simplicity of description, and

6 not according to a physical property.

2.2. Perceptual Psychology

A popular approach in perceptual psychology has sought to exploit the efficacy of in
formation theory [18], [19], 1201, [211, [221, [231, [24]. Rock calls this the modern version
of Gestalt theory ([5]. p. 133), because its aim, just like Gestalt, is to explain perception
in terms of simplicity. While there is not space here to cover all this work, it will be use-
fill to discuss in some detail a recent approach that has some similarities to the approach
presented here.

Buffart, et. al. presented a "coding theory" of perception that was meant to explain

4
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Figure 3: The Interposition Illusion Figure 4: Kanizsa's Counter Example

the interposition illusion [251. Most observers see the pattern in Figure 3 as a square on
top of a circle. Coding theory attempts to explain this by asserting that a description in

* terms of a square on top of a circle is simpler than any other description that accounts for
the figure. The authors proceed to develop a coding scheme for these figures that takes
advantage of symmetries and that leads to very concise encodings. The encodings are
sentences in a formal language. with the n! kI';tives representing sides, angles, circular arcs,
and combinational operators. Some contex,- .. itive elements are included; for example, a
side can be extended indefinitely until it encounters another contour. The goodness of an

0 encoding is determined by simply counting the number of symbols it uses.
There are several objections to this theory. First, Kanizsa [261 argues that a pattern

such as Figure 4 is a counter example, because the interpretation without interposition is
simpler than the one with interposition: the circle with two 'bites" taken from it has two
axes of symmetry, and should, therefore, be more symmetric, and hence simpler, than the

* one with only one bite. As will be shown in Section 4.2, this objection is not valid. That a
figure has more axes of symmetry than another does not imply it is simpler.

A second, more serious objection to the coding theory is that it depends on an ad hoc lan-
guage. and there is no compelling reason to adopt this language in preference to any other.
A third objection is that, even given this particular language, mere symbol counting is not
a good way to measure the complexity of an encoding. A fourth objection is that no pro-

0 cedure for actually constructing a minimal encoding is presented. The approach presented
below, when considered as an alternative to the coding theory, meets these objections.

3. A Representational Scheme for Figural Perception

4[ The view of perception as a computational process of building, testing, and selecting
descriptions is arguably the most important contribution of artifical intelligence to percep-
tual psychology. When faced with the task of actually implementing a computational model
of perception, one must deal with representational problems that are otherwise too easily
ignored. If perception is description building, what must these descriptions be like? In
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Figure 5: The Moving Trihedron

what kind of language should they be expressed?

3.1. Geometrical Descriptions

The problem of figural perception, is to a large extent, a problem of geometrical descrip-
tion. We seek interpretations in terms of geometrical objects: points, curves, and surfaces.
The description of the special cases of points, straight lines, and planes is relatively straight-
forward: these objects can be represented with vector algebra [27]. Much more difficult is
the representation of general curves and surfaces.

Differential geometry is the study of geometric figures using the methods of calculus
[28]. Three requirements compel us to use the language of differential geometry in our
representational scheme:

" If we are to compare descriptions on the basis of simplicity, we must have canonical
descriptions. The descriptions must be unique.

" The language must be expressive enough to describe the entire range of figural phe-
nomena. It must be complete.

@ The descriptions should express intuitive and invariant figural properties.

The form of the invariant properties of curves and surfaces embedded in three-dimensional
Euclidean space is completely known for our purposes.

Any curve x(s) in C2 (i.e., any twice-differentiable curve) can be representel with two
invariant local properties, curvature x and torsion r, that are scalar functions of arc length,
s, and that constitute a complete, unique, and invariant representation of the curve. The
relationships are described by the Serret-Frenet equations:

fi -Kt b (1)
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where t, n. and b are, respectively, the tangent, normal, and bi-normal vectors (Figure 5).
The (lot operator indicates differentiation with respect to arc length. The important point
is that a description of a curve in terms of curvature and torsion is independent of the choice
of a coordinate system. Barnard and Pentland [29] have studied the interpretation of images
of 3D curves with torsion by using local assumptions of maximally uniform curvature and
constant tors-ion.

Using the concepts of differential geometry, a surface x(u,t,) in C2 can also be repre-
sented with invariant local properties. The relationships analogous to the Serret-Frenet
equations are the G auss- Weingarten equations:

x;. = r,1 xu + r 2 x, + LN
x,.. = rF. x, + r x,, + AIN
x = r1x. +l0 2 x,+NN (2)

N. = 02' x.+ 0? xV

where N is the unit normal to the surface, and the subscripts u and v indicate partial
differentiation. The coefficients -, i, L, M, and N are deternined by the local shape of

the surface. The theory of surfaces is much more elaborate than the theory of curves, as a
comparison of Equations (1) and (2) suggests.

To develop an intuitive understanding of the power of the theory, consider the concepts
of normal curvature. geodesic curvature, principal curvature, gaussian curvature, anti mean
curvature. The unit normal to a surface, N, at a point P, defines a plane tangent to tle
surface at P. Any line through P in this plane locally determines a curve on the surface, and

* hence a normal curvature o,.. The normal curvature will be a maximum in one direction
and a minimum in the orthogonal direction.3 These are called the principal directions,
and the corresponding normal curvatures IC, and P;2, the principal curvatures. The
quantity K = K'K2 is called the gausslan curvature, an( the quantity If = !(K'! + K2) is
called lie mean curvature. Figure 6 illustrates the connection between gaussian and mean
curvature and intuitive ideas about the qualitative shapes of surfaces. A curve through P

* that connects two points Q and R by the shortest path is called a geodesic, and, when it
is orthogonally projected onto the tangent plane at P, it forms (locally) a straight line, or,
equivalently, a curve of zero curvature. If any curve on the surface through I' is projected
onto the tangent plane, the curvature of the resulting planar curve is called the geodesic
curvature. G-eodesic curvature and gaussian curvature are intrinsic properties of surfaces.

* The qualitative shape of surfaces is suggested by local contours, but. the precise shape
is very ambiguous. Perception of figures like the Wire Rooin (Figure 1) seems to depend
on global judgments. Perception of particular elements of the figure is preceded by, or
depends upon, perception of the figure as a whole what the (estalt psychologisits called
Prdgnan:. It is possible to obtain, for example, estimates of surface normals using local
information [30]. If the "goodness" of the resulting surface description can be estimated, it

* should be possible to find a global optimum by variational methods (for example, iterative
improvement methods such as steepest descent, or more sophisticated optimization methods
such as simulated annealing [31]).

3This is not strictly true. The surface may be planar or umbilical at P, in which case IC is uniform.
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Figure 7: Wire-Bead Backprojection

3.2. Generating Hypothetical Descriptions

Evein the simplest image represents an infinity of possible 3D scenes. If continuous
scene space is quantized appropriately, the discrete space of possible scenes is infinite but
denutnerable. The class of methods for generating descriptions of these possibilities is
backprojection. In general, any method that generates three-dimensional descriptions (in
terms of distances, orientations, lighting models, reflectance models, etc.) while maintaining
consistency with the geometrical and physical constraints of the image, is an instance of
back project ion.

Perhps the easiest way to visualize backprojection is with the "wire-bead" model [32]
(Figure 7). Points on the image contour can be backprojected, or placed in 3D space,
anywhere along a line connecting the center of projection and the image point. The wire-
bead model maintains the most primitive projective constraints, but does not, for example,
require connected image contours to backproject to connected 3D contours. A problem with
the wire-bead model is that it allows too many degrees of freedom: one for every contour
point.

Another form of backprojection is aimed at generating 3D descriptions in terms of
different plaznar orientations (Figure 8). Assuming the image contour is the projection of
a more-or-less planar contour in the scene, which is at some indeterminate distance front
the observer, planar backprojection generates scale-invariant descriptions of the possible 3D
contours. In the simplest case such a system has two degrees of freedom: the coordinates of
the unit normal vectors of the planes. Furthermore, if the parameter space is represented
as the gaussian sphere (as opposed to gradient space), the space of possibilities is closed -
an important property when sampling the space at a finite number of points [11].

Another form of backprojection has been used to find the most orthogonal interpreta-
tion of image line segments (see Barnard, [33]). If linear image features can be interpreted
as projections of mutually orthogonal lines in 3D space, human observers have a strong
tendency to interpret them in this way [34], [35]. The effect is clearly demonstrated in the
familiar Ames Room illusion [36]. Line segments can be backprojected to various combina-
tions of orientations (one degree of freedom for each segment), and the combination that

9
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Figure 8: Planar Backprojection

leads to thlie most orthogonal basis for the vector space of the scene corresponds to the
correct interpretation.

It is even possible to extend the concept of backprojection to include illumination and
alhedo models. The three forms of geometrical backprojection just described generate dif-
ferent shapes from one viewpoint. In addition to varying shape, one could, in principal.
vary illumination (for example, by adding or moving point sources), or vary albedo, while
satisfying the constraints imposed by the reflectance observed in the image. An image such
as the Bumpy Torus (Fig. 2) could be explained in terms of a single-point-source illumina-
tion, a ,niform albedo, and a smoothly curving surface; or it could be explained in terms
of two point sources, implying a shape and/or an albedo that would be very complex. The
choice is clear. The problem of using reflectance constraints effectively - connecting the
surface shape and albedo to the observed reflectances - is difficult, but there has been
promising recent work in this area [371.

In any realistic language, the number of possible encodings of any particular stimulus
wold likely be enormous. The task of enumerating all of them, while possible in principle,
would be hopeless in practice. Information in the primitive encoding, however, may be used
to suuggest possible forms of final encodings. For example, "T-junctions" suggest occlusion,
and sets of lines intersecting at a common point suggest parallelism. In this approach the
role of local "cites" is merely to suggest descriptions, but the final interpretation depends
only on the form of the descriptions and is not required to account for all the cues.

3.3. Levels of Description

Using the formalism of differential geometry, we can, in principle, represent 2D or 3D
figures in a precise, well-founded, intuitive way that is independent of the choice of a coor-
dinate system. Section 4 discusses in detail how the simplicity of figures can be estimated
from descriptions. The method requires further descriptions at different levels of specificity.
We will use the notation developed by Carnap [381.

We assume that a curve or surface has a precise description that captures all aspects of
its shape. For example, in the case of smooth, continuous curves, these descriptions consist

10



of analytic expressions for curvature and torsion. We denote a precise description of this
form Iy 1)prec.

We can convert precise descriptions to approximate Individual descriptions (of which
there are a finite number) by sampling over the parameter space at a certain precision of
mea ijeinent. For example, a smooth, continuous curve can be sampled at intervals of arc
to yield a sequience of curvature and torsion measurements (to some precision). Denote an
individual description by Dla d , let N be the number of samples, and let K be the number of
possible (list inct measurements. That is, we divide the measurement space (of, for example,
curvature and torsion) into K cells Qi (j = I,..., K). '

Finally. we can convert an individual description to a statistical description by counting
the number of elements N1 belonging to each cell. In other words, we can construct a
histogram Dt from Dind. The statistical description gives the frequencies of occurrences of
the various measurements.

Each level of description is implied by its predecessor:

D p re c =: D la d :=- Ds t .

Individual descriptions that imply the same statistical description are said to be statistieally
equilralent. A statistical description represents a disjunction of individual descriptions. The
simplicity measure that will be described in Section 4 is based on the size of this set.

4. Why are Some Interpretations Preferred?

This approach to figural perception begins with 2D image descriptions that are disor-
dered. or in which the implicit order is hidden, and, through backprojection, proceeds to
construct consistent. 3D descriptions that may be more ordered. In other words, it works
froin complex descriptions to simple ones. If 3D descriptions of very simple, highly ordered

form are' fovtnd, they are chosen as the best interpretations. The logical justification for
selccting simple descriptions over complex ones is essentially the principle of Occam's Razor.

We can draw a loose analogy with a famous problem of physics. Statistical mechanics

provides an explanation, based on probabilistic reasoning, of the behavior of irreversible
thermodynamic processes, and, in particular, of the Second Law of Thermodynamics, which
states that the entropy of a closed system must increase. In simple terms, closed systems
invariably evolve from ordered states to less ordered ones. Boltzman [39] and Gibbs [40]
invelnted the mathematical formalisms of statistical mechanics to account for this. The
important insight, was to identify entropy, which had hitherto been defined only in terms
of macroscopic pllysical measurements, with probabilistic descriptions of the microscopic
states of thermodynamic systems. They were able to show that, because the number of
disordered states is vastly greater than the number of ordered ones, the probability of the
system moving into a disordered state is extremely high. More recently, Prigogine [411
has further developed the thermodynamic concepts of structure and disorder of complex
systems.

In a seminal paper that began the field of information theory, Shannon used the concept
of entropy as a measure of information [42]. At first, this seemed to be a completely different
concept than thermodynamic entropy, but Brillouin showed that they were closely connected
4A finiti:ation of this sort happens when a discrete image is created.
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and consistent [43]. [44]. Jaynes showed that the thermodynamic concept could be derived
from Shannon's measure (45], (46].

4.1. A Model of Structure and Information

The property that we use for selecting preferred descriptions is minimum entropy.
Entropy is defined for statistical descriptions, for individual descriptions by implicriion.

and for precise descriptions under some system of finitization. Using the notation developed
in Section 3.3, assume we have a statistical description Dst with cell numbers ,-N ...... VK.
The number of statistically equivalent individual descriptions Dind with these cell numbers
is gi' %df by N!(3

z(D 5 ) = N *"NI ! (3)

* The minimum value of z occurs when all elements belong to the same cell (the honio-
geneous case):

Zmin = 1

The maximum occurs when all cell numbers are as nearly equal as possible (the maxi-
mally heterogeneous case). Assuming that N is divisible by K:

(
N!

Zma )!K 

A system with a statistical description of large z is more disordered than one with small
z. This is because the statistical description of large z can be realized in relatively many
ways, and it gives us relatively little information about the underlying precise description.
On the other hand, if a statistical description has small :, there are few possible individual

descript ions. This observation is the heart of the minimnin-entropy principle for figural
percept ion.

Various sources define entropy in different ways. Shannon, for example, uses the formula:

K
H = - F pi In pi '(4)

.=1

which can be related to z, the number of statistically equivalent individual descriptions con-
sistent with a Dst. as follows. We take the probabilities pj to be the observed probabilities
in a statistical description:

p1 = Nj/N.

Applying Stirling's formula to (3), we obtain

K
Inz -NF plnp , for large N.

j=1

Therefore. from (4),

In z5)
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The important point is that entropy is always defined as a linear function of the logarithm
of -, even though the details may differ from source to source. The base chosen for the
logarithm will affect the units in which entropy is measured, of course, but, since we will
only be concerned with comparisons of values, we can use any convenient base and treat
entropy as a pure number.

The following definition, given by Carnap, has some useful properties:

S(D' ) = Inz - NIn K. (6)

If N varies but the relative probabilities pi do not change, then S is proportional to N.
Furthermore, if each cell is divided into a fixed number q of new cells with equal cell numbers
N j/q, then S remains unchanged. These properties are computationally attractive because
they allow entropies calculated for statistical descriptions with different N and K to be
compared. which outweighs the minor inconvenience that S < 0.

The concept of entropy is notoriously opaque to intuition. The essential point is that
a clescription will have high entropy when its elements occur with more-or-less the same
probability, and it will have low entropy when a few measurements have much higher prob-
abilities thati all others. Shannon's measure, H, can be interpreted as the average amount
of information per symbol in a description. An encoding is said to be efficient if its symbols
occur with equal probability, and therefore carry equal amounts of information, or, equiva-
lently. if the encoded description has maximum entropy. Shannon's original motivation was
to discover how to use fixed-bandwidth communication channels most efficiently, and he
was therefore led to the concept of entropy as a measure of the efficiency of coding schemes.

The redundancy of a description is defined as:

R I1- H(7)

Hmax

or. in terms of Carnap's definition,

S+ NInK

* R =1Sma + N In K(8)

Note that R is in the interval [0, 1], and that R = 0 for an efficient encoding. An encoding
with entropy significantly lower than the maximum possible value, however, will contain
a degree of redundancy. Finding minimum-entropy interpretations is equivalent to finding
maximally redundant ones. Redundancy is thereby discovered and can then be exploited to
build more concise descriptions.

4.2. Some Examples

In this jection a few simple examples of the inductive approach will be presented. The
minimum entropy criterion will be applied to smooth, continuous, planar (zero-torsion)
curves. We will show how various transformations affect the measured disorder of the
curves.

Figures 9 to 12 show several curves created with cubic b-splines [17], which, in this
case, comprise the precise descriptions of the figures. A cubic b-spline represents a smooth,
continuous curve with a finite control polygon, which essentially determines the coefficients
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(a) (b) (c)
S = -920 S = -835 S = -789

(d) (e) (f)

S= -784 S = -667 S = -586

Figure 9: Entropy under Change in Amplitude and Symmetry

of a cuibic piecewise polynomial and which can, therefore, be used as an interpolation
fiictio [.18J. An example of a control polygon is shown in Figure Ilk.

To make individuial descriptions, the splines are sampled at a predetermined nunber V
of(l cqi:lly "paced points (500 in all these examples), and curvature is determined analytically
from the spline function. ' A precision of measurement is then chosen (the parameter K.
which was equal to 200 in all the examples). 6

The first example (Figure 9) shows what happens to the entropy of an initially circular
figure as its symmetry is broken, first into a series of three increasingly noncircular figures
with one axis of symmetry ((a) through (c)), and then into a series of figures of the same
amplitude as the first three, but with two axes of symmetry. Notice that, for a given
:yimnetry. entropy increases monotonically with amplitude. Also, a two-fold symmetric
figurt, has higher entropy, and, therefore, is less simple than a one-fold symmetric figure
of comparable amplitude (e.g., compare (c) to (f)). This observation shows that Kaniz-a's
objection to cJding theory mentioned in Section 2.2 does not apply to this method. More
axes of symmetry do not imply more simplicity. Quite the contrary.

The next example (Figure 10) is another case of symmetry change. All the figures have
the same anlnli udh and only differ by the number of lobes. Entropy monotonically increases
with the number of lobes, or, in other words, figures with few axes of symmetry are judged
to be simpler than comparable figures with many axes of symmetry. This behavior is quite
surprising. because there is no explicit notion of symmetry built into the minimum-entropy

"If the precise spline function is not known a priori, curvature may he estimated by fitting circles t.o triplets
of adjacent samples of the given figure. In either case, we can also relax the requirement that samples
be equally spaced by keeping, as part of the description, the sequence of arc-length segments between
unequally spaced samples. Entropy would then be computed using a two-part statistical description: one
part for curvatures, and one for arc length.

6B1efore computing individual descriptions for a given set of curves, the interval of admissible measurements
must also be fixed. If the bounds are set as tight as possible (i.e., to the actual minimum and maximum of
all riirvatures of the set of curves), the measurements will be as accurate as possible for a given K. The
same bounds were used in all the examples.
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(a) (b) (c)

S = -7G7 S = -642 S = -600

(d) (e) (f)

S = -. 542 S = -454 S = -402

Figure 10: Entropy under Change in Symmetry

model.
Ir we begin with a highly ordered curve and then introduce random changes, we would

expect the curve to become more disordered: entropy should increase. Figure 11 shows
that this is indeed the case. The eight vertices of the polygon used to generate an initially
circular curve were perturbed by adding zero-mean gaussian noise. A sequence of curves was
created by iterating this process. Each curve has undergone twice as many iterations as its
predecessor. Entropy increases with the number of iterations - not monotonically, because
of the random nature of the experiment (iteration (g) had lower entropy than iteration (f)),
bit as a statistical trend.

The final example (Figure 12) shows how the minimum-entropy principle can be us '" to
selct :31) interpretations. The curve in Figure 9c was rotated in azimuth and elevation and
then projected in perspective. The resulting curve, shown in Figure 12a, was backprojected
onto several hypothetical planes, which are indicated by tilted circles in the other figures.
Just as in the previous examples, individual and statistical descriptions were computed for
each of the backprojected figures, and their entropies were determined. As expected, the
best interpretation has the lowest entropy, because it corresponds to the interpreted curve
that is most regular.

4.3. Discussion

The minimum-entropy principle for figural perception expresses a preference for figures
that are simplest in a certain sense. The measure of simplicity - negative entropy - can be
interpreted in several ways, using metaphors of physics, information theory, and inductive
reasoning.

Simplicity is the obverse of disorder, which is measured by entropy. Closed physical
systems dissolve into disorder; which is to say, they undergo irreversible thermodynamic
change. Perceptual systems are not closed, of course. They can freely exchange energy
with their supporting systems, and thereby evolve into more ordered states. In a sense,

N .1.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
S=-1n.1o S=-948 S = -774 S -774

00D0
fe) (f) (g)

S = -708 S = -639 S = -681 S -597

S = -523 S = -483 A control polygon

Figure 11: Entropy under Random Perturbation

(a) (b) (c)
S f -509 $ - OS--580

d d) (e) (f)

S -550 S-813 S -583
The preferred interpretation

Figure 12: Entropy under Backprojection
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the minimum-entropy concept treats perception as the conceptual reversal of physically
irreversible processes. Prigogine has developed the concept of entropy exchange to analyze
the behavior of open systems [41].

In communication theory, the entropy of a message source is determined by the proba-
bilities of the messages it sends. If there are many more-or-less equally probable messages
(high entropy), the receiver is initially in a condition of high uncertainty; if there are rela-
tively few, highly probable messages (low entropy), the receiver has less uncertainty. After
receiving the message. the receiver gains an amount of information equal to the uncertainty
that is resolved. There are two ways of measuring the amount of information in a message:
(a) reduce the message to the shortest possible encoding (i.e., a nonredundant encoding)
and then count the number of symbols, or (b) estimate the entropy directly from observed
frequencies using Equation (6) and apply Formula (8). The coding theory discussed in
Section 2 uses the first method, while the minimum entropy approach uses the second.

* The advantage to the second method is that it eliminates the need to actually construct a
nonredundant encoding - a task that may require considerable cleverness. If we have two
individual descriptions with distinct statistical descriptions (but with the same N, K, and
bounds), and if one description has lower entropy than the other, then it is more redundant
and can, in principle, be encoded with fewer symbols.

* The entropic model of complexity, uncertainty, and disorder has profoundly influenced

the mathematical foundations of inductive reasoning [.19], [38], [50]. The first principle in
this foundation has been called the principle of insufficient reason; namely, if there is in-
sufficient reason to believe that several possibilities have different probabilities, one should
behave as though they were equally probable. Using entropy as a measure of disorder or
as a measure of information follows this principle for the following reason. Given a statis-

* tical description, all statistically equivalent individual descriptions are treated as equally
probable:

P(Di nd =S (Dot)"

If we must choose from a variety of plausible interpretations with different statistical de-
* scriptions (e.g., as determined by backprojection), we choose the one leading to the most

probable individual descriptions; that is, the one with the lowest entropy.

5. Conclusions

The inductive approach suggests a new direction for computational vision. We must
face the fact that perception is not veridical and that deductive methods are therefore not
appropriate for general-purpose vision. At the same time, approaches that rely on matching
specific prior models are unsatisfactory, because they cannot explainl the perception of ab-
stract figures of which we have no prior experience, knowledge, or expectation. Recent work
toward theories involving a so-called 2.5D sketch (see [51]), when considered as an expla-
nation of figural perception, suffers from the same defect as the deductive approach: there
is, in general, insufficient information in a single image to construct iconic, viewer-centered
representations of physical surface properties. Relatively direct modes of perception, such
as stereo and optic flow, may yield to this approach, but the interpretation of single images
will not. Even stereo and optic flow require heuristic assumptions, such as the rigidity
constraint, that are closely related to the information-theoretic concept of simplicity.
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Induction seems to be a natural paradigm for human intelligence. By observing events,
one recognizes correlations, and infers symmetry, causality, family resemblances, and other
relationships. To be sure, the inferences may be wrong, but that's too bad. People make
mistakes. In fact, one of the weaknesses of deduction is that it does not permit one to draw
conclusions that may be in error (assuming the axioms are correct), but that represent tile
best conclusions under the circumstances.

Only a very small part of a full inductive theory of intelligence is presented in this
paper, and several important questions remain to be addressed. For example, one can
imagine hierarchies of descriptions, embedded in successively more concise, more global,
and more idiosyncratic encoding schemes. To give a trivial example, a curve in the shape of
the United States could be encoded as a sequence of arc lengths and curvatures, but it could
also be encoded - much more concisely - as a reference to a known shape. How might
these hierarchies of descriptions be structured, and how can efficient encoding schemes be
learned through experience?
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Object Labeling Using Generic Knowledge

By: Pascal V. Fua
Andrew J. Hanson

Artificial Intelligence Center
SRI International

0 SUMMARY: Substantial progress has been made on an investigation into methods
of intelligent feature extraction. The initial task is the extraction of man-made structures
from aerial imagery. We merge pixel-level techniques with geometric reasoning and generic
(as opposed to specific or template-like) object descriptions. Methods are proposed for
identifying, explaining, and compensating for expected verifiable discrepancies between
the generic models and the image data.



1 Introduction

Our purpose here is to describe the current state of our investigations into the problem
of extracting features from aerial imagery using computer-automated methods. In order
to limit the scope of the work to achievable implementation goals, we have adopted the
following conditions and assumptions:

* Object type: We restrict ourselves to the identification of man-made structures in
aerial imagery, thereby providing the opportunity to use such observations as the

presence of straight lines to focus attention on regions likely to be components of a
target object.

e Initial data: We assume that as initial data we are given a digitized aerial image
that is essentially a straight-down view. In addition, we assume we are provided
with a syntactic partition of that image; typically, we use a partition computed by
an Ohlander-style segmenter such as that provided by Laws [SRI Technical Note
334].

e Knowledge characteristics: We avoid template-based and feature-space tech-
niques by using object-generic knowledge in our analysis. In particular, we con-
centrate on generic models of target objects that are based on the way people would
describe the process of recognizing an instance of the target class of objects in an
aerial image.

A reasonable goal of future extensions would be to remove some of these restrictions and
investigate broader classes of problems.

The focal points of the current work are the following:

* * Smoothly integrating pixel-level information with geometric reasoning techniques
and generic object descriptions.

e Developing the ability to characterize, explain, and correct discrepancies between
generic models and the data extracted from the image, with particular emphasis on
understanding the nature of anomalies in the initial scene partition.

In the following sections, we present the general features of our current approach to
the feature extraction problem, along with some sample results and remarks about future
objectives.

2 Approach to the Feature Extraction Problem

Our basic approach to feature extraction using object-generic knowledge involves the se-
quence of steps outlined below:

4.
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Select generic shapes. Correlation techniques based on explicit shape ,emplates,
Hough transform methods, and other statistical methods of extracting shape from imagery
suffer from a wide variety of well-known failings. Objects such as "a house," or "a chair"
can take on a rich variety of forms that no template-based method can adequately cope
with. Humans utilize generic knowledge about forms and constraints to identify members
of object classes; it is our intention to mimic the human recognition process by using
generic relations and descriptive forms similar to those used by people.

A simple example of what we mean by generic knowledge about "a house" would be
the following:

" Houses have central regions bounded by 4 or more straight lines usually meeting at
right angles.

" Houses cast shadows and the shadows often have straight boundaries.

* Houses have yards and driveways that may have straight borders confusable with the
house itself.

" Some houses have peaked roofs, porches, or gables that separate the actual house
into two or more house-like regions.

" Houses are aanged in simple geometric patterns near streets. Many houses have
driveways and sidewalks connecting them to the street.

Select Elementary Object Features. Each individual object type will have cer-
tain characteristic features that can be exploited. In the case of houses and many other
cultural objects, there exist very straight lines with distinctive relationships. Using a ge-
ometric reasoning system employing spatial relationships between lines and regions, we
can build up evidence for certain classes of objects. For example, areas enclosed by three
perpendicular lines forming a "U" are highly likely to belong to a roof of a house, although
other hypotheses must also be investigated and evaluated.

Search for Object Instances. Given the initial image, a syntactically-based segmen-
tation, and an edge operator, we can extract generic features, discover those implying the
possible presence of target objects, and produce regions that are candidates for the desired
object type in the image.

Invoke Knowledge Base of Processes. Once tentative identifications are made,
they must be verified. The next step of our procedure is to access a knowledge base of
the processes that a human expert might know were likely to produce a false identifica-
tion. In some sense, this knowledge base is equivalent to a set of explanations coupled
with appropriate low-level procedures that can actually test and verify or reject a given
explanation.

The explanations can serve several purposes:

2
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* Cause decisions to be made based upon available models and upon high-level infor-
mation about the given scene and the overall task goal.

" Explain to a human observer the nature of the decision process that is taking place
so that the human can feel confident that appropriate results are being generated.

" Provide a human implementor with insights into the weaknesses and strengths of
the rule and explanation procedure, thus allowing improvements in the process to be
made quickly and accurately.

Below we give an example of the sorts of rules currently being used to understand and
explain the appearance of a set of three parallel lines that might be a peaked roof; this
is typical of the classes of phenomena that need further understanding before information
can be successfully utilized in higher-level identification procedures.

(if (or (peaked-roof-house Li L2 L3)
(or (shadow-and-roof Li L2 L3) ; (LI L2) is the shadow

I (shadow-and-roof L3 L2 Li)) (L3 L2) is the shadow
(or (house-and-yard Li L2 L3) ; (LI L2) is the house

(house-and-yard L3 L2 Li)) ; (L3 L2) is the house
(non-house-cultural-source LI L2 L3))

then (explainable-parallel-lines LI L2 L3))

(if (and (roof-like-enclosed-region Li L2)
(roof-like-enclosed-region L2 L3)
(or (peaked-reflectance-agreement LI L2 L3)

(peaked-reflectance-agreement L3 L2 Li))

then (peaked-roof-house LI L2 L3)

(if (and (shadow-like-enclosed-region Li L2)
(roof-like-enclosed-region L2 L3))

then (shadow-and-roof LI L2 L3))

(if (and (roof-like-enclosed-region Li L2)
(yard-like-enclosed-region L2 L3))

then (house-and-yard LI L2 L3))

(if (and
(or (yard-like-enclosed-region LI L2)

(sidewalk-like-enclosed-region LI L2)

3



(driveway-like-enclosed-region LI L2)
(street-like-enclosed-region Li L2))

(or (yard-like-enclosed-region L2 L3)
(sidewalk-like-enclosed-region L2 L3)
(driveway-like-enclosed-region L2 L3)
(street-like-enclosed-region L2 L3)))

then (non-house-cultural-source Li L2 L3))

Here the symbols LI, L2, L3 represent symbolic instances of the line elements be-
ing tested, and (explainable-parallel-lines LI L2 L3) is the fundamental goal that
would be tested by the knowledge engine until it came to rest on some root-level piece
of knowledge like (shadow-like-enclosed-region Li L2) that was either prestored or
dynamically computed by a specially-coded procedure.

Refine Scene Partition. We recall that the image analysis process began with a
digitized image and a segmentation. The segmentation process itself must be understood
and characterized well enough so that a rule base of corrections like the one described above
can be generated and meaningfully utilized. By combining knowledge of the generic object
models with knowledge of the likely behavioral anomalies of the initial segmentation, we
can generate an improved segmentation containing rearranged image segments that bear
appropriate labels. These labeled regions are the extracted features that satisfy the goal
of our efforts.

3 Process Outline and Sample Analysis

In this section we take a sample aerial image containing houses and carry out an analysis
using the software currently implemented.

A schematic outline of the software organization is provided in Figure 1. The funda-
mental knowledge-based components of the system on the left of the diagram are:

" Spatial Relationships. This subsystem contains knowledge about geometric relation-
ships among lines and regions. The relationships include parallelness, perpendicular-
ity, enclosure, and linkability (including calculation of the line linking the two initial
lines).

* Object Descriptions. This subsystem contains relational descriptions of the target
objects, e.g., how lines combine to describe a figure that is house-like in a generic
fashion.

" Anomaly Explanations. This subsystem contains descriptions of the types of errors
that are liable to be made by the initial segmentation and object identification system,

4
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along with procedures to generate testable hypotheses and check them to discover
the true (or at least more likely) objects. The system also provides explanations and
motivations for its own actions.

The central boxes in Figure 1 represent the flow of data during the analysis procedure,
beginning at the bottom with the image data itself, and proceeding to object labeling as
the final symbolic result.

We now present some figures giving an example of a typical analysis process. In Figure
2, we show the initial scene; in Figure 3, we overlay the initial segmentation boundaries
on image.

Next, in Figure 4, we show the dominant (locally) straight edges found in the scene.
These edges provide strong evidence of cultural objects near the indicated locations.

Finally, in Figures 5 and 6, we show two candidate houses that were identified solely
by the use of geometric reasoning on the adjacency of regions to shapes (such as "U" and
"L") that are very likely to be found enclosing portions of houses in the segmentation. No
corrective or explanatory reasoning was done to achieve this result. Later, we expect to
be able to handle more complex images when the reasoning and explanation capabilities
have been added.

5
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KNOWLEDGE BASES DATA FLOW

ASSIGNMENT OF OBJECT LABELS

Anomaly Explanations Correct and Refine

Object Descriptions GENERIC SHAPE PRIMITIVES

Spatial Relationships SEGMENTATION

* EDGES

T
. [IMAGE DATA

Figure 1: Program structure and data flow for the feature extraction process.
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4 Interactive user interface

This system will eventually be one of a series of "Interactive Expert Cartographic Sys-
tems, that will support an interactive problem-solving scenario involving guidance from
the human operator. A typical scenario will involve steps such as the following:

* Task definition. User will provide background and goal information, context de-
scription, and training examples. When possible, the user will carry out interactive
modeling of target object characteristics and of the problem solution process.

o Model-based recognition. System will carry out the task of recognizing objects based
on stored models, returning to the user on occasion for conflict resolution and con-

* firmation that the strategy chosen is yielding the desired results.

o Explanation. The system will maintain a current database of explanations; explana-
tions can be provided continuously or supplied upon request of the user. The logic of
the processes carried out will be available for examination and immediate correction
if deficiencies are detected.

o Evaluation and correction. The final stage of the process includes evaluation of
the success of the results, together with the option of repeating the analysis with
different input guidance, refining partial results, or performing major additions to
the rule base and remedial procedure library.

5 Future directions

Some of the initial enhancements that we plan to add are the following:

" Generalize capabilities to allow many classes of target objects.

" Replace the current procedural encoding of low-level algorithmic steps and geomet-
rical reasoning by a more flexible rule-based approach.

4* Include the ability to use additional high-level information such as sun angle and
camera angle to predict shadows and perspective distortion of target shapes. Use
these features as additional factors in the object identification process.

" Support exploitation of multiple images covering the same scene.
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PERCEPTUAL ORGANIZATION AND

THE REPRESENTATION OF NATURAL FORM

Alex P. Pentland

Artificial Intelligence Center, SRI International
333 Ravenswood Ave, Menlo Park, CA 94025

and
Center for the Study of Language and Information

Stanford University, Stanford CA 94038

1 Introduction

Our world is very highly structured: evolution repeats its solutions whenever possible
(1], and inanimate forms are constrained by physical laws to a limited number of basic
patterns [2]. The apparent complexity of our environment is produced from this limited
vocabulary by compounding these basic forms in myriad different combinations. Indeed, the
highly patterned nature of our environment is a necessary precondition for intelligence; for
if the apparent complexity of our environment were approximately the same as its intrinsic
[Kolmogorov] complexity then intelligent prediction and planning would be impossible, for
there would be no lawful relations. It is this internal structuring of our environment, then,
that causes object features to cluster into groups, and allows us to reason sucessfully using
the simplified category descriptions that we typically employ [3].

To support our reasoning abilities, therefore, perception must recover these environ-
mental regularities - e.g., rigidity, "objectness", axes of symmetry - for later use in cogni-
tive processes. This recovery of structure is known as perceptual organization, familiar from
such research efforts as the Gestalt movement [4], Johansson's [5] study of the organization
of motion perception, and more recently Marr and Nishihara's [8,7] theory of form per-
ception using a description based on generalized cylinders [8]. The problem of perceptual
organization is important because the structural regularities that perception recovers are
the parts from which we construct our picture of the world; they are the building blocks of
all cognitive activities.

To understand how our perceptual apparatus can produce meaningful cognitive build-
ing blocks from the unstructured array of image intensities, we want a representation that
both correctly models important environmental regularities [9,10] and also accounts for the
perceptual organization we impose on the stimulus - the one structuring of the stimulus
that we know can support general-purpose cognitive activity. Unfortunately, the repre-
sentations that are currently available were originally developed for other purposes (e.g.,

This research was made possible by a grant from the National Science Foundation,
Grant No. DCR-83-12766, in part by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
contract no. MDA 903-83-C-0027, and in part by a grant from the Systems
Development Foundation.
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human 3-D model

S.....arm 3-D model
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* -- A_____ _ ----
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Figuie 2. Marr and Nishihara's scheme for the desciiption of biological forms.

the most widely known representation suggested to date; it captures many of our intuitions

* about axes of symmetry and hierarchical description [see also Agin and Binford (11), Nevatia
and Binford (12), Badler and Bajacsy (13) and Brady (14)]. Further, in recent years
representations like theirs have found considerable success in industrial-style machine vision
systems where an exact model of the specific objects that are to be discovered in the image
data is available [15,16]. Unfortunately, such a representation is only capable of an extremely

* abstracted description of most natural and biological forms, as is illustrated in Figure 2.
It cannot accurately and succinctly 2 describe most natural animate forms or produce a
succinct description of complex inanimate forms such as clouds or mountains.

In this paper we will present a representational system - indeed, a logic - that has
proven competent to accurately describe an extensive variety of natural forms (e.g., people,
mountains, clouds, trees), as well as man-made forms, in a succinct and psychologically
natural manner. Figure 1 shows an example of a scene described in this representation;
only 56 descriptive "parts" (about 500 bytes of information) were employed. We will then
present evidence that we can use the special properties of this representational system to
recover descriptions of specific objects from image data, and finally we will argue that these
recovered descriptions are extremely useful in supporting both commonsense reasoning and
man-machine communcation.
21f we retreats from cylinders to generalised cylinders we can, of course, describe such shapes
accurately. The cost of such retreat is that we must introduce a I-D (at least) function describing
the sweeping function; which makes the representation neither succinct nor intuitively attractive.

3
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2 Vision, Cognition, and Models of Scene Structure

Perception is the mind's window on the world: its task is to recognize and report
objects and relations that are important to the organism. It is this perceptual link between
the objective environment and our conception of the environment that makes our thoughts
meaningful; that ensures that they have some correspondence with the surrounding world.

Because the objects and relations recovered by perception are the primitive predicates
upon which all cognition is built, the particular way in which our perceptual apparatus
organizes sensory data - that is, which regularities are noted and which are ignored -
places strong constraints on the ways in which we can think about our environment. When
perception organizes the sensory data in a way unsuited to the current task even simple
problems can become nearly impossible to solve, as is illustrated by problems where you
"see" the solution only when you "look" at them in the right way.

0 Understanding how to identify the important regularities and relate them to the primi-
tive elements of cognition is, consequently, the principal goal of research into visual function.
The central problem in such research, of course, is that the sensory data underdetermines
the scene structure. Image pixels, by themselves, can determine nothing. Some knowledge
of image formation and of how the world is structured is required in order to obtain any

C assertion about the viewed scene.
Visual perception, therefore, is best viewed as the process of recognizing image

regularities that are known - on the basis of one's model of the world - to be reliably
related to cognitive primitives. The need for a model cannot be sidestepped, for it is the
model that relates the theory's representations and computations to the state of the real

* world, and thus explains the semantics - the meaning - of the theory. A theory of visual
function that has no model of the world also has no meaning .

Understanding the early stages of perception as the interpretation of sensory data
by use of models (knowledge) of the world has, of course, been a standard vision research
paradigm. To date, however, most models have been of two kinds: high-level, specific

* models, e.g., of people or houses, and low-level models of image formation, e.g., of edges.
The reason research has almost exclusively focused on these two types of model is a result
more of historical accident than conscious deci3ion. The well-developed fields of optics,
material science and physics (especially photometry) have provided well worked out and
easily adaptable models of image formation, while engineering, especially recent work in
computer aided design, have provided standard ways of modeling industrial parts, airplanes
and so forth.

Both the use of image formation models and specialized models has been thoroughly
investigated. It appears to us that both types of model, although useful for many applica-
tions, encounter insuperable difficulties when applied to the problems faced by, for instance,

3Theories of visual function, therefore, are based on models: models of how the world is structured
and of how this structure is evidenced by regularities in the image. Much vision research is rot
model based, of course: research on the mechanisms of vision (e.g., parallel processors, neurons), or
on procedures for accomplishing visujal tasks (e.g., variational calculus, relaxation methods) need
not employ models of the world. But to understand visual function - that is, how one can infer
information about the world - it is necessary to have a model of the salient world structure and
of how that structure evidences itself in the image. Only then can one understand how certain
features of the image can allow recognition and recovery or the information of interest.
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a general purpose robot. In the next two subheadings we will examine both types of model,
outline the advantages and disadvantages in using these models for recovering important
scene information, and then in the remainder of this section motivate, develop and inves-
tigate an alternative category of models.

2.1 Models of Image Formation

Most recent research in computational vision has focused on using point-wise models of
image formation borrowed from optics, material science and physics. This research has been
pursued within the general framework originally suggested by Marr [10 and by Barrow and
Tenenbaum [17], in which vision proceeds through a succession of levels of representation.
The initial level is computed directly from local image features, and higher levels are then
computed from the information contained in small regions of the preceding levels. Processing
is primarily data-driven (i.e., bottom-up).

In Marr's scheme the initial level is called the "raw primal sketch," and contains
a description of significant local image structure, e.g., edges, lines, or flow field vectors,
represented in the form of an array of feature descriptors that preserves the local two-
dimensional geometry of the image. The second level is called the "2 1/2D sketch," and
is intended to describe local surface properties (e.g., color, orientation) and discontinuities
in a viewer-centered coordinate frame. Again, the recovered local surface properties are
placed in a set of numeric arrays in registration with original image. From this point an
object-centered, volumetric representation was to be computed, such as is illustrated by
Figure 2. The rationale for this level of representation is that tasks such as navigation or
object recognition seem to require discription in a viewpoint-independent coordinate frame.

Despite its prevalence, there are serious problems that seem to be inherent to this
research paradigm. Because scene structure is underdetermined by the local image data [181,
researchers have been forced to make unverifiable assumptions about large-scale structure

* (e.g., smoothness, isotropy) in order to derive useful information from their local analyses
of the image. In the real world, unfortunately, such assumptions are often seriously in
error: in natural scenes the image formation parameters change in fairly arbitrary ways
from point to point, making any assumption about iocal context quite tenuous. As a result
those techniques that rely on weak, general assumptions such as isotropy have proved fragile
and error-prone, while those that rely on strong assumptions such as smoothness are simply
not applicable to many natural scenes.

That such difficulties have been encountered should not, perhaps, be too surprising.
It is easily demonstrated (by looking through a viewing or reduction tube) that people
can obtain little information about the world from a local image patch taken out of its
context. It is also clear that detailed, analytic models of the image formation process are
not essential to human perception; humans function quite well with range finder images
(where brightness is proportional to distance rather than a function of surface orientation),
electron microscope images (which are approximately the reverse of -normal images), and
distorted and noisy images of all kinds - not to mention paintings and drawings.

Perhaps even more fundamentally, however, even if depth maps and other maps of
intrinsic surface properties could be reliably and densely computed, how useful would they

5
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be? As can be seen from industrial vision work [16] using laser range data, a depth map
is still basically an image. Although useful for obstacle avoidance and other very simple
tasks, it still must be segmented, interpreted and so forth before it can be used for any
more sophisticated task. The conclusion to be drawn from such work is that image-like
measurements of range and other surface properties contribute incrementally, in much the
same way as color: they add a dimension that simplifies some decisions, but they do not solve
the difficult problems encountered in image interpretation (for a more extended discussion
of image formation models see Witkin and Tenenbaum 119]).

2.2 Specialized Models

The alternative to models of image formation has been engineering-style repre-
sentations; e.g., CAD-CAM models of specific objects that are to be identified and located.
Such detailed, specific models evidence themselves in image data in an extremely complex
manner, in part because the models themselves are often complex, but more importantly be-
cause it is the objects' surface shape, and not the appearance of the object, that is described.
As the object's orientation varies, therefore, these models produce a very large number of
different pixel configurations - to say nothing of what happens when we vary the illumina-
tion and imaging conditions. As a consequence, the image regularities that allow reliable
recognition across all of the allowable configurations are very subtle and complex.

The large number of possible appearances for such models makes the problem of
recognizing them very difficult - unless an extremely simplified representation is employed.
The most common type of simplified representation is that of a wireframe model whose
components correspond to the imaged edges. Such a simplified representation permits
reliable recognition of models with currently available computational resources, given that
we are in a restricted environment where the descriptive power of such wireframe models is
sufficient, e.g., as in industrial applications. As a result systems based on CAD-like models
of specific objects have provided most of the success stories in machine vision.

Despite this success, the use of an impoverished representation generally means that
the flexibility, reliability and discriminablity of the recognition process is limited. Thus
research efforts employing specific object models have floundered whenever the number of
objects to be recognized becomes large, when the objects may be largely obscured, or when
there are many unknown objects also present in the scene.

An even more substantive limitation of systems that employ only high-level, specific
models is that there is no way to learn new types of object: new model types must be
specially entered, usually by hand, into the database of known models. This is a significant
limitation, because the ability to encounter a new type of object, enter it into a catalog
of known objects, and thereafter recognize it is an absolute requirement of truly general
purpose vision.

2.3 Part and Process Models

Some sort of additional constraint is required to overcome the fundamental problem
of insufficient information being available from the image. If sufficient constraint is not
available from models of image formation, then from where? Human vision seems to

6
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function quite well as long as the imaging process preserves the basic spatial structure of

the scene; we are able to perceive electron microscope images, depth images, line drawings
and so forth. It seems, therefore, that human perception must be exploiting constraints

provided by the structure of the scene without reliance on quantitative, point-wise models

of the image formation process. What is required, then, are models of scene structure that
capture something about the larger-scale structure of our environment. We cannot, however,
appeal to CAD-like models of specific objects because of the impossibility of learning new

descriptions.

In response to these seemingly intractable problems some researchers have begun to

search for a third type of model, one with a grain size intermediate between the point-
wise models of image formation and the complex, specific models of particular objects [20].

There is good reason to believe that it may be possible to accurately describe our world
by means of such intermediate-grain models; that world can be modeled as a relatively

small set of generic processes that occur again and again, with the apparent complexity of

our environment being produced from this limited vocabulary by compounding these basic

forms in myriad different combinations.

We have known for over a century that evolution repeats its solutions whenever possible

[11], resulting in great regularities across all species: there are but a few types of limb, a

few types of skin, a few types of leaf, and a few patterns of branching. An amazingly
good model of a tree, for instance, is the composition of a simple branching process with
three-dimensional texture processes for generating bark and leaves [211; the same branching

models can also serve for rivers, veins, or coral. Similarly, it is now being discovered that
inanimate forms may also be constrained by physical laws to a limited number of basic
patterns [2,22]. Mandelbrot has shown that such apparently complex forms such as clouds,
hills, coastlines or cheese can all bc described by simple patterns recursively repeated at all

different scales [22], while Stevens presents strong evidence that natural textures occur in
but a few basic forms [2].

Indeed, such internal structure in our environment is a necessary precondition for

* intelligence; for if the apparent complexity of our environment were approximately the
same as its intrinsic [Kolmogorov] complexity then intelligent prediction and planning would
be impossible, for there could be no lawful relationships [23]. It is exactly this internal
structuring of our environment that causes object features to cluster into groups, and allows

us to sucessfully employ "commonsense reasoning," i.e., to reason by use of the simplified
category descriptions that we typically employ [3].

It appears, then, that it may be possible to accurately describe the world in terms
of parts: macroscopic models that, in relatively simple combination, can be used to form
rough-and-ready models of the objects in our world and how they behave. If we adopt this
view, then the central problems of perception are not how to describe images, surfaces, and
volumes, so that we may eventually arrive at recognition of high-level models [10]. Rather,

the central problems for perception are to find a set of generically applicable part-models,
describe how they combine to form images, and then use this description in order to recognize

the content of an image as a combination of these generic primitives. This new proposal,
then, is to dispense entirely with initial stages of description and begin immediately with

4A recognition of parts models: models that are in principle much like models of houses and
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chairs, but that are more generally applicable and less detailed.

Because such models would be simpler than models of specific objects we would
expect that we could be more readily characterize how they would appear in an image.
On the other hand, because they describe larger-scale structure than point-wise models
of image formation, we would expect that they might not suffer from the problems of
underdetermination that have forced researchers to make unrealisticly strong assumptions
such as smoothness or isotropy. Besides offering a good balance between complexity and
reliablity, such intermediate-grain parts models spark considerable interest because they
describe the world in the right terms: they speak qualitatively of whole objects and of
relations between objects, rather than of local surface patches or of specific objects. Thus
they can potentially provide a vocabulary for describing the world at the grain size that is
most often directly useful to us.

The problem with forming such "parts" models is that they must be complex enough
to be reliably recognizable, and yet simple enough to reasonably serve as building blocks
for specific object models. Current 3-D machine vision systems, for instance, typically use
rectangular solids and cylinders to model specific shapes. Using these primitives for the
automatic construction of a description for an arbitrary new object has not proven possible,
except 4 (as in industrial or urban imagery) when the set of objects that will be encountered
is constrained to be simple combinations of rectangular solids or cylinders [241. To support
truly general purpose vision, therefore, we need to develop new modeling primitives that
can be used to build descriptions of arbitra-y objects, and that are recognizable in standard
imagery. Our work towards this goal is the subject of the remainder of this paper.

3 A Representation For Natural Forms

We present here a representational system - indeed, a logic - that has been proven
competent to accurately describe an extensive variety of natural forms (e.g., people, moun-
tains, clouds, trees), as well as man-made forms, in a succinct and natural manner (see
Figure 1). The idea behind this representational system is to provide a vocabulary of models
and operations that will allow us to model our world as the relatively simple composition
of component "parts," parts that are reliably recognizable from image data.

The most primitive notion in this represention may be thought of as a "lump of
clay," a modeling primitive that may be deformed and shaped, but which is intended to
correspond roughly to our naive perceptual notion of "a part." It is worth noting that this
notion of "part" corresponds roughly with that used by Konderink and Van Doorn [25,26]
or by Hoffman and Richards [271 in their analysis of line drawings. For this basic modeling
element we use a parameterized family of shapes known as a superquadrics [28,29], which
are described (adopting the notation cos q - Cn, sin w = S,) by the following equation:

4A caveat should be noted with respect to laser rangeflnders and the like: in some cases the
thousands of range measurements provided by these active sensors can give enough additional
constraint to allow recovery of low-level, polygon-like descriptions of novel objects.
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cartoon-like nature of these illustrations is due primarily to the lack of surface texturing).
The entire human body shown in Figure 5, including face and hands, requires combining
only 40 primitives, or approximately 300 bytes of information (these informational require-
ments are not a functiob of body position). Similarly, the description for the face requires
the combination of only 13 primitives, or fewer than 100 bytes of information. The ex-
treme brevity of these descriptions makes many otherwise difficult reasoning tasks relatively
simple, i.e., even NP-complete problems can be easily solved when the size of the problem
is small enough.

In Figure 5 (as in all cases examined to date) when we try to model a particular 3-D
form we find that we are able to describe - indeed, we are almost forced to describe - the
shape in a manner that corresponds to the organization our perceptual apparatus imposes
upon the image. That is, the components of the description match one-to-one with our
naive perceptual notion of the "parts" in the figure, e.g., the face in Figure 5 is composed
of primitives that correspond exactly to the cheeks, chin, nose, forehead, ears, and so forth.
Figure 6 shows how the face is formed from the Boolean sum of several different primitives.
The basic form for the head is a slightly tapered ellipsoid. To this basic form is added
a somewhat cubical nose, bent pancake-like primitives for ears, bent thin ellipsoids for
lips, and almond-shaped eyes, as is shown in Figure 6(a). Figure 6(b) show the addition of
rounded cheeks and a slightly pointed chin (is this Yoda from Star Wars?), and finally Figure
6(c) shows the addition of a squarish forehead and slightly fractalized hair. The smoothly
shaded result is shown in Figure 6(d) - it is a reasonably accurate human head, composed
of only 13 primitives, specified by slightly less than 100 bytes of information. One should
remember that this representation is not in any way tailored for describing the human form:
it is a general-purpose vocabulary.

The correspondence between the organization of descriptions made in this repre-
sentation and human perceptual organization is important because it is strong evidence that
we are on the right track. The fact that the distinctions made in this representation are very
similar to those made by people makes it likely that descriptions couched in this language
will be useful in a wide variety of commonsense reasoning tasks, e.g., that the vocabulary of
this representation might constitute a good set of primitive predicates for the Naive Physics
[33] research program6 . Similarly, the ability to make the right "part" distinctions offers
hope that we can form qualitative descriptions of specific objects ("Ted's face") or of classes
of objects ("a long, thin face") by specifying contraints on part parameters and on relations
bewteen parts, in the manner of Winston [46,471 or of Davis [48].

And, of course, such representational correspondence is also important because it
provides the basis for useful man-machine interaction.

$Descriptions that correspond to a possible formative history explicitly group together parts of a
form that have a similar causal history, i.e., that came about in the same manner. It appears that
such groupings have a strong tendency to continue to act as a simple whole. Why this should be
true is unclear; perhaps there are only a few basic categories of physical interaction that all may
be characterized using the same definition of *part.'
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3.2 Complex inanimate forms

Many naturally occuring forms are fractalsT [22,34-381; Mandelbrot, for instance,
shows that fractal surfaces are produced by several basic physical processes. One general
characterization of naturally occuring fractals is that they are the end result of any physical
processes that randomly modifies shape through local action, i.e., they are a generalization
of random walks and Brownian motion. After innumerable repetitions, such processes will
typically produce a fractal surface shape. Thus clouds, mountains, turbulent water, lightning
and even music have all been shown to have a fractal form.

During the last two years we have developed these fractals into a model for describ-
ing complex, natural surface shapes [34,35,371, and have found that it furnishes a good
description for many such surfaces. Evidence for the descriptive adequacy of this model
comes from several sources. Recently conducted surveys of natural imagery [34-361, for
instance, have found that this model accurately describes how most homogeneous textured
or shaded image regions change over scale (change in resolution). The prevalence of surfaces
with fractal statistics is explained by analogy to Browian motion (the archetypical fractal
function): just as when a dust mote randomly bombarded by air molecules produces a frac-
tal Brownian random walk, the complex interaction of processes that locally modify shape
produces a fractal Brownian surface.

Naturally occuring fractal-like surfaces have two important properties: (1) each seg-

ment is statistically similar to all others; (2) segments at different scales are are statistically
indistinguishable, i.e., as we examine such a surface at greater or lesser imaging resolution
its statistics (curvature, etc.) remain the same. Because of these invariances, the most
important variable in the description of such a shape is how it varies with scale; in essence,
how many large features there are relative to the number of middle-sized and smaller-sized
features. For fractal shapes (and thus for many real shapes) the ratio of the number of fea-
tures of one size to the number of features of the next larger size is a constant - a surprising

fact that derives from the property of scale invariance. The fractal model, therefore, leads
us to characterize a surface's statistics in terms of two parameters: the surfaces variance
(amplitude), and the ratio between the frequency of smaller and larger features (i.e., its

fractal dimension).
Although quite useful in describing natural surfaces, this statistical fractal-based model

has a very serious limitation: it does not describe the patterning of surfaces, only how their
overall statistics vary with scale. We may remedy this restriction by use of the descriptive
language outlined above. It turns out that fractal surfaces may be constructed by the
Boolean combination of our "lumps," specifically, the recursive sum of smaller and smaller
lumps, when carried to the limit, forms a true fractal surface. This construction is illustrated
in Figure 7(a). We first pick a ratio r, 0 < r < 1, which determines the fractal dimension of
the surface (i.e., the fractal dimension D of a surface is determined by D = T + r, where T
is the topological dimension of the surface) and randomly place n' large bumps on a plane,
giving the bumps a Gaussian distribution of altitude (with variance a,2 ), as seen in Figure
7(a). We then add to that 4n 2 bumps of half the size, and altitude variance a2r2, as shown
in Figure 7(b). We continue with 16n 2 bumps of one quarter the size, and altitude 012r4,
7The defining characteristic of a fractal is that it has a fractional dimension, from which we
get the word "fractal.
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this has allowed us to closely predict people's perception of surface roughness [38,391; we
can speculate, therefore, that the demonstrated ability of people to preattentively segment
an image on the basis of this ratio gives them a method of segmenting the scene into regions
that were separately formed.

4 Primitive Perception: Recognizing Instances of Models

0 During the last decade, the dominant view of human perception has been that percep-
tion proceeds through successive levels of increasingly sophisticated representations until
finally, at some point, information is transferred to our general cognitive faculties. And
indeed, there does seem to be a gradient of sophistication in human perception, ranging from
seemingly primitive inferences of shapes, textures, colors, and the like, to the apparently

* more sophisticated inferences of chairs, trees, affordances i and people's emotions. There is
significant reason to believe, however, that this is not simply the flow of information through
successive levels of representation.

To summarize Fodor's excellent and extended argument for this conclusion [40], we
note that the sophisticated end of perception can involve virtually anything we know, and
seems to blend smoothly into general cognition - for instance, we speak of perceiving
abstract mathematical relationships or people's inten-,ions. There is no principled reason
to separate sophisticated perception from general purpose reasoning. The characteristics of
primitive perception, however, are quite different from that of cognition:

* Informational encapsulation: Primitive perception proceeds without benefit of in-
*D timate access to the full range of our world knowledge. Most visual illusions, for

instance, cannot be dispelled merely by recognizing them as illusions [41].
* Limited extent: The body of knowledge on which primitive perception draws is of
quite limited extent, at least in comparison to our conscious world knowledge. People
of all cultures seem to share a common perceptual framework [431; it is this shared
framework that makes possible any communication at all.
* Functional autonomy: Primitive perception proceeds with little regard to the par-
ticulars of the task at hand, under at most limited voluntary control. We are capable
of the same discriminations, regardless of purpose or task, except (perhaps) for a few
very practiced tasks, e.g., birdwatchers discriminating between different types of bird.
This is not to say that we always do make the same discriminations (we can, after

( all, focus our attention), but rather that whenever we attend to a particular stimulus
dimension we are always capable of making the same discriminations.

Primitive perception is at least roughly the realm of perceptual organization, i.e., the
pre-attentive organization of sensory data into primitives like texture, color and form.
Thus, although we often speak as if perception were a smooth series of progressively more

( sophisticated inferences [10], it is more likely that there are separate, specialized mechanisms
for primitive and sophisticated inferences.

This leads to a conception of our perceptual apparatus as containing two distinct parts:
the first, a special-purpose, perhaps innate mechanism that supports primitive perception,

"taffordances are the purpose(s) of an object.
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and the second something that nic-ely resembles general cognition. Most of the time the sen-
sory data is first examined by the mechanisms of primitive perception to discover instances

of rigidity, parallelism, part-like groupings and other evidences of causal organization, and
then the mechanisms of sophisticated perception use specific, learned knowledge about the
world to refine this primitive causal explaination into a detailed account of the environment.

It should be noted, however, that for at least the most practiced discriminations things

seem to happen somewhat differently. When a percept, even if of a very sophisticated nature,
is highly practiced or very important it appears that our minds build up a special-purpose
mechanism solely for that purpose. Consider. for instance, peoples incredible facility at
recognizing their own name, or the faces of familiar people. There may be, therefore, a
sort of "compiler" for building specialized routines for these oft-repeated, important or
time-critical discriminations. How much of our day-to-day perception is handled by such

special-purpose routines is very much an open question.

Primitive perception, by our definition, was first seriously addressed by the Gestalt
psychologists [41, who noticed that people seem to spontaneously impose a physically mean-
ingful organization upon visual stimuli, through grouping, figure/ground separation, and so
forth. They found that the addition of semantic context very rarely affects this spontaneous,

pre-attentive organization of the image; somehow the visual system seems able to group an
image into the correct, physically meaningful parts before contextual knowledge is available.

The Gestalt psychologists described this spontaneous organization as being governed
by the principle of Pragnanz2 , however their lack of the modern notions of computation
limited their ability to crisply define Pragnanz and thus doomed them to a rather limited

success. Nevertheless, their work paved the way for the two-stage model of perception
that is enjoying widespread popularity in academic circles today. The first stage, which
we are describing here as primitive perception, is spontaneous and pre-attentive. It carves
the sensory data into likely-meaningful parts, and presents them to the later stages of

perception. The second stage of perception, which we are calling sophisticated perception,
is very little (if at all) different from our general cognitive faculty - including the ability to

make very efficient, "compiled" routines, presumably by combining the outputs of primitive
perception.

4.1 Recognizing Our Modeling Primitives

It is our goal to provide the beginnings of a theory for our faculty of pre-attentive,

primitive perception: to present a rigorous, mathematical definition for the vague notion
of "a part" and to explain how we can, Gestalt-like, carve an image up into meaningful
"parts" without need of semantic context or specific a priori knowledge. We have already
described a representation that is competent to describe a wide range of natural forms, and
whose primitive elements seem to correspond closely to our naive notions of perceptual parts.

What remains is to be done is to show that these descriptive primitives can be recovered
from the image data.

The major difficulty in recovering such descriptions is that image data is mostly a
function of surface normals, and not directly a function of the surface shape. This is

2 Pragnanz is normally translated as meaning 'goodness or form"
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because image intensity, texture anisotropy, contour shape, and the like - the information
we have about surface shape - is largely determined by the direction of the surface normal.
To rccover the shape of a general volumetric primitive, therefore, we must (typically) first
compute a dense depth map from information about the surface normals. The computation
of such a depth map has been the major focus of effort in vision research over the last decade
and, although the final results are not in, the betting is that such depth maps are impossible
to obtain in the general, unconstrained situation. Even given such a depth map, the recovery
of a shape description has proven extremely difficult, because the parameterization of the
surface given in the depth map is generally unrelated to that of the desired description.

Because image information is largely a function of the surface normal, one of the most
important properties of superquadrics is the simple "dual" relation between their surface
normal and their surface shape. It appears that this dual relationship can allow us to form
an overconstrained estimate of the 3-D parameters of such a shape from noisy or partial
image data, as outlined by the following equations.

The surface position vector of a superquadric with length, width and breadth a,, a2
and a3 is (again writing cost/ = C,, sinw = S,)

SX(,w) = 2c' 1's ?) (1)

and the surface normal at that point is
-17c2-e,(7 2-::

N(ri,w) I -L C'2-cES.2- (/a- 9- W (2)
k -LS- J

Therefore the surface vector X - (z, y, z) is dual to the surface normal vector N =

(Zn,yn, z) in the following sense:

D /1IC2S2"

1L 2

From (1) and (3), then we have

GCC 2  C2S 2
,7 W ,7 W

z (5)

so son - _X tan 2 W (6)

Zn y

or

(Y )l 1/ 2 == tanw (7)

We may also derive alternative expressions for tanuw as follows:

x W Y a,,.,, . =a 2CS ' (8)
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so a .

or l

(Val )/- tanW (10)

Ta2

Combining these expressions for tan w we obtain

Vim4 ) 1/2 Val ) 1/,,211
( Xz, za2

or 2/2

X , X (12)

Letting r = y,,/x,, k = (al/a2)2/2 and = 2/(2 - 1 we find that

r - k(!) (13)

d-dr - ' ( z - (14)

dr -kV(y
T. x - 2  

(15

This gives us two equations relating the unknown shape parameters to image measureable
quantities, i.e.,

r _V (16)

and r -Z

MMT (17)

Thus Equations (16) and (17) allow us to construct a linear regression to solve for
center and orientation of the form, as well as the shape parameter e2 , given only that we
can estimate the surface tilt direction r.

Overconstraint and reliablity. Perhaps the most important aspect of these equations
is that we can form an overconstrained estimate of the 3-D parameters: thus we can check
that our model applies to the situation at hand, and we can check that the parameters we
estimate are correct. This property of overconstraint comes from using models: when we
have used some points on a surface to estimate 3-D parameters, we can check if we are
correct by examining additional points. The model predicts what these new points should
look like; if they match the predictions then we can be sure that the model applies and
that the parameters are correctly estimated. If the predictions do not match the new data
points, then we know that something is wrong. The ability to check your answer is perhaps
the most important property any vision system can have, because only when you can check
your answers can you build a reliable vision system. And it is only when you have a model
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that relates many different image points (such as a model of how rigid motion appears in
an image sequence, or a CAD-CAM model, or this 3-D shape model) that you can have the
overconstraint needed to check your answer.

One other aspect of Equations (16) and (17) that deserves special note is that the only
image measurement needed to recover 3-D shape is the surface tilt r, the component of
shape that is unaffected by projection and, thus, is the most reliably estimated parameter
of surface shape. It is, for instance, known exactly at smooth occluding contours and both
shape-from-shading and shape-from-texture methods produce a more reliable estimate of r
than of slant, the other surface shape parameter. That we need only the (relatively) easily
estimated tilt to estimate the 3-D shape parameters makes robust recovery of 3-D shape
much more likely.

When we generalize these equations to include unknown orientation and position
parameters for the superquadric shape, we obtain a new set of nonlinear equations that

• can then be solved (in closed form) for the unknown shape parameters c and C2, the center
position, and the three angles giving the objects orientation. Once these unknowns are
obtained the remaining unknowns (a,, a2, and a3, the three dimensions of the object) are
easily obtained.

For the case of rotation and translation in the image plane, the equations become:

X" =c,(Z - Xo) + S,(y - yo) Y" =" -s,(x - ZO) + c,(Y - yo) (18)

where 8 is the rotation, zo, yo the translation, and (x', y*) the new rotated and translated
coordinate system. The tilt r then becomes

-Y. (-Sx. + Cy,,) (19)
z, (Cox. + Spy.)

and the derivative of Equation (19) is

dr (-Son + C-J " )(Cszn + StIn)-
dy dy* d

-(-So,_. + Cey.)(CXn + Syn)- 2(C.'- + So ) (20)

-2dy ( dy*d,
(Cex. + Sg,)- 2 Z d Yn d

( di" dy" I

Noting that

dx,, d . d _, ---- 1  dy dy,, dy - _ C., (21)
dy* dy dy' dy dyj dY dy* d

Equation (16) can now be rewritten as

(CoZn + SeY)(-SX + CeYn) =

[-s(X - X0) + cAY d dXn (22)

1dy
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Our estimates of tilt from local image information typically have considerable noise in

them [18,37,44]; in order to still obtain a good estimate of three-dimensional shape we will

formulate the problem of recovering the shape parameters as a linear regression. Collecting
the image-measureable terms together (in square brackets), this equation becomes

+= [.--]( C(S2 _ C2))

+ - V. (Xo - Ceyo)dy. _ (23)

+ - - X

+ [yx,, - - X

This equation, then, can be used for a linear regression to solve for the unknown
coefficients (in curved brackets). We have five unknown coefficients and so we require tilt

0 information at as few as five points in order to solve for all these unknowns; from these we
can obtain closed form solutions for the center of the object (xo,yo), the shape parameter f,
and the orientation 0. In fact, things are somewhat better than this, because we have two
such equations at each point (one for dx and one for dy) so that fewer points are actually
required. The small number of points required opens up the possibility of segmenting images
in terms of the parameters of the 3-D surface.

At occluding contours the situation is better yet, because we also know that y2 + A =

1, and considerable extra constraint is available. This formulation, therefore, reflects the
fact that contour information is more powerful than shading or texture information. One of
the more interesting aspects of this approach is that contour information and information
from shading or texture contribute toward estimating shape in exactly the same manner -
by providing information about surface tilt - and therefore we may combine information
from all of these sources by use of the same set of equations, those derived from Equations
(16) and (17).

Because we have formulated the problem of primitive perception as one of recognizing
instances of the "parts" found in a representational vocabulary, we can frame the problem
as one in statistical decision theory: we have a range of hypotheses that we entertain,
and use image data to decide among the alternatives. This gives us a rigorous framework
for integrating information from motion, stereo, etc., together with contour, shading and
texture information without having to make further assumptions. This is in considerable
contrast to approaches that try to apply strong, unverifiable assumptions about the nature
of surfaces (e.g., that all surfaces are "smooth") in order to integrate various information
sources. Here we are attempting to collect a vocabulary of models that span the space of
shape possiblities, so that we can replace unverifiable assumptions with verifiable models.
We want perception to proceed by making an overconstrained, statistical determination
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that a particular model is applicable (rather than simply making an assumtion), and then
estimate the parameters of that model. If our vocabulary of shape does in fact cover the
range of shape that actually occurs, then we will have made the best shape estimate possible
with the available image data.

Equation (23) does not reflect the full sophistication possible in statistical decision
theory; a regression using this equation results in a maximum likelihood estimate of com-

pound parameters such as Co and C So rather than estimates of the individual parameters
e and 0. Still, the main power of the approach remains. Our modeling primitives provide
us with a parameterized range of hypotheses that we can choose among using established

statistical tools, thus providing us a rigorous framework for integrating contour with shad-

ing and texture information, as well as allowing us to include a priori information that we

may have gained from previous views. The power of this framework has been illustrated
by the work of Ferrie and Levine [44] who, using a simpler shape vocabulary consisting of
ellipsoids and cylinders, have combined our local shape-from-shading technique [18] with

motion information to accurately recover 3-D shape.
Although the equations presented here are only for rotations in the image plane, the

general equations are similar, although somewhat more complicated. As in the simpler case,
information at relatively few points" is required in order to solve for the unknowns, and
the situation is considerably better along occluding contours.

Figure 9 illustrates the process of recovering 3-D shape using this technique. Figure
9(a) shows a half-toned version of an image of a superquadric with shape parameters eI, 2 -
0.5. To this image, we applied the local shape-from-shading/texture technique developed
by Pentland [18,37]. The estimation technique employs second-derivative filters with local

support to make estimates of surface slant and tilt, with the estimates of tilt being more
reliable than the estimates of slant [18,44]. Figure 9(b) shows a view of the surface tilt (i.e.,
y,/xn) recovered from the continuous 8-bit image of the shape illustrated by Figure 9(a); in
this figure the image x axis runs left-right and the V axis runs up-down. From this estimated
tilt surface we can use Equations 16 and 17 to estimate the center of the shape, the shape

parameter e2 , and the width and breadth of the shape. Figure 9(c) shows two views of the
recovered shape; it can be seen that in this simple case a good estimate of the 3-D shape
can be made. It appears, then, that Equations (16) and (17) offer a good hope for recovering
surface shape; in our future research we hope to extend these results to natural imagery.

4.2 Model-Based Vision, the Blocks' World, and Our Effort

The most successful (i.e., working, practical) efforts in machine vision have all been
accomplished within two paragdigms that are generally lumped together under the rubric
of "model-based vision." The first of these paradigms is to take a CAD-CAM type model
of a specific object, find configurations of image features that uniquely determine identity
and orientation of the object, and then search the image for those configurations. A similar,

but fundamentally quite different "model-based vision" paradigm was first employed in the
Blocks' world research during the 1980's [see Roberts (45)], and more recently in such work
as the 3-D Mosaic program of Hermann and Kanade (24]. In this second paradigm, the

15Depending on the exact formulation, 16 points are required.
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individually recognizable part models. One may, therefore, think of the research described
here as returning to the Blocks world, but with models of 3-D structure that are tremen-
dously more sophisticated than simple blocks or polyhedra.

We believe that the modeling language presented here has a good chance of being able
to handle most of the forms found in the real world. The images in this paper demonstrate
the expressive power of this new vocabulary of models (their cartoon-like nature is primarily
due to the lack of surface texturing), and the mathematics in this section of the paper
demonstrate the plausablity of recovering such part descriptions from sparse and partial
image data. Even if it should turn out that our models aren't yet sophisicated enough to
deal with the complexity of real world, we will have at least made major progress towards
bridging the gap between the present state of the art and that needed to construct a general-
purpose, real-world vision system.

5 Using The Representation

The particular models of the world that perception uses to interpret sensory data
induce a profound organization on all of our conceptual structures. If we stand in the
center of Stonehedge, we can see either a collection of pillars, several irregular walls of
pillars, or concentric circular structures with regularly-spaced pillars. This is the familar
Gestalt phenominon of grouping; what is important about it is that which grouping you
spontaneously see strongly influences what hypotheses you entertain when trying to deduce,

* for instance, the purpose of Stonehedge. Examples such as this demonstrate that the manner
in which perception "carves up" the world - that is, its models of the world - strongly
determine the way in which we think about the world.

The issue of perceptual models is, therefore, of more than passing interest to those
* interested in cognition. It seems reasonable that if we are to develop machines that are

able to display commonsense reasoning abilities, for instance, we must have spatial repre-
sentations that are at least roughly equivalent to those people employ in organizing their
picture of the world. Similarly, if we are ever to communicate with machines about our
shared environment we must develop spatial representations that are at least isomorphic
to the representations that we use. We must have a representation that captures the same
sorts of distinctions we make when we carve objects into parts.

Because communication depends upon having a shared representation of the situation,
we can use man-machine communication as a fairly sensitive test of whether a particular
representation captures the notions of difference and similarity that humans employ. The

* empirical (and so far informal) finding that the organization of our shape descriptions
correspond closely with the human perceptual organization is, as a consequence, quite
interesting: the representation seems to offer exciting possiblities for flexible, effective man-
machine communication. It was therefore of great interest to test how effectively we can use
the representation described here as a basis for communication between a computer and its
operator concerning image data and 3-D shape.
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5.1 Communicating about a Digitial Terrain Map

As a first experiment we took the problem of communicating with a computer about

a digital terrain map, as might be done in guiding a stereo compilation process or when

plotting a path through the terrain. Figure 7 showed how a mountainlike surface can be
built up from the combination of progressively smaller primitives. We can also take a
real surface, such as the digital terrain map of Yosemite Valley shown in Figure 10(a) and
decompose it into a canonical lump-description by use of a minimum-complexity criterion,
that is, we attempt to account for the shape with the fewest number of component parts as

is possible (see Szeliski [491). One simple mechanism for approximating this decomposition
is to form a Laplacian pyramid [50], examine the entries in this pyramid to find those points
that most closely correspond to the shape of a single "lump"(by looking at the neighbors
of the point in both space and scale), subtract off that lump from the original form, and
repeating this procedure until no entries remain in the pyramid.

If we want to have a "sketch" of the DTM surface (a simplified description that we

can use for communication), we can use estimates of the surface's variance and fractal

dimension to set an acceptance threshold, so that our decomposition proceedure finishes
by taking only the 50 or so most prominent surface features. To adequately characterize
a DTM we have found that we need to look for only two types of primitive elements: one,
a vertically-oriented symmetrical peak, and two, a horizontally-oriented elongated ridge
or valley. The fractal statistics of the surface characterize how features of the surface
change across scales and therefore gives us the information needed to adjust the acceptance
threshold for different scales, so that the prominence of features accepted at one scale
corresponds to the prominence of smaller or larger scale features. When we do this, the
result is a description that organizes the pixel data into its most prominent components
at all scales, in a way that we have found corresponds closely with our naive perceptual
organization of the surface - e.g., organizing the surface into peaks, ridges, valleys, and
the like.

The ability to structure the pixel data in a manner that corresponds to the perceptual

organization we impose upon the data allows us to support human-computer communication
about the scene. It allows us to point to a part of the scene, say "that thing" and have the
machine be able to make a good guess about what part of the surface we want to indicate,
as opposed to the current state-of-the-art in which we have to carefully outline the part of

* the surface that we want manipulate.

This sort of communication is illustrated in Figures 10(b), (c) and (d), which shows
the operation of a program we have constructed that performs this parsing of a Digital
Terrain Map (DTM), identifies the 50 or so most prominent perceptual "parts," and then
allows the user to interact with the DTM by simply pointing to peaks, valleys, ridges and

41 so forth. These figures show a user pointing, the program interpreting what "feature" the
user intended to indicate, and then highlighting that feature by cross-hatching it. The
highlighted feature can then be edited to improve the DTM, defined as a primitive object
in a path planning calculation, or used in whatever manner the user's purpose demands.

As these figures illustrate, we have found a good correspondence between this program's
*structuring of the image and the structure people impose on the image.
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communication is the 3-D modeling system called "SuperSketch" that was used to make

most of the images in this paper. In this Symbolics 3600-based modeling system users

create "lumps," change their squareness/roundness, strctch, bend, and taper them, and

make Boolean combinations of them in real time by moving the mouse through the relevent

parameter space, controlling which parameter is being varied by using the mouse buttons.

Because these forms have an underlying analytical form, we can use fast, qualitative ap-

proximations to accomplish hidden surface removal, intersection and image intensity cal-

culations in real time - something that could not be accomplished on a 3600 if a polygon-

based description were employed. "Real time" in this case means that an "lump" can be
moved, hidden surface removal accomplished, and drawn as a 100 polygon line drawing
approximation in 1/8th of a second, and a complex, full color image such as Figure 1 can
be rendered in approximately 20 seconds 14 .

Because the primitives, operations and combining rules used by the computer are very
well matched to those of the human operator, we have found that interaction is suprisingly
effortless: it took a relatively unskilled operator less than a half-hour to assemble the face
in Figure 0, about ten minutes to create the lobster in Figure 3, and about four hours total
to make Figure 1. This is in rather stark contrast to more traditional 3-D modeling systems
that might require days or weeks to build up a scene such as shown in Figure 1. This
performance, perhaps more than any other statistic that could be given, illustrates how the
close match between this representational system and the perceptual organization employed
by human operators facilitates effective man-machine communication.

6 Summary

To support our reasoning abilities perception must recover environmental regularities
- e.g., rigidity, "objectness", axes of symmetry - for later use in cognitive processes.
Understanding this recovery of structure is critically important because the structural
organization that perception delivers to cognition is the foundation upon which we construct
our picture of the world; these regularities are the building blocks of all cognitive activities.

To understand how our perceptual apparatus can produce meaningful cognitive build-
ing blocks from the unstructured array of image intensities we would like to have a repre-
sentation that correctly models both important environmental regularities and also accounts
for the perceptual organization we impose on the stimulus - the one structuring of the
stimulus that we know can support general-purpose cognitive activity. Unfortunately, the
representations that are currently available were originally developed for other purposes
(e.g., the point-wise descriptions of physics, or the platonic-solids descriptions of engineer-
ing) and therefore are often unsuitable for the problems of perception or commonsense
reasoning.

For instance, the complexity of standard descriptions for such common natural forms
as clouds, human faces, or trees is a fundamental block to progress in artificial intelligence
14A Symbolics 3600 is approximately the speed of a VAX 11/780, except for floating point

operations (used extensively in SuperSketch) which are almost an order of magnitude slower.
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and machine vision: How can we hope to recover 3-D shape descriptions from an image when
the number of parameters to be recovered approximately equals the number of pixels in the

* image? How can we hope to reason about such an overly complex description effectively?

In answer to these problems we have presented a representation that has proven com-

petent to accurately describe an extensive variety of natural forms (e.g., people, mountains,
clouds, trees), as well as man-made forms, in a succinct and natural manner. The approach
taken in this representational system is to describe scene structure at a scale that is more like

our naive perceptual notion of "a part" than the point-wise descriptions typical of current

image understanding research, and to use a description that reflects a possible formative
history of the object; e.g., how the object might have been constructed from lumps of clay.

Each of the component parts of this representation - superquadric "lumps," defor-

mations, Boolean combination, and the recursive fractal construction - have been pre-
* viously suggested as elements of various shape descriptions, usually for other purposes. The

contribution of this paper is to bring all of these separate descriptive elements together,
and employ them as a representation for natural forms and as a theory of perceptual or-
ganization. In particular, we believe that the important contributions of this paper are the
following.

* We have demonstrated that this process-oriented representational system is able
to accurately describe a very wide range of natural and man-made forms in an

extremely simple, and therefore useful, manner. Further, the representation can
be used to support fast, qualitative approximations to determine, e.g., intersec-
tion, appearance or relative position. Such qualitative reasoning is employed in
SuperSketch allow real-time movement, deformation, Boolean combination, hidden
surface removal, intersection and rendering.

* We have found that descriptions couched in this reprezentation are similar to people's
(naive) verbal descriptions and appear to match people's (naive) perceptual notion
of "a part;" this correspondence is strong evidence that the descriptions we form
will be good spatial primitives for the Naive Physics research program [1 1] and

* for commonsense reasoning in general. Additionally, we hope that this descriptive
system will provide the beginning a rigorous, mathematical treatment of the still
vaguely defined subject of human perceptual organization.

" The part-model approach to perception makes the problem of recovering shape
descriptions overconstrained and therefore potentially extemely reliable, while still
providing the flexibility to learn new object descriptions. One important goal of
this paper, therefore, is to begin the process of replacing unverifiable assumptions
with verifiable models. Toward this end we have shown that our current descriptive
vocabulary is capable of describing a wide range of natural forms, and that the

primitive elements of this language can be recovered from partial image data in an
overconstrained and apparently noise-insensitive manner.

• And finally, we have shown that descriptions framed in the representation have
markedly facilitated man-machine communication about both natural and man-
made 3-D structures. It appears, therefore, that this representation gives us the
right control knobs for discussing and manipulating 3-D forms.

The representational framework presented here is not complete. It seems clear that
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additional process-oriented modeling primitives, such as branching structures [21] or particle
systems [51], will be required to accurately represent objects such as trees, hair, fire, or
river rapids. Further, it seems clear that domain experts form descriptions differently
than naive observers, reflecting their deeper understanding of the domain-specific formative
processes and their more specific, limited purposes. Thus, accounting for expert descriptions
will require additional, more specialized models. Nonetheless, we believe this descriptive
system makes an important contribution toward solving current problems in perceiving and
reasoning about natural forms, by allowing us to construct accurate models that are still
simple enough to be useful, and by providing us with the basis for more effective man-
machine communication.

0

0
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The Terrain-Caic System

By: Lynn H. Quam



I THE TERRAIN-CALC SYSTEM

A. Overview

Terrain-Calc is a system for synthesizing realistic sequences of perspective
views of real-world terrain that is described by a database consisting of geometric
and photometric models. The geometry of the surface is described by a digital
terrain model, which is a 2-dimensional array of elevations defined on a regilar
grid. The photometry of the terrain is described by a source image covering all or
part of the area contained in the terrain model. This image is geometricaliy
related to the terrain model by a projection (usually a perspective projection) that
relates world coordinates to image coordinates.

The image-synthesis process is approximately equivalent to the following
physical analogue:

(1) Create a physical model of the terrain using a construction
material that has a Lambertian reflectance function.

(2) Project the source image onto the terrain model using a
projector with proper focal length, placed at zhe proper position
and orientation (equivalent to the perspective projection model
relating the source image to the terrain).

(3) View the physical terrain model with a camera having the
desired focal length, position, and orientation.

Views constructed according to this description are approximately what
would have been seen by a camera as defined by (3) over the actual terrain at the
same time that the source image was acquired. The differences are due to the
following effects:

" The geometric and photometric models are limited in resolution
and accuracy.

* Portions of the surface that should be visible in the synthesized
view were not visible in the source image.

" The actual surface materials do not obey Lambert's Law.

The view-synthesis algorithm is related to a technique developed by the
computer graphics community called "texture mapping" (Quam 1971), (Blinn
1978), (Catmull 1080). A novel algorithm is used in Terrain-Calc to avoid aliasing
that results from violating the sampling theorem.
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B. The Models

The geometry of the surface is described by a digital terrain model that is a
2-dimensional array of elevations z(x,y), where x and y are defined on a regular
grid. Each square of the grid is cut into two planar triangular facets, choosing the
diagonal that maximizes the angle between the normals to the two triangular
facets.

The photometry of the terrain is defined by a digitized source image
covering all or part of the geometric model. It is assumed that the surface
materials obey Lambert's Law, which makes it possible to generate relatively
realistic views without detailed modeling of the surface materials.

The relationship between digitized pixel values in the source image and real-
world luminous flux at the surface is generally unknown because of the many
parameters in the film processing chain before the image is digitized and because
of the effects of atmospheric scattering. For images acquired with calibrated
sensors, it would be possible to synthesize views where the light source is at a
position different from that in the source image, so long as the terrain obeys
Lambert's law.

C. The View-Synthesis Algorithm

Views are synthesized by iterating over the triangular facets in the terrain
model, projecting the vertices of each triangle to the source and view images, and
"warping" each triangular patch in the source image into its corresponding patch
in the view image.

The warp step iterates over pixels on the regular grid of the synthesized
view that are within each triangle, computing the position of the corresponding
pixels in the source image using the linear transformation that maps the triangle
in the synthesized view into the source image.

The "warp" operation starts by determining the sampling relationship
between pixels in the synthesized view and pixels in the source image. For each
triangle in the synthesized view, a circle of one pixel diameter is constructed at
any point in the triangle. Since all of the triangles are planar, and the following
projections do not include perspective scale change, the particular choice of point
does not matter. A cone is constructed by projecting this circle through the
projection center of the synthetic camera. This cone is intersected with the
corresponding triangular facet of the terrain model, forming an ellipse. A second
cone is constructed by projecting this ellipse through the projection center of the
camera for the source view. The intersection of this second cone with the image
plane of the source view results in an ellipse that corresponds to the circular pixel
in the synthetic view (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: GEOMETRY OF THE VIEW SYNTHESIS ALORITHIM

A somewhat more accurate, but also more complicated calculation of the
sampling relationship projects a one-pixel-square area from the synthesized view,
rather than a circle, and results in a quadrilateral area in the source image.

The use of this sampling relationship is essential to avoid problems due to
aliasing, which result from violating the sampling theorem. To avoid aliasing,
each pixel in the synthetic view is computed by integrating pixel values in the
source image over an elliptical area corresponding to the pixel.

Terrain-Calc computes an approximation to the integral over an elliptical
area by summing estimates of integrals over circles that have diameters
approximately equal to the minor axis of the ellipse along a path corresponding to
the major axis of the ellipse. The circular integrals of various diameters are
formed by convolving the source image with circularly symmetric Gaussian
convolution kernels of varying sizes using the hierarchical Burt algorithm (Burt,
1981).
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Another form of aliasing can occur at pixels that cross occlusion edges,
where pixels in the synthetic view project to several facets in the terrain model.
The most severe problem of this kind occurs at occlusion boundaries, where the
pixel in the synthesized view projects to widely separated facets in the terrain
model. The correct calculation requires summing the intensity integrals over two
or more partial ellipses corresponding to the intersections of the cone with each
facet.

Hidden-surface elimination is accomplished using a variation of the "H-
array" technique of Wright (Wright, 1973), which requires that (1) the facets be
processed in a near-to-far order in relation to the synthetic camera, (2) that the
world z-axis always project to a vertical line in the synthetic view (i.e. no roll to
the camera), and (3) the geometric model be a single-valued function z(x,y). An
improved algorithm (Anderson, 1982), which permits camera roll and fixes some
other problems with the H-array technique, will be implemented in the near
future. A more conventional z-buffer algorithm would eliminate all of the above
restrictions at additional computational cost.

The time required by the view-synthesis algorithm is mainly determined by
the number of pixels in the generated view and the number of facets that must be
examined. For views containing approximately 320 x 250 pixels resulting from
44000 facets, the view-synthesis algorithm requires about 150 seconds on a
Symbolics 3600.

D. Interactive User Interface

Terrain-Calc also provides a sophisticated graphical interface for specifying
flight paths and parameters of a simulated camera (see Figure 2).

To specify a flight path, the user first invokes an interactive curve editor to
draw a curve on top of a vertical view of the terrain model as depicted on the
display screen, thereby specifying the x and y components of the flight path.
Terrain-Cale then displays a graph of the terrain model profile underneath the
flight path, allowing the user to specify the z component of the flight path in
relation to the terrain profile. A parametric spline curve is fit to the x, y, and z
coml)onents of the flight path, from which position and direction can be easily
computed as a function of distance along the curve.

Each synthetic view is computed by means of a perspective projection whose
parameters are determined by the flight path and a parameter menu consisting of
following:

e Field of View: Horizontal field of view. This is the angle relating
the focal length to the view image width.
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" Tilt: Tilt or pitch of the camera in a vertical plane with respect
to the direction of the flight path. Currently, tilt must not be
large enough to cause any rays from the camera to be exactly
vertical, because of limitations of the hidden-surface algorithm.

" Pan: Pan or yaw of the camera with respect to the flight path.
* Sequence Length: Number of equally spaced views to be

generated.
* Draw Mode: Selection of wire frame or synthetic image views.

A sequence of views spaced at equal distances along the flight path is
generated. For each view, the combination of flight-path direction, tilt, and pan
determines the direction of the principal camera ray, which, together with the
flight-path position and focal length, determines all of the parameters of the
perspective projection for the view. Sequences of views that fit in available
physical memory can be dynamically displayed on the color screen at a rate of
about 1.3 million pixels per second, or sixteen 320 x 250-pixel frames per second.
On a Symbolics 3600 with six megabytes of physical memory, there is room for
about 60 frames, each containing 320 x 250 pixels.

Stereo views are created using two identical synthetic cameras separated by
a user-specified distance on a horizontal line perpendicular to the direction of the
principal ray. They are displayed either as left-right pairs of images for viewing
using a stereo viewing box to merge the images or as a cyan/red anaglyph image.
Left-right stereo-pair sequences can be displayed at half the above frame rate.
whereas anaglpyh stereo sequences can be displayed at the full frame rate.

E. Unsolved Problems and Future Directions

* A major unsolved problem is how to improve the efficiency of the projection
algorithm by using hierarchical terrain models, in which the level of the hierarchy
(and therefore the size of the facets) is chosen in each neighborhood of the terrain
model so that there are no noticeable flaws in the generated views. The use of a
hierarchy is particularly important for the synthesis of oblique views, where

4. distant facets of the terrain model project to a small fraction of a pixel in the
view.

A simple hierarchical technique is to represent the terrain at a hierarchy or
resolutions, obtained by convolving the terrain model z(x,y) with Gaussiatn kerIVls
of various sizes and then decimating the results. The view-synthesis algorithm
begins using the highest resolution in the pyramid and, for each row of facets,
keeps track of the distance to the nearest facet in the row. As this distance
increases, the coarser levels of resolution in the terrain hierarchy are used, in
order to keep the number of view-image pixels per facet approximately constant.

7
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This technique produces acceptable results when images are viewed in
isolation, but introduces annoying artifacts in motion sequences. The problem is
that the transitions between levels of the terrain hierarchy occur at different
places in each image, depending on the distances between the facets and the
camera. Such transitions occur in jumps. We have implemented an improvement
that performs linear interpolation between levels in the resolution hierarchy to
eliminate the abrupt transitions.

Currently, Terrain-Calc only handles the very restricted class of geometric
models of the form z(x,y). A future extension will allow a mixture of 3-D
modeling techniques to be used together, using a Z-buffer (Catmull 1974) or A-
buffer (Carpenter) to merge the results of the disparate modeling systems.
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ABSTRACT

Attempts have been made to speed up image-understanding computation
involving conventional serial algorithms by decomposing these algorithms into
portions that can be computed in parallel. Because many classes of algorithms do
not readily decompose, one seeks some other basis for parallelism (i.e., for using
additional hardware to obtain higher processing speed). In this paper we argue
that "parallel guessing" for image analysis is a useful approach, and that several
recent IU algorithms are based on this concept. Problems suitable for this
approach have the characteristic that either "distance" from a true solution, or
the correctness of a guess, can be readily checked. We review image-analysis
algorithms having a parallel guessing or randomness flavor.

We envision a parallel set of computers, each of which carries out a
computation on a data set using some random or guessing process, and
communicates the "goodness" of its result to its co-workers through a
"blackboard" mechanism.
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I INTRODUCTION

Sophisticated image analysis often requires the use of a sequence of time-
consuming algorithms, such as feature extraction, region growing, and model
instantiation. Such processing sequences currently require several minutes for their
computations on commonly available machines, see Table 1. "Real-time" scene
analysis with frame rates of 1/30 second will require three or four orders of
magnitude speedup. If future computer technology advances provide us with one
or two orders of magnitude over the next 5 to 10 years, two or three orders of
magnitude improvement are still required for practical applications in the
indicated 5-10 year period.

Table 1
Timing for Some Image Understanding Algorithms

(all timing is CPU time of a VAX 11/780)

RELAX relaxation algorithm, University 3 minutes/iteration
of Maryland, (3x3 window, 128x128 image)

Phoenix segmentation algorithm. Carnegie 33 minutes
Mellon university. 500x500 image

GHOUGH. generalized Hough Transform. 1-5 minutes
Uri .versity of Rochester (variable.
depending on image size, number of

* rotations and radii tried, and template size)

In recent years, parallel architectures for image processing have been
developed; a recent survey of these is given in [Reeves 1984] and in [Duff 1983].
These architectures are largely tailored for the natural parallelism found in
convolution, filtering, and other "low-level" scene analysis processes. However,
higher-level processes do not exhibit such parallelism and, in general, algorithmic
parallelism cannot be achieved by attempting to decompose essentially sequential
algorithms. (Shannon showed this for the case of n-dimensional switching
functions, [Shannon 1949 ]).

We therefore seek a generally applicable formalism for image analysis
algorithms that offers a natural parallelism, so that we can trade additional
hardware for decreased computation time. One class of such algorithms takes
advantage of the following observation: It is often much faster to verify the
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correctness of a guess, than to compute the solution. Based on this observation,
• we postulate an architecture based on a large set of processors that guess an

answer (1) by means of random selection, (2) by an exhaustive "rough grain"
selection, or (3) by intelligent guessing. Such guessing mechanisms become
especially important in problems in which the data are noisy, or when there is not
an adequate analytical model.

O

LI APPROACH TO PARALLELISM

0 Our approach is, therefore, to develop image analysis algorithms suitable for
parallel computation that are based on guessing a good answer. The basic idea is
that each module simultaneously takes a different guess and computes a
"goodness" value for the guess. When a "good" guess is made, its result and the
goodness value are entered on a "blackboard." The blackboard controller
indicates the basis for further iterations by constraining the range of new values
to be chosen and determines when a suitable answer has been found.

In contrast to most current concepts, based on a small "grain size" and
high-bandwidth communication between processing modules, we seek algorithms
that do not require lockstep operation of processors and require a minimum of
communication between processors. The proposed parallel architecture is shown
in Figure 1. Symbolic structures derived from low-level processing are stored in a
blackboard. Parallel processors derive their input data from this blackboard
directed by a control processor. Intermediate results are returned by the
processors to the blackboard. Results of the computation are analyzed by the

* control processor and then used as output. The requirements for algorithms to be
used in this architecture are as follows:

" Selection. A selection method for the guess must be provided,
using intelligent guessing, a random selection, or exhaustive
selection from a roughly quantized space. The selection process
can be carried out in data space by selecting frcn among the
input data, in parameter space in which there is a selection of
values for one or more of the model parameters, or in both data
and parameter space.

" Goodness of result. There must be a simpk measure of the
goodness of the result obtained using the guess.

" Control. Some method must be provided for selecting the best
current guesses, for using the best current guess to constrain
additional guessing, for accomplishing efficient guessing by
partitioning the space of guesses, and for determining when the
overall process is to stop.

2



m EXAMPLE ALGORITHMS

Many existing scene-analysis-related algorithms can be viewed as satisfying
the above requirements. The Hough transform, RANSAC, back-projection
techniques, branch-and-bound, and functional optimization are particular
examples. These are described below.

A. Hough Transform Approach

The Hough transform fDuda and Hart, 1972] can be used when little is
known about the scale and location of the boundary of an object we wish to find,
but its shape can be described by a parametric curve, e.g., a straight line. This
class of algorithms finds the parameters of a model within a roughly quantized
range of variable values in the equations of the model. For example, if we are
given a list of edge pixels and wish to find an acceptable straight line that passes
through or near many of these pixels, we can use the approach shown in Figure 2.

This approach is mechanized using random data selection. Each processor
selects an edge point from the list and considers a span of lines of various
directions through the point. The distance of the normal to each such line is
computed, and the value of the normal distance and angle for each line is used to
increment an appropriate (angle, normal distance) histogram "bucket" on the

0 blackboard. A control processor associated with the blackboard stops the process
when it determines that a histogram peak is evident and returns the (angle,
normal distance) value of the peak as the parameters of the desired line.

1. RANSAC

The random selection and consensus (RANSAC) approach [Fischler and
Bolles, 19811 is a procedure that uses a random selection of exactly enough data
points to satisfy a model. Each trial involves random point selection and testing of
the proposed model on the remaining points. A simple example of RANSAC is the
case of determining an acceptable line, given a set of candidate edge points. A
pair of points is randomly selected, as shown in Figure 3, and the sum of the
absolute values of the deviations of the other points from this line is used as a
measure of goodness of fit.

3
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The algorithm uses random selection of data points. In the parallel
mechanization, each processor selects a pair of input points, computes the line
parameters, and then determines the sum of the deviations of the other points
from this line. Each processor looks at the blackboard to see if the sum of the
deviations obtained is less than the best value posted on the blackboard. If it is,
then the previous value is replaced by the new value and the line parameters.
When the sum of the deviations is less than a desired amount (and the individual
deviations are not correlated in any way), the control processor stops the process
by writing a termination message on the blackboard.

2. Back Projection

In the "back-projection" problem, we are given an image and want to
determine the structure of the scene that produced the image. Witken [Witken
10811 finds the 3-D orientation of small planar patches within the scene to obtain
an estimate of the 3-D geometry of objects in the scene. His approach makes the
following assumption: An arbitrary scene will have no favored direction for its
visible edges. The algorithm first rinds the edges in the image and then finds the
tangent lines to these edges. A trial and error procedure of assuming specific
planar patch orientations in the scene is now carried out. The "best" planar
patch for each local region in the scene is the one for which the distribution of the
"back-projected" line orientations will be "most random."

In the parallel mechanization shown in Figure 4, each processor obtains,
from the blackboard, a list of tangent lines in some local patch of the image.
Each processor accepts a complete set of scene planar patch orientation
parameters specified on the blackboard and uses these parameters to back-project
the tangent lines Each processor develops a histogram of line directions, for each
trial orientation of the scene patch, as an indicator of the randomness for the line
directions: the flatter the histogram, the better the estimate. Each processor
reports to the blackboard the best orientation of the patch it is analyzing and the
goodness of the result. The blackboard control computer specifies the range of
plane orientations to use, assigns portions of the image to the computers for
analysis, and decides when to stop the process.
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3. Branch-and-Bound

Branch-and-bound is a popular technique that has been used successfully in
the solution of problems that arise in combinatorial optimization and artificial
intelligence. In a branch-and-bound approach, the solution space is organized as a
graph that is usually a tree, with each link representing a value. The goal is to
proceed from the root node to some end node in a way that maximizes or
minimizes the sum of the path values. Various forms of branch-and-bound are all
based on the idea of avoiding paths that are unproductive. Thus, one might begin
by following a random path from the root to the goal to obtain a total cost C for
that path. One then explores another path, stopping the exploration of that path
when the path cost exceeds C. If a lower-total-cost path from root to goal is
found, then its cost becomes the new C. Parallelism can be introduced into the
process by expanding more than one path during each iteration. A parallel
computer for implementing branch-and-bound algorithms is given in [Wah and
Ma 19821, and the problems that arise in parallel branch-and-bound are given in
[Lai and Sahni 19841.

Using the multiple-path-expansion approach, each processor follows a path,
computing the cumulative cost as it proceeds. When a processor has followed a
path from root to goal, it posts the total cost on the blackboard. Any processor
that currently has a greater cost terminates its current path and pursues a new
path. This procedure is shown in Figure 5.

4. Maximum or Minimum of a Function

There are many image-analysis applications involving the determination of
the maximum or minimum of a function. If the function is relatively smooth, then
an iterative gradient approach can be used in which a measure of the gradient is
used to determine the next guess as to the independent variable. If the function
has many local maxima or discontinuities, a coarse-fine approach is more
appropriate, in which random exploration is carried out in coarse partitions of the
independent variable, and a finer exploration is then made in locations that seem
promising.

In the coarse-fine parallel mechanization, each processor is assigned a range
and makes random guesses of the independent variable within its assigned range.
After n random looks, only the most promising ranges are retained, and the
processors are redistributed to cover the selected ranges. The random guessing
procedure is continued for a number of iterations in the selected ranges, and sub-
ranges are identified -for further exploration. The motivation is to avoid getting
trapped in a local maximum at an early stage of the process. In the parallel
mechanization shown in Figure 6, we use a simple one-dimensional example of

afinding a global maximum, given a "noisy" function having many local maxima.



IV CONCLUSIONS

Guessing techniques based on randomness or exhaustive bucketing can be
important in image analysis, since such guessing is often needed in the face of
data errors or lack of a suitable analytic model. In addition, guessing offers the
advantage of a uniform approach to achieving parallelism. We have indicated a
parallel architecture that can take advantage of such an approach and some
present-day algorithms that can be viewed from this point of view. Rethinking of
some of the "classical" image-analysis algorithms in this context can prove
fruitful.
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